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Abstract
In this thesis, two approaches to analyze flamelet structures in turbulent non-premixed combustion
are presented. The analyses are based on a highly resolved direct numerical simulation (DNS) of a
temporally evolving turbulent syngas jet flame that was conducted to this end. First, the simulation
is analyzed by means of a novel on-the-fly tracking procedure to assess the model assumptions of a
recently published extended flamelet formulation, which in contrast to the classical flamelet model,
explicitly accounts for flame-tangential transport effects. After the extended model is modified to
describe flamelets in a Lagrangian manner, flamelets are tracked in the DNS with the help of tracer
particles that are attached to the iso-surface of stoichiometric mixture fraction. At each time step,
gradient trajectories (flamelets) are emitted from these particles and are traced along the ascending
and descending gradient until a local extremal point is reached. The on-the-fly tracking procedure
thus allows a detailed analysis of single flamelets in turbulent flames and a full reconstruction of
flamelet histories for the first time.
In a second step, the history of flamelet identities is recomputed by means of a flamelet solver and
a distinction is made between three different approaches (i) the classical flamelet (FLT), (ii) the
curvature-affected flamelet (FLT-C) and (iii) the multi-dimensional flamelet (FLT-MD). Comparing
the results of the recomputed histories with the DNS, it turns out that the FLT and FLT-C approaches
mostly fail to reproduce the DNS results. On the other hand, the full extended FLT-MD approach
agrees very well with the DNS for all identities considered, indicating that curvature-induced
flame-tangential transport is an important aspect to consider in flamelet modeling. The study is
complemented by a budget analysis of instantaneous flamelet identities, with which it is possible to
quantify transient effects for the first time.
The second approach analyzing flamelet structures consists in decomposing the mixture fraction field
into small subunits called “dissipation elements”. Dissipation elements are defined as the ensemble
of all gradient trajectories that end at the same local extremal points (minimum and maximum).
However, in contrast to the on-the-fly tracking this procedure is applied during the postprocessing
of the DNS and allows to identify all gradient trajectories. Originally developed for the statistical
analysis of non-reacting flows, this methodology promotes novel flamelet-based modeling strategies.
Classifying dissipation elements according to the location of their extremal points, statistics are
computed and analyzed for two instants of time, considering the Euclidean distance ` of the extremal
points, the scalar difference ∆Z , the arithmetic mean Zm and an approximate gradient g =∆Z/` .
These statistics lead to further conclusions regarding the location of dissipation elements in mixture
fraction space and how they are affected by turbulent mixing. Last, joint statistics of the temperature
and the species mass fraction of OH with respect to g are inspected. It turns out, that there exists a
strong correlation between the approximated gradient g and the quantities T and YOH, respectively.
v

Kurzfassung
In der vorliegenden Arbeit werden zwei Methoden zur Analyse von Flamelet-Strukturen in turbu-
lenter nicht-vorgemischter Verbrennung vorgestellt. Die Analysen basieren auf einer eigens hierfür
durchgeführten hoch aufgelösten direkten numerischen Simulation (DNS) einer sich zeitlich en-
twickelnden turbulenten Syngas Jetflamme. Zunächst wird die Simulation mittels einer neuartigen
on-the-fly Trackingprozedur analysiert und Modellannahmen eines kürzlich veröffentlichten erweit-
erten Flameletmodells, das im Gegensatz zum klassischen Flameletmodell flammentangentialen
Transport berücksichtigt, werden bewertet. Nachdem das erweiterte Modell hinsichtlich einer
Lagrangen Beschreibungsweise modifiziert wurde, werden Flamelets mit Hilfe von Tracerpartikeln,
die mit der Isofläche stoichiometrischer Mischung verknüpft sind, verfolgt. Ausgehend von diesen
Partikeln werden in jedem Zeitschritt Gradiententrajektorien (Flamelets) emittiert und entlang des
aufsteigenden und abfallenden Gradienten verfolgt bis ein lokaler Extrempunkt erreicht wird. Damit
ermöglicht die on-the-fly Trackingprozedur erstmals eine detaillierte Analyse einzelner Flamelets in
turbulenten Flammen und eine vollständige Rekonstruktion von Flamelethistorien.
In einem zweiten Schritt, wird die Historie einiger Flameletidentitäten mittels eines Flameletlösers
nachberechnet, wobei zwischen folgenden 3 Methoden unterschieden wird: (i) das klassische
Flamelet (FLT), (ii) krümmungsbeeinflusstes Flamelet (FLT-C) und (iii) multi-dimensionales Flamelet
(FLT-MD). Vergleicht man die Ergebnisse der nachberechneten Historien mit der DNS, zeigt sich,
dass die FLT und FLT-C Methode in den meisten Fällen die DNS Ergebnisse nicht reproduzieren
können. Im Gegensatz dazu stimmt die FLT-MD Methode mit der DNS für alle Flameletidentitäten
sehr gut überein, was beckräftigt, dass krümmungsinduzierter flammentangentialer Transport bei
der Flameletmodellierung berücksichtigt werden sollte. Ergänzt wird diese Studie durch eine
Budgetanalyse instantaner Flameletidentitäten, wobei mit Hilfe der Trackingprozedur zum ersten
mal der Einfluss transienter Effekte quantifiziert werden kann.
Die zweite Methode zur Analyse von Flamelet-Strukturen basiert auf der Zerlegung des Mischungs-
bruchfeldes in kleine Elemente, die Dissipationselemente genannt werden. Dissipationselemente
sind definiert als die Menge alle Gradiententrajektorien, die an den selben lokalen Extrempunkten
(Minimum und Maximum) enden. Im Gegensatz zur on-the-fly Trackingprozedur wird diese Meth-
ode während der Auswertung der DNS zur Identifikation aller Gradiententrajektorien angewendet.
Ursprünglich entwickelt für die statistische Analyse nicht-reaktiver Strömungen, ermöglicht diese
Methodik neueartige flameletbasierte Modellierungsstrategien. Basierend auf einer Regimezer-
legung der Dissipationselemente, bezogen auf die Lage der Extrempunkte, werden Statistiken
hinsichtlich des Euklidischen Abstands ` der Extrempunkte, der skalaren Differenz ∆Z , des arith-
metischen Mittels Zm und eines approximierten Gradienten g =∆Z/` für 2 Zeitpunkte ausgewertet
und diskutiert. Diese Statistiken lassen weitere Rückschlüsse hinsichtlich der Lage der Dissipationse-
lemente im Mischungsbruchraum zu und wie diese durch turbulente Mischung beeinflusst werden.
Abschließend werden die gemeinsamen Wahrscheinlichkeitsdichtefunktionen der Temperatur T und
des Speziesmassenbruchs YOH hinsichtlich g betrachtet. Es zeigt sich, dass ein enger Zusammenhang
zwischen dem approximierten Gradienten g und den Größen T beziehungsweise YOH besteht.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
In today’s industrialized world, energy requirements have constantly increased over recent decades,
and they will still do so in the foreseeable future. The U.S. Energy Information Administration has
forecasted that the world’s energy consumption by the year 2050 will be 814 quadrillion British
thermal units (BTUs), which is an increase of nearly 56 % compared to the year 2010, cf. figure 1.1.
Although the amount of renewable energies will have increased by more than 150 % by the year
2050 , fossil fuels such as petroleum, coal and natural gas are still market-dominating. The
primary process of power generation from fossil fuels is combustion. Therefore, the importance of
combustion is obvious, and will possibly be unchallenged even after the year 2050.
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Figure 1.1.: World energy consumption in quadrillions of BTUs by primary fuel from year 2010 to
2050. The vertical dashed line denotes the current year and separates historical records
from projections [1].
However, the conversion of chemical energy to thermal energy by combusting fossil fuels has
adverse effects. The two most debated effects are air pollution and global warming [2]. For
instance, the release of pollutants, such as carbon monoxide, sulfur dioxide, nitrogen dioxide and
particulates, during the conversion process has adverse effects on human health, e.g. causing
bronchial irritations, lung inflammation and reduced lung function, asthma, lung cancer or heart
arrhythmia [2]. The second effect, global warming, is mostly caused by the emission of greenhouse
gases (GHGs) such as CO2, CH4 or N2O, and total anthropogenic GHG emissions continued to
increase between 1970 and 2010, with larger absolute increases between 2000 and 2010 [3]. As
stated by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) [3], emissions of CO2 from fossil
fuel combustion and industrial processes contributed to about 78 % of the total increase in GHG
emissions from 1970 to 2010.
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To address these issues the, European Commission is looking at cost-efficient ways to make the
European economy more climate-friendly and less energy-consuming [4] and has defined a low-
carbon economy roadmap. The European Commission’s strategy until the year 2050 is to cut
greenhouse gases by 80 % compared to 1990, and has proposed several actions for the sectors:
power generation, industry, transport, buildings and agriculture. While working to achieve these
goals, a recurring claim made in all sectors is that energy and fuel-efficiency will be improved and
pollutant emissions reduced.
To keep up with these ambitious goals, novel concepts and new design patterns are required for
future combustion devices. While admission procedures are often interminable for new devices and
are still largely based on laboratory experiments, such developments could be achieved faster and
at lower costs if accurate, robust, and truly predictive computational design tools were available, so
that testing could be conducted largely on the computer [5]. Then, parameter studies or geometry
variations could be transferred to numerical simulation approaches, while the final admission could
be based on a few laboratory experiments. Furthermore, detailed three-dimensional simulations
that resolve all spatial and temporal scales could offer insights into various phenomena which
otherwise would not be accessible by laboratory experiments. In recent years, computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) have proven to be a valuable tool in situations where experiments are not feasible
or could even be dangerous.
1.2 A valuable tool - Computational Fluid Dynamics
The term CFD refers to a branch of fluid mechanics which is not specifically designed for the
analysis of combustion, but instead comprises tools for the analysis of flows from various areas
of application, e.g. biomedical flows, ocean currents and atmospheric flows. The foundation of
all CFD applications are the Navier-Stokes equations (NSE), which constitute a system of partial
differential equations describing the motion of viscous fluids and whose solution is the velocity
vector. Analytical solutions of the NSE only exist for very simple problems but for the major-
ity of flows, they have to be solved numerically. Numerical solutions of the NSE are obtained
by means of a computational domain which constitutes a discretized representation of the actual
problem in conjunction with proper conditions defined at the boundary of the computational domain.
Reacting flows are one of the most difficult flow scenarios, since many highly complex physical
processes are involved, e.g. turbulence, chemical kinetics, radiation, multi-component diffusion,
soot formation and flame-acoustic interactions, which have to be coupled nonlinearly to describe
the behavior of the overall system. Furthermore, chemical reacting flows are multi-scale problems,
meaning that a fully coupled description involves various time and length scales, which additionally
stresses a numerical treatment. Therefore, different numerical procedures have been developed in
the past, which are tailored to deal with the numerical complexity of the various physical processes
involved.
One of the most important phenomena found in almost all practical combustion devices is turbulence.
There exist three established methodologies for analyzing turbulent flows:
• Direct numerical simulation (DNS),
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Figure 1.2.: Schematic picture of differences between the RANS, LES and DNS approaches for
numerical simulations of turbulent flows for (a) a signal in physical space and (b) the
turbulent kinetic energy spectrum E(κ).
• Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes simulation (RANS) and
• Large eddy simulation (LES).
The main difference between these approaches is the level of detail preserved in the simulation,
which can best be illustrated by comparing an exemplary signal in physical space, see figure 1.2a.
While DNS resolves all spatial and temporal scales, LES and RANS approaches only preserve details
of the flow field up to a certain length scale. The important difference between LES and RANS is
that Reynolds-averaged simulations deliver time-averaged solutions, thereby providing information
about mean quantities only, whereas LES resolves the quantities up to a certain length scale specified
by a filter width lc.
Direct numerical simulations are unrivaled in the level of detail, but this comes at the expense
of extremely high computational costs. While even moderately sized DNSs have roughly O(108)
grid points and must be run on hundreds of processors to have an acceptable response time,
today’s high-fidelity simulations require nearly seven billion grid points and are run on more than
100,000 computing cores [6]. As a result, the amount of data generated by such simulations can
be overwhelmingly huge and typically lies in the range of O(100) TB to O(102) TB for a single
simulation [7], which in turn can only be postprocessed by O(103) computing cores. Due to the
resolution requirements of DNSs and available computational resources, they are often limited to
fairly low Reynolds numbers, which makes them impractical to simulate laboratory-scale combustion
devices. Also, the preferably short response times are difficult to achieve using DNSs. Rather, direct
numerical simulations are a tool of academic interest and often applied in benchmark cases focusing
on single aspects of a turbulent reactive flow, e.g. turbulence chemistry interaction. The insights
gained from these simulations are then often used to develop and validate closure models for LES
or RANS approaches, which, by design, do not resolve all scales.
The closure problem can best be illustrated by looking at figure 1.2b, which shows an example
of a turbulent kinetic energy spectrum plotted as a function of the wavenumber κ. According
to Richardson [8], turbulent flows are composed of eddies of different sizes, with eddies at the
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largest scales containing most of the kinetic energy and are being characterized by a wavenumber
κ0 = 1/l0, where l0 is comparable to the size of the problem. This energy is then successively
transferred to smaller scales until the energy is finally dissipated by viscous action at the smallest
scales. The smallest length scales denoted by η are determined due to Kolmogorov’s first similarity
hypothesis [9]. As indicated by the arrows in figure 1.2b, all spatial frequencies are resolved by
DNS, whereas LES only resolves frequencies up to the cut-off wavenumber κc = 1/lc. Turbulent
motions associated with frequencies larger than κc have to be modeled in order to properly capture
the flow physics. In RANS approaches this is even more pronounced since no turbulence frequencies
are resolved. Although the above discussion is solely conducted in the context of turbulent motion,
combustion-related phenomena such as chemical reactions and multi-species diffusion also pertain
to the smallest scales. In fact, there is a strong interaction between turbulence and chemistry at
these scales, which is referred to as turbulence-chemistry interaction (TCI) and which constitutes
a closure problem for approaches such as RANS and LES, where the resolution is inadequate to
resolve combustion phenomena.
1.3 Modeling turbulent non-premixed flows
This work focuses on the analysis of turbulent non-premixed combustion, where “non-premixed”
refers to the initial state of the reactants. In a non-premixed flame, the reactants are initially
separated and reactions occur only at the interface between fuel and oxidizer, where mixing and
reaction both take place [10]. Since time scales of reactions are usually much shorter than time
scales for diffusion, the latter processes is rate-determining. Non-premixed flames are therefore
also often termed “diffusion flames”, where “diffusion” applies strictly to the molecular diffusion of
chemical species, driven by species gradients. In contrast, in a premixed flame, fuel and oxidizer
are mixed at the molecular level prior to the occurrence of any significant chemical reaction [10].
In the past, different classes of models have been proposed for the prediction of turbulent non-
premixed combustion processes. The closure problem of the subgrid-scale turbulent fluctuations is
usually addressed by approaches such as RANS or LES; excellent reviews about existing closures are
given in [11–13]. However, as stated earlier, in reactive flows a second closure problem emerges
due to the interaction of turbulence with chemical reactions and molecular diffusion at the smallest
scales. A range of approaches exist, but in an attempt to classify the closure strategies Pope [14]
proposed two categories, which are referred to as flamelet-like and PDF-like models. Besides the
review paper by Pope [14], other excellent reviews of combustion models are given in [15–19].
The core concept of PDF-like models is to solve a modeled conservation equation for the joint
probability density function (jpdf) of fluid properties, including species mass fractions and enthalpy.
As such, they provide a complete statistical representation of the thermo-chemical state [14]. A
common approach to represent the joint distribution of fluid properties is the Lagrangian particle
method [20], which uses a large number of particles, each with its own position and thermo-
chemical state and possible other properties, if required. The transient behavior of the flow field
including combustion is then described through the temporal evolution of the jpdf. One significant
advantage of PDF-like methods over flamelet-like methods is that the chemical source term appears
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in closed form. However, closure models are required for the molecular mixing term, since it relies
on multi-point information [15]. A second drawback of pdf-like approaches is their high computa-
tional costs compared to flamelet-like models. According to Pope [14], computational efforts could
easily increase by a factor of 17 in LES/PDF approaches with 38 chemical species. A detailed re-
view of recent work in the field of LES/PDF, including several applications, is given by Haworth [21].
Flamelet models could be derived from an asymptotic view of reactive-diffusive layers located
around the reaction zone [22, 23]. Assuming that chemical reactions are fast and at sufficiently
large Damköhler numbers reaction zones are thin, and if the characteristic length scale of the
reaction zone is smaller than that of the surrounding eddies, turbulence is unable to penetrate the
reaction zone and the flame is assumed to be embedded in a quasi-laminar flow field [19]. With
this notion, turbulent eddies can only cause deformation and stretching of the reaction zone. This
view of flame structures allows the complex chemical structures of the flame to be decoupled from
the flow dynamics, which can be modeled independently. This decoupling of scales constitutes an
important advantage of flamelet models compared to pdf models, as it allows for a pre-tabulation
of thermo-chemical states based on a small number of independent parameters. These parame-
ters are referred to as look-up parameters. Having efficient tabulation and look-up strategies at
hand [24–26] allows significant computational resources to be saved, compared to pdf methods.
However, a drawback of this procedure is that, in order to account for the turbulence-chemistry
interaction, pre-tabulating thermo-chemical states for LES or RANS requires assumptions about the
joint distribution of the quantities used to parameterize the flamelet table [14].
In order to compile flamelet look-up tables, a set of one-dimensional equations, called flamelet
equations, is solved. The classical form of the flamelet equations, as proposed by Peters [22] and
Peters [23], is self-contained except for the flamelet parameter scalar dissipation rate, which links
the chemistry and flow fields. The scalar dissipation rate plays a central role in non-premixed
combustion modeling and is related to the gradient of the mixture fraction, which in turn represents
the independent coordinate for non-premixed flamelet models. The mixture fraction is defined as
zero in the pure oxidizer stream and one in the pure fuel stream.
In their classical form, as proposed by Peters [22], the flamelet equations describe one-dimensional
reactive-diffusive structures , where transport is assumed to occur predominantly along flame-normal
directions, i.e. along the gradient normal to mixture fraction iso-surfaces (in three dimensions).
Since the early work of Peters [22], many extensions have been proposed to account for different
complex flame features, e.g. differential diffusion [27, 28], unsteady effects [29–31], multi-feed
combustion [32–34], local extinction and autoignition [35–38], pollutant formation [39], thermal
and mixture stratification [40], radiation [41–43] and curvature [44–47].
Novel insights into flamelet-based modeling strategies might be promoted by a recent theory
by Wang and Peters [48]. By means of the theory of “dissipation elements” further insights into fine-
scale scalar mixing processes can be obtained by decomposing the mixture fraction field into small
subunits called “dissipation elements”. The essence of this theory is to trace gradient trajectories
along the ascending and descending gradient until a local extremal point is reached. The ensemble
of all trajectories that end at the same local extremal points form a dissipation element, eventually
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leading to a geometrical decomposition of the mixture fraction field. Wang and Peters [48] applied
their theory to non-reactive flows, and were able to reconstruct statistical properties of the scalar
field by solely knowing information at the endpoints of dissipation elements. In the context of
turbulent reactive flows, dissipation element analysis seems to be an interesting opportunity to
provide further insights into flamelet-relevant quantities, keeping in mind that gradient trajectories
traced on the mixture fraction field constitute flamelets in terms of the flamelet theory.
1.4 Objectives and outline of the thesis
In order to develop and test models that account for the various aspects of turbulent combustion,
detailed validation data are required. Although many high quality experimental data sets exist, they
often lack the level of detail required to rigorously analyze model deficiencies [49]. In this regard
direct numerical simulations have become increasingly important over recent years to complement
theory and experiment [50]. Direct numerical simulations yield first-principle solutions free from
turbulence modeling errors and with utmost realism regarding fine-scale physics [51]. Hence, they
provide the most comprehensive data sets, which may then be used to assess model assumptions
and to develop new modeling strategies. In this sense, DNS can be regarded as a (numerical)
experiment under controlled conditions which allows an in-depth analysis of certain physical aspects
of turbulent reactive flows. Although DNS are mostly limited to simple geometries and fairly low
Reynolds numbers, the rapid advancements in the field of high-performance computing [52] have
enabled some highly interesting DNS studies of practical relevance [6, 53–56].
In this thesis, a direct numerical simulation is conducted to analyze turbulent flamelets in detail
and to assess the latest formulation of flamelet equations [47]. While the classical flamelet
model [22, 23] neglects tangential effects, the extended model [47] explicitly accounts for the multi-
dimensionality of flame physics and requires additional structure information of the underlying
mixture fraction field, e.g. curvature of the mixture fraction field.
To this end, the extended flamelet model is modified to describe flamelets in a Lagrangian manner,
which allows to track them in time and space facilitated by an on-the-fly tracking algorithm. Apart
from a rigorous analysis of singly tracked flamelets, revealing insights into the behavior of flamelet
related parameters are obtained by the method of dissipation elements [48].
The objectives of the thesis can summarized as follows:
• Conduct a highly resolved direct numerical simulation including detailed chemistry and
transport properties. To facilitate the subsequent analyses, an additional transport equation
must be solved for the mixture fraction.
• Develop a framework that allows for on-the-fly tracking of flamelet structures in space and
time in a direct numerical simulation.
• Couple the on-the-fly tracking framework to the DNS solver. Use the extracted data to
assess the latest formulation of non-premixed flamelet equations [47], which also account for
curvature-induced transport processes and additionally require structure information on the
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underlying mixture fraction field. Based on the on-the-fly tracking, reconstruct full flamelet
histories from the DNS.
• Transfer the dissipation element concept to the turbulent reactive DNS. Introduce a regime
classification that allows a distinction to be made between dissipation elements that are
subject to chemical reactions and those that are mainly subject to turbulent mixing. By means
of this regime classification, analyze the inner structure of dissipation elements.
This closes the introductory part of this thesis. Chapter 2 presents the mathematical formulae
used to describe turbulent reactive flows. After a description of the governing equations and
thermodynamic relations, important implications for low-Mach number flows are presented. The
chapter closes with details about transport relations for multi-component mixtures and chemical
kinetic expressions used to formulate chemical source terms.
Chapter 3 explains the fundamental concepts of flamelet modeling. First, the mixture fraction
variable, which is a key quantity for all flamelet models, is introduced. Next, the steady laminar
flamelet model is introduced, after which the extended formulation is presented in detail.
Chapter 4 deals with the direct numerical simulation conducted in this thesis. After a brief
introduction, the core of the direct numerical simulation code is explained, presenting two newly
implemented solvers together with their corresponding strong and weak scaling behavior. The
chapter closes with an in-depth description of the direct numerical simulation setup used for the
analyses, and statistical results obtained from the DNS are discussed.
Chapter 5 presents results from the on-the-fly tracking procedure. After a detailed description of the
tracking algorithm that was used in conjunction with the DNS solver, results in terms of recomputed
flamelet histories are presented. After that, budget analyses of the extended flamelet equations are
conducted, where the transient nature of the tracked flamelets is explicitly taken into account.
In chapter 6 the concept of dissipation elements is applied to the direct numerical simulation
outlined in chapter 4. After explaining the core principles of the dissipation element method,
the numerical procedure is briefly outlined. Next, a parametrization of dissipation elements is
introduced which is used for a statistical analysis, presented in the last section of chapter 6. Chapter
6 closes with the presentation of a regime classification suitable for characterizing the dissipation
elements found in the DNS of turbulent reactive flows, and statistics obtained in the context of
this classification are discussed. Chapter 7 closes the thesis by giving a summary and presenting
conclusions.
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2 Mathematical description of turbulent reactive flows
2.1 Governing Equations for Reacting Flows
The governing equations that are used to describe a multicomponent reacting flow system are
given by the conservation of mass, the conservation of momentum and the conservation of energy. In
the remainder, all equations are formulated in an Eulerian frame of reference and summation of
repeated indices is implied, i. e.
Mi jv j ≡
∑
j
Mi jv j . (2.1)
The chapter outlines the most important aspects required for the simulation of compressible
turbulent reacting flows including explanations of possible simplifications of the governing equations.
After a general introduction to turbulent combustion, the complete set of governing equations
required for the simulation of turbulent reacting flows is described. Next, the most important
thermodynamic and transport relations necessary for the description of multicomponent flow
systems are presented. The chapter closes with principal explanations regarding chemical kinetic
expressions important for the formulation of the source terms appearing in the governing equations
of the chemical reacting species.
2.1.1 Conservation of mass
The conservation of mass follows the form for non-reacting flows and is given by
∂
∂ t
ρ +
∂
∂ x j
ρu j = 0 . (2.2)
In contrast to the field of classical aerodynamics, fluids considered in this work consist of a multitude
of reacting species, each of which has to satisfy a transport equation. To this end, the mass fraction
of each species i in the mixture, which has total mass m, is defined as
Yi =
mi
m
, (2.3)
where mi is the mass of species i. It is obvious that for N species
∑Ns
i=1 mi = m. Hence,
Ns∑
i=1
Yi =
Ns∑
i=1
mi
m
= 1 . (2.4)
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The transport equation for each species mass fraction reads
∂
∂ t
ρYi +
∂
∂ x j
ρu jYi = − ∂
∂ x j
ρYiVi, j + ω˙i , (2.5)
where Vi, j denotes the diffusion velocity of species i in direction j and ω˙i describes the reaction
rate of species i. Summation over all species, considering
∑Ns
i=1 ω˙i = 0 gives [57]
∂
∂ t
ρ +
∂
∂ x j
ρu j = − ∂
∂ x j
ρ
Ns∑
i=1
YiVi, j +
Ns∑
i=1
ω˙i = − ∂
∂ x j
ρ
Ns∑
i=1
YiVi, j , (2.6)
which can be used to formulate a constraint for the species diffusion velocities
Ns∑
i=1
YiVi, j = 0 . (2.7)
2.1.2 Conservation of momentum
Assuming a compressible Newtonian fluid and neglecting volume forces, the general conservation
of momentum reads
∂
∂ t
ρui +
∂
∂ x j
ρuiu j =
∂
∂ x j
σi j , (2.8)
where ui denotes the Eulerian velocity field, which depends on the spatial position x j and time t.
The stress tensor σi j can be split into isotropic stresses, caused by pressure, and viscous stresses
σi j = τi j − pδi j = −pδi j +

ζ− 2
3
µ

∂ uk
∂ xk
δi j +µ

∂ ui
∂ x j
+
∂ u j
∂ x i

. (2.9)
Here, τi j is the viscous stress tensor, δi j denotes the Kronecker delta, p the total pressure and µ and
ζ are the dynamic (or shear) viscosity and the bulk viscosity, respectively. The dynamic viscosity
is related to the kinematic viscosity by ν = µ/ρ. In contrast to the dynamic viscosity, the bulk
viscosity (or volume viscosity) usually has been neglected in numerical studies [58]. It is produced
by viscous forces that arise when a volume of fluid is compressed or dilated without a change in
shape. While for monoatomic gas mixtures kinetic theory shows that the bulk viscosity is zero, the
influence of bulk viscosity for polyatomic mixtures is not yet fully understood [58–64]. Although
a few studies [63, 65] have shown that the volume viscosity might be of the same order than the
shear viscosity for polyatomic gases, the whole term
∂
∂ x i

ζ
∂ uk
∂ xk
δi j

(2.10)
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generally has a weak influence for low-speed flows [63, 64, 66] and is therefore neglected in this
work. Thus, the stress tensor σi j reduces to
σi j = τi j − pδi j = −pδi j +µ

2Si j − 23
∂ uk
∂ xk
δi j

, (2.11)
where Si j denotes the rate-of-strain tensor and is defined as
Si j =
1
2

∂ ui
∂ x j
+
∂ u j
∂ x i

. (2.12)
2.1.3 Conservation of energy
Several equations describing energy conservation exist [57] and all can be derived from the balance
of total energy et. Neglecting volumetric forces, the principal conservation equation for total energy
reads
∂
∂ t
ρet +
∂
∂ x j
ρu jet = − ∂
∂ x j
q j +
∂
∂ x j
 
σi jui

+ Q˙ , (2.13)
where Q˙ is a heat source term, e. g. due to an electric spark or radiative fluxes, and q j is the heat
flux,
q j = −λ ∂
∂ x j
T +ρ
N∑
i=1
hiYiVi, j . (2.14)
The first term of equation (2.14) accounts for heat diffusion according to Fourier’s Law, where
λ denotes the thermal conductivity of the mixture and T the temperature. The second term is
specific for multicomponent mixtures and describes the energy flux due to diffusion of species
having different enthalpies hi.
2.2 Thermodynamic relations
2.2.1 Ideal-gas law
For multicomponent mixtures, an equation relating pressure, temperature and density is given by
the ideal gas law [67, 68],
p = ρ
R
〈W 〉T . (2.15)
Here, R is the universal gas constant and 〈W 〉 denotes the molar mass of the mixture. The latter is
computed by
〈W 〉=
 Ns∑
i=1
Yi
Wi
−1
=
Ns∑
i=1
X iWi , (2.16)
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where species mole fraction X i and species mass fraction Yi are related by
Yi
X i
=
Wi
〈W 〉 . (2.17)
In equations (2.16) and (2.17), Wi represents the molar mass of species i.
2.2.2 Specific enthalpies and heat capacities
The conservation of total chemical energy, see equation (2.13), is related to the total chemical
enthalpy ht by
et = ht − p
ρ
= h+
1
2
uiui − p
ρ
, (2.18)
where h denotes the chemical enthalpy of the mixture defined by
h=
Ns∑
i
hiYi . (2.19)
The evaluation of the species enthalpies hi requires the definition of a thermo-chemical reference
state which is prescribed through a reference temperature T0 (usually T0 = 298 K) and the enthalpies
of formation of each species h0re f ,i (determined at T0). Then, the enthalpy of species i can be split
into a sensible part, related to temperature changes, and a chemical part, related to the enthalpy of
formation of species i,
hi =
∫ T
T0
cp,i dT︸ ︷︷ ︸
sensible
+ h0re f ,i .︸ ︷︷ ︸
chemical
(2.20)
Here, cp,i is the heat capacity of species i at constant pressure. It is related to the heat capacity at
constant volume by
cv,i = cp,i − RWi . (2.21)
Similar to equation (2.19) the mixture-averaged, mass-based specific heat at constant pressure, cp,
and at constant volume, cv, are
cp =
Ns∑
i=1
Yicp,i , (2.22)
cv =
Ns∑
i=1
Yicv,i . (2.23)
Usually, for numerical simulations, the temperature dependence of species heat capacities and
enthalpies is tabulated in polynomial forms [69–71]. In this work, the thermodynamic properties
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for species i are tabulated (in molar units) using the seven-coefficient polynomials of Gordon and
McBride [71]
C◦p,i
R = a0,i + T
 
a1,i + T
 
a2,i + T
 
a3,i + a4,iT

(2.24)
H◦i
R = T

a0,i + T
a1,i
2
+ T
a2,i
3
+ T
a3,i
4
+
a4,i
5
T

+ a5,i (2.25)
S◦i
R = a0,i ln T + T

a1,i + T
a2,i
2
+ T
a3,i
3
+
a4,i
4
T

+ a6,k (2.26)
where Si is the entropy in molar units, and ( )
◦ indicates a standard-state property at one atmosphere.
The mass-based specific heat and enthalpy are then defined as
cp,i =
Cp,i
Wi
and hi =
Hi
Wi
. (2.27)
It can be shown, that for ideal gases, equations (2.24) and (2.25) are also valid for pressures above
one atmosphere, i.e. [72, 73]

∂ cp
∂ p

T
= 0 (2.28)
∂ h
∂ p

T
= 0 . (2.29)
2.2.3 Compressibility and speed of sound
The term compressible flow implies variations in density throughout the flow field. In many cases
these variations are caused by pressure changes between adjacent locations in the flow field. Thus,
the rate of change of density with respect to pressure is an important parameter in the analysis
of compressible flows and it is closely connected to the speed of propagation of small pressure
disturbances, i.e. the speed of sound [67]. For ideal gases, the speed of sound c, is expressed by
c =
√√
γ
p
ρ
=
√√
γ
RT
〈W 〉 , (2.30)
where γ denotes the isentropic expansion factor
γ=
cp
cv
. (2.31)
The principal nature of the flow field, e.g. occurrence of sonic shock waves, and thereby the
computational treatment strongly depends on the ratio of magnitudes of the flow velocity and the
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speed of sound. In order to measure compressibility effects, the ratio of a characteristic velocity of
the flow field and the speed of sound is used, which is denoted by the Mach number and reads
Ma =
ure f
c
. (2.32)
Flows that fall into a regime of low Mach numbers are also often referred to as “low-Mach” number
flows. As will be seen in the next section, the governing equations (2.8) and (2.13) can be simplified
and more efficient solutions algorithms (compared to a “fully compressible” formulation) can be
applied.
2.3 Low-Mach number approach
Two principal strategies for the solution of the governing equations of reacting flows exist,
where the distinction is made based on the considered compressibility of the fluid. In case of
a fully-compressible formulation, the dispersion of acoustic waves is considered, while for weakly-
compressible flows a decoupling of fluid dynamics and thermodynamics is pursued.
Many practical combustion applications, including the case discussed later, are operated under
conditions where acoustic waves can be neglected and detailed simulations of such systems using a
fully-compressible approach is then particularly inefficient [74, 75] and would impose prohibitive
numerical costs. This partly results from the requirement that all relevant time scales have to
be resolved. The characteristic time scale of acoustic wave propagation may be several orders of
magnitude smaller than those important for convective and diffusive transport processes or chemical
reactions.
It is therefore advantageous to seek for simplification of the governing equations by introducing the
concept of low-Mach number flows which is based on an analysis of the order of magnitude of the
various terms in the conservation equations [59, 66, 76]. Before going into detail on the low-Mach
number version of the governing equations the relation between compressibility effects and the
Mach number is explored.
2.3.1 Relation between Mach number and compressibility
The numerical solution of governing equations can be considerably simplified if compressibility
effects and hence acoustic waves are neglected. In order to study the influence of compressibility, an
order of magnitude analysis of the momentum equation is conducted. For the sake of convenience
and without loosing the validity for general three-dimensional flows, the analysis is carried out for
the one-dimensional inviscid Euler equations
ρ
∂
∂ t
u+ρu
∂
∂ x
u= − ∂
∂ x
p . (2.33)
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Therefor, dimensionless variables are introduced as
t∗ = t u0
l0
, x∗ = x
l0
, u∗ = u
u0
, ρ∗ = ρ
ρ0
, p∗ = p
p0
, (2.34)
where (·)0 is a corresponding reference quantity. Using both, the relation c20 = γp0/ρ0, where c0
denotes a reference speed of sound, and the Mach number given by Ma = u0/c0, equation (2.33)
becomes
− 1
γMa2ρ∗
∂
∂ x∗ p
∗ =

∂
∂ t∗u
∗ + u∗ ∂
∂ x∗u
∗

. (2.35)
Since the terms in equation (2.35) must balance each other, equation (2.35) implies that a change of
O(1) in the right-hand side of equation (2.35) will produce a small change, O(Ma2), in the pressure
gradient. In terms of physics, this means that the propagation of small, isentropic disturbances (e.g.
pressure waves) is much faster than the advection of the flow. Thus, the pressure is leveled out more
rapidly throughout the domain of interest. Due to this effect, differences within the velocity field
are not able to create pressure fluctuations and, hence, no density fluctuations can arise. Therefore,
it can be argued that for small Mach numbers compressibility effects are negligible. It is generally
accepted that for Ma≤ 0.3 a flow can be considered as weakly compressible. The implications of
this assumption onto the governing equations is discussed next.
2.3.2 Low-Mach number flow equations
As a result of the discussion in section 2.3.1, for flows at low-Mach numbers, gradients in the fluid
velocity cannot generate pressure gradients that lead to changes in density. Since the Mach number
explicitly appears in equation (2.35) an asymptotic expansion in powers of the Mach number is a
good choice to get insights into the physical behavior. A rigorous mathematical justification of such
an analysis is given in [76, 77].
The low-Mach number asymptotic analysis is conducted by means of non-dimensional variables ψ∗
that are expanded according to [78]
ψ∗ =ψ∗0 +Ma2ψ˜∗ , (2.36)
where ψ∗ represents any of the variables ρ, p,u that have been made dimensionless according
to equation (2.34). In terms of the pressure, equation (2.36) can be interpreted as decomposing the
pressure into a background (or thermodynamic) pressure p∗0 and a hydrodynamic fluctuation p˜∗.
After introducing the expansions into the dimensionless momentum equation, cf. equation (2.35)
and matching equal powers of Ma, yields a hierarchy of equations for the different powers of Ma.
An important result of this decomposition is
∂
∂ x i
p∗0 = 0 . (2.37)
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Thus, to leading order the background pressure is a function of time only. For simplicity, it is
furthermore assumed that flames occur in an open environment under constant pressure such that
the leading order pressure term is, in fact, a constant. Only the O(Ma2) part of the pressure remains
in the momentum equation which therefore becomes (in dimensional variables)
∂
∂ t
ρui +
∂
∂ x j
(ρuiu j) =
∂
∂ x j
 
τi j − p˜δi j

. (2.38)
Proceeding with the energy conservation, it is convenient to first transform equation (2.13) into a
transport equation for the sensible enthalpy hs which is defined as
hs = h−
Ns∑
i=1
h0ref,iYi , (2.39)
using the relation between total energy and enthalpy, given in equation (2.18). Next, equation (2.36)
is formulated in terms of hs and introduced into the transport equation for hs. Eliminating higher
order pressure and viscous heating effects, and neglecting heat sources (e.g. electric sparks or
radiative fluxes), leads to [57]
∂
∂ t
(ρhs) +
∂
∂ x j
(ρu jhs) = − ∂
∂ x j
q j + ω˙T , (2.40)
where ω˙T = −∑Nsi=1 h0ref,iω˙i is the heat released due to combustion. Using relation (2.20), equa-
tion (2.40) is further transformed into a transport equation for temperature [57]
ρcp

∂
∂ t
T +
∂
∂ x j
u jT

= ω˙′T +
∂
∂ x i

λ
∂ T
∂ x i

−

ρ
N∑
i=1
cp,iYiVi, j

∂
∂ x j
T , (2.41)
where the source term ω˙′T is defined as
ω˙′T = −
Ns∑
k=1
hkω˙k . (2.42)
The advantage of solving a temperature equation instead of a conservation equation for energy or
enthalpy is that the temperature is a direct solution of the problem. Hence, temperature dependent
quantities, e.g. chemical source terms and thermodynamic quantities, can be easily computed.
In contrast, solving any form of energy transport equation (for et,h or hs) requires to iteratively
determine the temperature from the current energy level, since the temperature is only an implicit
solution in that case.
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An important consequence of the low-Mach number formulation becomes obvious when equa-
tion (2.36) is introduced in the state law for ideal gases, which to leading order becomes
p0 =
ρ0RT0
〈W 〉 . (2.43)
It can be seen in this equation that the coupling between the hydrodynamic fluctuating pressure p˜
and the density is suppressed [79]. As a consequence, acoustic waves are neglected and the final
set of equations that is solved for the subsequent analyses consists of equations (2.5), (2.38), (2.41)
and (2.43). Note that upon introducing equation (2.36) into equation (2.5), to leading order, no
simplifications of the species transport equation can be achieved.
2.4 Summary of governing equations
The governing equations that are solved in this work can be summarized as follows:
• Momentum
∂
∂ t
(ρui) = − ∂
∂ x j
(ρuiu j) +
∂
∂ x j
 
τi j − p˜δi j

, (2.44)
• Temperature
∂
∂ t
T = −u j ∂
∂ x j
T +
1
ρcp

−
N∑
k=1
hkω˙k +
∂
∂ x i

λ
∂ T
∂ x i

−

ρ
N∑
i=1
cp,iYiVi, j

∂
∂ x j
T

, (2.45)
• Chemical Species
∂
∂ t
(ρYi) = − ∂
∂ x j
(ρu jYi)− ∂
∂ x j
(ρYiVi, j) + ω˙i , (2.46)
2.5 Transport relations
This section briefly outlines the mathematical formalism used to evaluate the transport terms, µ, λ
and Vi, j, appearing in the governing equations, cf. equations (2.44) to (2.46). Although in the pure
species case expressions for these terms follow the standard kinetic theory [80, 81], the transport
coefficients in multicomponent mixtures are not given explicitly by the kinetic theory [66, 82].
Indeed, their evaluation requires solving linear systems, referred to as transport linear systems.
Several theories for the assembly and efficient solution of these linear systems exist [83–88].
However, a new class of transport algorithms was proposed by Ern and Giovangigli [89][90, 91]
and implemented in the EGlib software package [92]. Exploiting important numerical properties of
the transport linear systems and using iterative solution strategies [93], Ern and Giovangigli [94]
demonstrated the benefits of EGlib compared to methods implemented in the software packages
TRANSPORT [95] and Cantera [96].
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In this work, transport coefficients are evaluated using the EGlib software package [92] and the
following sections outline the most important relations used to evaluate multicomponent transport
coefficients.
2.5.1 Shear viscosity
Viscosity is one of the most important terms that influences the character of the flow field significantly.
To determine the viscosity of gas mixtures at moderate pressures the theory of Chapman and Enskog
extended for multicomponent mixtures [81, 97, 98] can be used. Oftentimes, however, the solution
of the transport linear system is omitted in favor of a semi-empirical formulation [80, 98–102].
Knowing the pure species viscosities µi, either from polynomial fits [103] or directly from the
evaluation of kinetic theory relations [66, 89], Wilke’s equation extended by Bird et al. [101] can
be used to compute a mixture-averaged viscosity µ,
µ=
Ns∑
i=1
X iµi∑Ns
j=1Φi j
, (2.47)
where the dimensionless quantity Φi j is defined as [101]
Φi j =
1p
8

1+
Wi
Wj
−1/2 
1+

µi
µ j
1/2Wj
Wi
1/42
. (2.48)
This approach is used in well known software packages like Cantera [96] and TRANSPORT [95].
However, based on the transport linear system associated with shear viscosity, Ern and Giovangigli
[89] [66] derived a formulation which is ten times more accurate than equation (2.47) and cheaper
to evaluate [90, 94],
µ=
∑Ns
k=1
 
X 2k/Hkk
2∑Ns
k=1
∑Ns
l=1 XkX lHkl/(HkkHl l)
, (2.49)
where
Hkk =
Ns∑
l=1
l 6=k
2KBT
pDkl
XkX l
Wk +Wl

1+
3 Wl
5 Wk
Akl

+
X 2k
µk
Hkl =
2KBT
pDkl
XkX l
Wk +Wl

−1+ 3
5
Akl

, (2.50)
are the entries of the system matrix H. Therein, KB is the Boltzmann constant, Dkl are the binary
diffusion coefficients and Akl = Ω
(2,2)
kl /Ω
(1,1)
kl denotes the ratio of the collision integrals. Further
details about the derivation of equations (2.49) and (2.50) can be found in [66, 89].
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2.5.2 Diffusion velocities
In this section a brief overview of multicomponent diffusion velocities is given and further details can
be found in [59, 66, 82, 89, 104]. The diffusion velocity of species i in the mixture, cf. equation (2.5),
can be split into a molecular diffusion term and a term accounting for thermo-diffusion, also called
Soret effect. It is generally expressed by [66, 81]
Vi, j = −
Ns∑
k=1
Dik dk, j︸ ︷︷ ︸
Molecular diffusion
−DTi ∂∂ x j ln (T )︸ ︷︷ ︸
Thermo diffusion
, (2.51)
where Dik are the multi-component diffusion coefficients, depending on T , p and Yk, and D
T
i is the
termo-diffusion coefficient of species i. The multi-component diffusion coefficients are not given
explicitly by the kinetic theory but can be obtained from the Stefan-Maxwell equations [59], for
example by expanding Dik in terms of convergent series [66, 89, 90, 92]. The diffusion driving
force dk, j is defined by
dk, j =
∂
∂ x j
Xk + (Xk − Yk) 1p
∂
∂ x j
p+
ρ
p
Ns∑
j=1
YkYj(b j − bk) . (2.52)
In this work, baro-diffusion (related to the pressure gradient) is neglected and external forces bk are
considered to act equally on all species. Hence, the diffusion driving force for species k reduces to
dk, j =
∂
∂ x j
Xk . (2.53)
Hirschfelder and Curtiss [105] pointed out the importance of molecular diffusion for combustion
problems. However, due to high computational costs associated with the solution of the Stefan-
Maxwell equations, even when the highly optimized algorithms of Ern and Giovangigli [89, 90, 92]
are used, two simplifications are considered in this work
• Hirschfelder-Curtiss approximation,
• Unity Lewis number approximation.
Unless stated otherwise the Hirschfelder-Curtiss approximation, also known as mixture-average
transport model, is used for all computations.
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Hirschfelder-Curtiss approximation
The model of Hirschfelder and Curtiss [105][81] approximates the diffusion coefficient of species i
in the mixture as
Di,m = (1− Yi)
 
Ns∑
k=1,k 6=i
Xk
Dik
!−1
, (2.54)
where Dik denotes the binary diffusion coefficients of species pair (i, k). It has been proven
that this approximation is equivalent to keeping only the first term of the series expansion of
the diffusion matrix Dik [66, 89] and equation (2.54) is therefore also denoted as zeroth-order
approximation [82]. Since this approximation only accounts for diagonal terms in the diffusion
matrix, global mass conservation, cf. equation (2.7), is no longer ensured,
N∑
i=1
YiVi, j 6= 0 . (2.55)
To overcome this problem, the diffusion velocity of the ith species is split into two parts [57, 106]
Vi, j = V
∗
i, j + Vc, j , (2.56)
where V ∗i, j is a predictor and Vc, j is a corrector. The predictor term is computed according to
V ∗i, j = −
Di,m
X i
di, j , (2.57)
and the correction velocity Vc, j is calculated such that, if all species equations are summed, the mass
conservation is recovered
Vc, j = −
N∑
i=1
YiV
∗
i, j . (2.58)
Unity Lewis number diffusion
A simpler approach to compute species diffusion velocities is to assume that all species diffusivities
are proportional to the thermal diffusivity, where the proportionality is expressed in terms of a
species Lewis number Lei
Di,m =
λ
ρcpLei
. (2.59)
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This can be even further simplified if it is assumed that all Lei are constant with Lei = 1, i.e.
Di,m = D =
λ
ρcp
. (2.60)
In this case no species diffusion correction velocity is required and the diffusion velocity reads [57]
Vi, j = − DYi
∂
∂ x j
Yi . (2.61)
2.5.3 Thermal Conductivity
An expression for the thermal conductivity of the mixture can be formulated based on the pure
species thermal conductivities λi and the mole fractions X i by [107, 108]
λ=
1
2
 Ns∑
i=1
X iλi +
1∑Ns
i=1 X i/λi

. (2.62)
This approach is applied by well known software packages like Cantera [96] and TRANSPORT [95]
in case of the mixture-average species transport model.
On the other hand the EGlib software library [92] solves a transport linear system associated with
thermal conductivity independently of the underlying species transport model. Details about the
structure of the system and mathematical properties are skipped here for brevity, but details can
be found in Ern and Giovangigli [89, 90]. Although, the solution of the transport linear system
requires more computational resources, compared to equation (2.62), it is unrivalled in accuracy
and will therefore be used for the following simulations.
2.6 Chemical kinetics relations
The species rates of production and related kinetic terms are generally defined as
ω˙k =
Nr∑
i=1
νkiai , (2.63)
where Nr is the number of reactions, νki is the overall stoichiometric coefficient for species k in
reaction i, and ai is the rate-of-progress for reaction i. These rate determining quantities are defined
by
νki = ν
′′
ki − ν′ki and (2.64)
ai = ciRi , (2.65)
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where ν′′ki and ν′ki are the product and reactant stoichiometric coefficients (respectively) of species
k in reaction i and ci is a modification factor, explained later. Based on the molar concentration of
species i, i.e.
[X i] =
ρ
〈W 〉X i , (2.66)
the principal rate-of-progress of the ith reversible reaction Ri is given by [10, 51, 109]
Ri = R f ,i − Rr,i , (2.67)
R f ,i = k f ,i
Ns∏
j=1
[X j]
ν′ji , (2.68)
Rr,i = kr,i
Ns∏
j=1
[X j]
ν′′ji . (2.69)
Here, k f ,i and kr,i are the forward and reverse reaction rate coefficients for the ith reaction,
respectively. The forward reaction rate coefficient k f ,i is given in Arrhenius form by
k f ,i = AiT
βi exp

−Ta,i
T

, (2.70)
where Ai is the pre-exponential factor, βi is the temperature exponent, and Ta,i is the activation
temperature defined as Ta,i = Ea,i/R. As demonstrated by Lu and Law [110], depending on
the value of the Arrhenius parameters, k f ,i can be calculated in different ways to minimize the
computational cost [111]
k f ,i =

Ai if β = 0 and Ta,i = 0 ,
exp (logAi + βi log T ) if βi 6= 0 and Ta,i = 0 ,
exp
 
logAi + βi log T − Ta,i/T

if βi 6= 0 and Ta,i 6= 0 ,
exp
 
logAi − Ta,i/T

if βi = 0 and Ta,i 6= 0 , and
Ai
βi∏
T if Ta,i = 0 and βi ∈ Z ,
(2.71)
where Z is the set of integers. The computation of the reverse reaction rate coefficients kr,i is not
straight forward and details are given in appendix A.1.
The third-body/pressure modification, denoted ci in equation (2.65), is given by [51, 112]
ci =

1 for elementary reactions,
Ns∑
j=1
mi j[X ] j for third-body enhanced reactions,
Pr,i
1+ Pr,i
Fi for unimolecular/recombination falloff reactions ,
(2.72)
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where Pr,i is the reduced pressure, and Fi is the falloff blending factor, see appendix A.2 for
computational details. In case of a third-body enhanced reaction, principally all species contribute
equally as third bodies and their corresponding efficiency factor is mi j = 1. However, it is often the
case that some species act more efficiently as third bodies than others do and in that case, mi j can
be different from unity. Further details about relations for chemical kinetics can be found in the
textbook of Law [51].
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3 Flamelet modeling
Flamelet models are widely used for turbulent non-premixed combustion modeling. The foundation
of flamelet models was layed out more than forty years ago by Williams [113] and was essentially
driven forward by Peters [22, 23]. They are based on the assumption that chemical reactions are fast
and occur in thin confined layers around the reaction zone. If the characteristic length scale of these
layers is smaller than that of the surrounding turbulent eddies, turbulence is unable to penetrate the
reaction zone and the flame is assumed to be embedded in a quasi-laminar flow field [19]. With this
notion, turbulent eddies can only stretch and strain the reaction zone. At the same time, this view
of turbulent flame structures allows the complex chemical structures of the flame to be decoupled
from the flow dynamics. Based on this asymptotic view of diffusion flames, Peters [22] introduced a
coordinate transformation that eventually leads to a set of equations describing one-dimensional
reactive-diffusive structures in the vicinity of the flame surface called flamelets [19].
The original flamelet model was derived based on boundary layer arguments for thin layers, and Pe-
ters [22] argued that derivatives tangential to the flame front are negligible compared to those in
normal direction, which Peters [22] expressed in terms of the mixture fraction Z . However, in a
recent study Scholtissek et al. [47] derived characteristic scaling ratios that relate flame thickness
to curvature, which give some indication if curvature-induced flame-tangential effects must be
considered. Scholtissek et al. [47] furthermore derived a new set of flamelet equations, which,
compared to the original set of equations, accounts for curvature-induced flame-tangential transport
effects.
In this chapter both the classical model of [22] and a modified version of the extended model
of Scholtissek et al. [47] are introduced, where the structure is as follows. First the mixture
fraction variable, essential for the subsequent derivations is introduced. Next, the classical flamelet
model according to Peters [22] is presented. After that, the curvilinear coordinates used to derive
an extended flamelet model in a Lagrangian manner are introduced, together with the rules for
transforming the derivative operators appearing in the governing equations. The chapter closes
with a presentation of the extended set of flamelet equations and the characteristic scaling ratios,
used to assess curvature-induced transport effects.
3.1 The mixture fraction variable
One central quantity in the modeling of non-premixed combustion is the mixture fraction Z which
was first introduced by Bilger [114]. It is used to determine the mixedness of the initially unmixed
fuel and oxidizer streams. It can be related to chemical elements, e.g. C, O or H, by first writing a
global reaction in the form
νCC+ νHH+ νOO→ products , (3.1)
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where νC,νH,νO correspond to the number of elements C, H,O present in the reactants, respectively.
Then the mass of an element j in the system is defined by
m j =
Ns∑
i=1
ai jWj
Wi
mi , (3.2)
where ai j is the number of atoms of element j in species i. The mass fraction of element j is defined
by
Z j =
m j
m
=
Ns∑
i=1
ai jWj
Wi
Yi . (3.3)
Then, based on equation (3.3) a coupling function β is defined
β =
Ne∑
j=1
γ jZ j , (3.4)
where Ne denotes the number of elements. In principle several different definitions of the weighting
factors γ j exist [115] but considering the choice by Bilger [114] yields
β =
ZC
νCWC
+
ZH
νHWH
− 2 ZO
νOWO
. (3.5)
Independent of the choice of γ j the mixture fraction is determined by normalizing β with the
constants β1 and β2
Z =
β − β2
β1 − β2 , (3.6)
where index 1 denotes the fuel stream and index 2 denotes the oxidizer stream, respectively. Finally,
the mixture fraction according to Bilger [114] reads
Z =
ZC/(νCWC) + ZH/(νHWH) + 2(ZO,2 − ZO)/(νOWO)
ZC,1/(νCWC) + ZH,1/(νHWH) + 2ZO,2/(νOWO)
, (3.7)
where Z = 1 denotes the pure fuel stream and Z = 0 denotes the pure oxidizer stream. This
definition of the mixture fraction is commonly used in experiments.
According to Pitsch and Peters [116], definition (3.7) of the mixture fraction is problematic in terms
of differential diffusion effects and an alternative definition of the mixture fraction is that of a
conserved passive scalar [19, 116]
∂
∂ t
(ρZ) =
∂
∂ x j

ρDZ
∂
∂ x j
Z

− ∂
∂ x j
 
ρu jZ

. (3.8)
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Figure 3.1.: Illustration of the orthogonal coordinate system (Z ,ξ2,ξ3) attached to the stoichiomet-
ric mixture fraction iso-surface.
Peters [19] pointed out that equation (3.8) could be postulated, independently of any combinations
of element mass fractions. Although in that case the diffusion coefficient DZ is arbitrary, Peters [19]
argues that choosing DZ = λ/(ρcp) is a reasonable choice, which results in a Lewis number of unity
for the mixture fraction. It is definition (3.8) of the mixture fraction together with unity-Lewis
number diffusion for Z that will be used in this work.
3.2 The flamelet model for non-premixed combustion
3.2.1 Steady laminar flamelet model
In the classical flamelet theory [22, 23], it is assumed that reactions are fast and occur in thin
confined layers around the surface of stoichiometric mixture, determined by
Z(x, t) = Zst , (3.9)
where Zst denotes the stoichiometric mixture fraction. Then, a coordinate system can be introduced
which is attached to the surface of stoichiometric mixture, where x1 points normal to the surface
Z(x, t) = Zst and x2 and x3 lie within the surface. Further, replacing the coordinate x1 with
the mixture fraction Z , cf. figure 3.1, leads to a Crocco-type1 transformation, (t, x1, x2, x3) →
(τ, Z(t,x),ξ2,ξ3), with the transformation rules [23]
∂
∂ t
=
∂
∂ τ
+
∂ Z
∂ t
∂
∂ Z
(3.10)
∂
∂ x1
=
∂ Z
∂ x1
∂
∂ Z
(3.11)
∂
∂ xα
=
∂
∂ ξα
+
∂ Z
∂ xα
∂
∂ Z
, (α= 2,3) (3.12)
1 Crocco [117] expressed the temperature in a flat-plate boundary layer as functions of another dependent variable,
the velocity.
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Introducing this transformation into the governing equations (2.45) and (2.46) and assuming equal
diffusivities for all quantities together with Lei = 1 yields [23]
ρ
∂ Yi
∂ τ
= ρ
χ
2
∂ 2Yi
∂ Z2
+ ω˙i (3.13)
ρ
∂ T
∂ τ
= ρ
χ
2
∂ 2T
∂ Z2
− 1
cp
Ns∑
i
hiω˙i +ρ
χ
2cp
 Ns∑
i
cp,i
∂ Yi
∂ Z
+
∂ cp
∂ Z

∂ T
∂ Z
. (3.14)
Due to the assumption of thin flame sheets, transport predominantly occurs perpendicular to the
surface of stoichiometric mixture. Thus, terms in equations (3.13) and (3.14) that would involve
derivatives into the ξα directions are of lower order compared to derivatives in the Z direction [22,
23]. Therefore, in equations (3.13) and (3.14) only the leading order terms with respect to Z are
kept [23]. In equations (3.13) and (3.14), the scalar dissipation rate χ was introduced as
χ = 2DZ |∇Z |2 . (3.15)
It is an external parameter that incorporates effects of the three-dimensional flow field and links
them to the one-dimensional flamelet equations. Due to its definition it can be regarded as the
inverse of a characteristic diffusion time. Since the scalar dissipation rate involves three-dimensional
gradient information, it appears as an unclosed term in equations (3.13) and (3.14). Thus, models
for χ are required to solve equations (3.13) and (3.14). Among other derivations [118], Peters [23]
showed that an analytical expression for χ(Z) can be derived for a one-dimensional mixing layer.
In this case the scalar dissipation rate obeys [27]
χ(Z) = χst exp
¦
2

erfc−1(2Zst)
2 − erfc−1(2Z)2© , (3.16)
where erfc−1 is the inverse error function complement and χst is the scalar dissipation rate at stoi-
chiometric conditions. In the steady laminar flamelet model, it is assumed that the thermo-chemical
state relaxes to a steady-state sufficiently fast. Hence, the time derivatives in equations (3.13)
and (3.14) can be omitted and the flamelet equation reduce to a balance of reaction and diffusion.
3.2.2 Extended flamelet formulation
The classical flamelet concept as developed by Peters [22, 23] was a success story over the last
decades. However, despite its success, it poses some limitations regarding the flame physics that
can be represented.
For instance, the assumption that all species have diffusivities equal to the thermal diffusivity, i.e.
Lei = 1, may have strong implications on the flame physics [31, 41, 116]. Contemporary after the
initial publication of the flamelet model Mauß et al. [29] presented a formulation that accounts for
different Lei, thereby accounting for non-equal species diffusivities. However, the first consistent
flamelet model incorporating differential diffusion effects was presented by Pitsch et al. [28]. As
stated by the authors, a key point of their formulation is the definition of the mixture fraction
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variable as a conserved scalar, which is only determined by the solution of a conservation equation
for Z .
A second assumption of the classical flamelet model is that transport predominantly occurs per-
pendicular to flame sheets, while transport along the sheets (tangential transport) is considered
to be of lower order and hence neglected. Already in the early days of the flamelet concept it
was well known that curved flame fronts show significantly different physics than their flat coun-
terparts [119–122]. Hence, in some flame configurations curvature-induced effects can appear,
which cannot be captured by the classical flamelet approach. Kortschik et al. [44] were the first to
overcome this shortcoming of the classical flamelet concept. Studying autoignition in corrugated
counterflow mixing fields, they proposed a flamelet formulation including a correction term that
explicitly accounts for curvature effects. After the initial publication of Kortschik et al. [44], the
interest in extending the flamelet model to account for curvature effects continuously increased
over the last years [45–47, 123–127].
Oijen et al. [123] analyzed DNS of a turbulent, stoichiometric and freely expanding spherical
methane-air flame kernel. By employing a dimension-reduction technique called the flamelet-
generated manifold (FGM) and comparing the FGM results to the DNS, by extracting various
flamelets and computing profiles of the relevant variables along these paths, they showed that
results differ from the ideal 1D flamelet behavior due to stretch and curvature. Similar to Oijen
et al. [123] Verhoeven et al. [124] studied FGM but in the context of non-premixed laminar co-
flow flames. Studying the applicability of premixed and non-premixed FGMs, they pointed out
that especially near the burner axis significant deviations are observed due to curvature induced
tangential diffusion effects. In an attempt to numerically model sooting tendencies, also Xuan and
Blanquart [125] confirmed that especially near the flame centerline of a co-flow diffusion flame
the classical flamelet model fails to reproduce the correct species profiles. They argued that the
observed deviations are due to multi-dimensional convection and diffusion effects and rederived
the flamelet equations for species mass fractions along the centerline.
Xu et al. [46] numerically investigated combustion of a single char particle in quiescent and con-
vective environments. The authors performed a three-way comparison of the classical flamelet
approach, fully resolved CFD simulations and an extended formulation that considers tangential
diffusion effects. A budget analysis of the newly formulated equations revealed that curvature terms
become relevant both for cases with unity and non-unity Lewis numbers, especially in the wake
region of the particle. Furthermore, they pointed out that, independently of the transport model,
only the improved flamelet formulation is able to accurately reproduce the CFD results.
Based on the aforementioned advances of the flamelet theory Scholtissek et al. [47] performed
a multi-scale asymptotic scaling and regime analysis to verify the relevance of curvature induced
effects. They derived a new set of generalized flamelet equations and proved the consistency to
previous works [44–46]. Furthermore, their analysis yields characteristic scaling ratios dependent
on the local curvature of the mixture fraction field, the scalar dissipation rate, and the flame
thickness, which distinguish whether dominant transport effects are aligned with the flame-normal
direction (thus, the mixture fraction gradient that further entails χ), or, if also curvature-induced
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flame-tangential effects must be considered2. They developed a regime diagram and identified
three regimes:
I classical flamelet regime,
II curvature-affected flamelet regime,
III multi-dimensional flamelet regime.
In addition to regime II, where differential diffusion of species and temperature along the flame
tangential direction becomes influential, in regime III transport of species and temperature along
mixture fraction iso-surfaces becomes relevant. While for regime II one-dimensional flamelet
equations could be retained, though the curvature has to be considered as an additional flamelet
parameter, in regime III the multi-dimensionality has to be accounted for.
It is one objective of this thesis to analyze the extended flamelet equations proposed by Scholtissek
et al. [47] in the framework of a fully turbulent flow. Similar analyses were already performed by
Chan et al. [128] and Scholtissek et al. [47]. However, both investigated turbulent flamelets on
frozen snapshots of a direct numerical simulation, thereby neglecting transient effects. In this work
however, flamelets are tracked in time and space facilitated by an on-the-fly tracking algorithm,
which will be described later. Therefor, in this work the flamelet model as formulated by Scholtissek
et al. [47] is utilized but reformulated in a Lagrangian manner [127], similar to the approach
of Chan et al. [128]. Next, details of the derivation of the extended set of flamelet equations are
given.
Curvilinear coordinate system
In order to describe multi-dimensional effects in the framework of the extended flamelet equations
a curvilinear coordinate system is required. Similar to the classical flamelet transformation, cf. sec-
tion 3.2.1, an orthogonal coordinate system (n,ξ2,ξ3) is introduced, cf. figure 3.2, that is locally
attached to mixture fraction iso-surfaces. As indicated in figure 3.2, this coordinate system is
allowed to develop with time, thereby representing a moving reference frame. This definition was
similarly used by Cheatham and Matalon [129] for their asymptotic theory of diffusion flames,
by Ida and Miksis [130] for their theory on the dynamics of thin films and by Yao and Stewart [131]
for their analyses of multi-dimensional detonation dynamics.
The position of a point P in space, cf. figure 3.2 located on the mixture fraction iso-surface is
described by a position vector r with respect to a fixed coordinate system x= (x1, x2, x3) and time
t, hence
r= r(x, t) . (3.17)
2 Although Z is a conserved passive scalar, cf. equation (3.8), that is uncoupled from the local mixture, it is assumed
that an element based Zst still represents a sufficiently good approximation of the flame location [116], such that
the terminology "flame-normal" and "flame-tangential" is justified when referring to the mixture fraction iso-surface.
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Figure 3.2.: Illustration of the orthogonal coordinate system n(t,x),ξ2(t,x),ξ3(t,x) attached to
the stoichiometric mixture fraction iso-surface. The schematic shows a hypothetical
evolution of the surface sheet from Lagrangian time τ1 to τ2.
Alternatively the position of P may also be described as the sum of the distance vector r f of
the projection of P onto the mixture fraction iso-surface, P ′, and the distance n of P from the
iso-surface [129]
r= r f (ξ2,ξ3, t) + nn(ξ2,ξ3, t) . (3.18)
Here, ξ2(t,x) and ξ3(t,x) are intrinsic surface coordinates that are aligned with the principal
directions of curvature at each point of the iso-surface and n denotes the unit normal vector. In
order to ensure orthogonality of the curvilinear coordinate system, vectors e2 and e3 are introduced
as unit vectors tangential to the parametric curves ξ2 and ξ3, hence
e2 =
1
a2
∂ r f
∂ ξ2
, e3 =
1
a3
∂ r f
∂ ξ3
, (3.19)
(3.20)
with
a2 =
 ∂ r f∂ ξ2
 , a3 =  ∂ r f∂ ξ3
 . (3.21)
With this, n, e2 and e3 form an orthogonal triad of unit vectors [129], such that
n= e2 × e3, e2 = n× e3, e3 = n× e2 . (3.22)
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With these definitions, the gradient operator in the moving reference frame takes the form
∇→ n ∂
∂ n
+ e2
1
h2
∂
∂ ξ2
+ e3
1
h3
∂
∂ ξ3
∇→ n ∂
∂ n
+∇‖
∇→∇⊥ +∇‖ ,
(3.23)
where the scale factors hi are expressed in terms of the principal curvatures of the mixture fraction
iso-surface κi in the directions ξi [130]
h2 =
 rξ2
= a2 + n  ∂∂ ξ2n
= a2 + na2κ2 (3.24)
h3 =
 rξ3
= a3 + n  ∂∂ ξ3n
= a3 + na3κ3 . (3.25)
In order to provide a clear distinction between normal (⊥) and tangential (‖) transport effects
for the later following derivation of the flamelet equation in curvilinear coordinates, differential
operations that appear in equation (3.23) are marked with their orientation to the mixture fraction
iso-surface [126]. In equations (3.24) and (3.25) κ2 and κ3 are the principal curvatures of the
mixture fraction iso-surface in the ξ2 and ξ3 direction, respectively. They are related to the total
curvature of the mixture fraction iso-surface by
κZ = κ2 + κ3 , (3.26)
which renders κZ to be twice the mean curvature of the surface.
Flamelet transformation in curvilinear coordinates
Flamelet equations are now derived transforming equations (2.45) and (2.46) into mixture fraction
space
(t, x1, x2, x3)→ (τ, Z ,ξ2,ξ3) . (3.27)
The coordinate Z is obtained by replacing the normal coordinate n according to dZ = |∇Z |dn and
ξ2 and ξ3 are curvilinear surface coordinates that span the mixture fraction iso-surface [127], cf. fig-
ure 3.2.
In order to find a transformation rule for the temporal derivative, first, a point P ′ on a mixture
fraction iso-surface is considered which at the same time constitutes the origin of the curvilinear
coordinate system, cf. figure 3.2. With respect to a fixed frame of reference (x1,x2,x3) this point
moves on the surface with a velocity [132]
us =
∂
∂ τ
r f (3.28)
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and remains on this iso-surface if the local kinematic condition holds [132, 133], i.e.
∂
∂ τ
Z =
∂
∂ t
Z + us · ∇Z = 0 , (3.29)
where, τ represents the Lagrangian flamelet time. The velocity us is related to the flow velocity
by [133, 134]
us = u− sdn , (3.30)
where sd is the displacement speed of the surface. Considering equation (3.8) together with equa-
tion (2.2), relation (3.29) implies
sd =
1
ρ|∇Z |∇ · (ρDZ∇Z) . (3.31)
Hence, the transformation rules to be applied to an arbitrary scalar quantity φ can be formulated as
∂ φ
∂ t
=
∂ φ
∂ τ
− us · ∇φ = ∂ φ
∂ τ
− (u− sdn) · ∇φ
=
∂ φ
∂ τ
− u · ∇φ −

1
ρ|∇Z |∇ · (ρDZ∇Z) + u · n− u · n

n · ∇φ (3.32)
=
∂ φ
∂ τ
+
∂ Z
∂ t
∂ φ
∂ Z
− (u− (u · n)n) · ∇φ
∇φ =∇Z ∂ φ
∂ Z
+∇‖φ , (3.33)
The last term in equation (3.32) is characteristic for the flamelet transformation applied here and
represents the Lagrangian flamelet velocity along the mixture fraction iso-surface. Without this
term, the surface attached coordinate system would stay attached at all times, indeed, but would
move along the surface with the velocity u− (u · n)n [132]. Hence, the subtraction of this term
ensures that the origin of the coordinate system is fixed on the iso-surface. In a previous work
of Scholtissek et al. [47] this term was omitted since the time scale was chosen to be aligned with
the Eulerian time t. As shall be seen later, transformation (3.32) introduced here allows flamelets
to be tracked in time and space which is one essential part of this thesis.
In addition to equation (3.33) also the Laplacian operator, used in the formulation of diffusive
transport processes, can be split as
∇2φ =∇ · (∇φ) =∇ ·

n
∂ φ
∂ n
+∇‖φ

= n · ∇

∂ φ
∂ n

+ (∇ · n)∂ φ
∂ n
+∇ ·  ∇‖φ
=∇2⊥φ − κZ ∂ φ∂ n +∇ ·
 ∇‖φ
=∇2⊥φ +∇2‖φ .
(3.34)
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where ∇2⊥φ and ∇2‖φ can be regarded as the diffusion of φ in directions normal and tangential to
the mixture fraction iso-surfaces, respectively, and the curvature κZ is introduced as
κZ = −∇ · n= −∇ · ∇Z|∇Z | = −
∇2Z − n · ∇(|∇Z |)
|∇Z | = −
∇2Z − n · ∇(n · ∇Z)
|∇Z | . (3.35)
According to equation (3.34), ∇2⊥φ and ∇2‖φ are defined as [127]
∇2⊥φ = n · ∇ (n · ∇φ) , (3.36)
∇2‖φ = Γφ − κZ ∂ φ∂ n , (3.37)
where Γφ denotes a multi-dimensional term that is interpreted as transport along iso-surfaces of Z .
Comparing equations (3.34) and (3.37) it is defined as
Γφ =∇ · (∇‖φ) =∇ · (∇φ −∇⊥φ)
=∇ ·

∇φ −∇Z ∂ φ
∂ Z

.
(3.38)
Scholtissek et al. [47] discussed the relation of Γφ to second derivatives of the scalar φ with respect
to the coordinates ξ2 and ξ3. Hence, from their explanations it follows
Γφ =∇ · (∇‖φ) = ∂
2φ
∂ ξ22
+
∂ 2φ
∂ ξ23
. (3.39)
From a computational point of view, however, it is advantageous to express the multi-dimensional
diffusion term as
Γφ =∇ · (∇‖φ) =∇2φ − ∇Z|∇Z | · ∇
 ∇Z
|∇Z | · ∇φ

+ κZ
∇Z
|∇Z | · ∇φ
=∇2φ + ∇Z|∇Z | ·

κZ∇φ −∇
 ∇Z
|∇Z | · ∇φ

,
(3.40)
which in principal is a reformulation of equation (3.34). This way, derivatives can be directly
computed in Cartesian space, thereby avoiding explicit computations in the curvilinear coordinate
system.
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Extended flamelet equations
In this section, the above expressions are used to formulate a flamelet model that explicitly
includes both normal and tangential transport contributions. In order to maintain readability of the
transformed equations, terms are grouped according to their physical effect [127], i.e.
ρ
∂φ
∂ τ
= Λφtrans = Λ
φ
norm +Λ
φ
MD +Λ
φ
curv +Λ
φ
src , (3.41)
where Λφtrans denotes the transient term, Λ
φ
src the source term, Λ
φ
norm accounts for flame-normal
transport, and the flame-tangential transport is captured by ΛφMD and Λ
φ
curv , which represent multi-
dimensional and curvature effects, respectively.
Introducing the transformations (3.32) to (3.34) to equation (2.45), the identities of the individual
terms for the flamelet equation for the temperature T read
ΛTnorm =
ρχ
2
LeZ
∂ 2T
∂ Z2
+
ρχ
2
LeZ
cp
∂ cp
∂ Z
∂ T
∂ Z
+
ρχ
2cp
n∑
k=1
LeZ
Lek

∂ Yk
∂ Z
+
Yk
〈W 〉
∂ 〈W 〉
∂ Z

(cp,k − cp)∂ T
∂ Z
+
1
4

2ρχ
∂ LeZ
∂ Z
+ (LeZ − 1)

∂ (ρχ)
∂ Z
+
χ
DZ
∂ (ρDZ)
∂ Z

∂ T
∂ Z
, (3.42)
ΛTMD = LeZ ρDZ ΓT , (3.43)
ΛTcurv = (LeZ − 1)ρκZ
√√χDZ
2
∂ T
∂ Z
, (3.44)
ΛTsrc = −
n∑
k=1
hk
cp
ω˙k . (3.45)
It is emphasized that in case LeZ = 1, hence mixture fraction diffuses at the rate of heat, the
curvature term ΛTcurv vanishes in the temperature equation and only the curvature-induced multi-
dimensional term remains, accounting for flame-tangential transport.
Using equations (3.32) to (3.34) to transform equation (2.46), the identities of the individual terms
of the flamelet equation for the species mass fraction Yi reads
ΛYsrc = ω˙i , (3.46)
ΛYMD = ρDZ
LeZ
Lei
ΓYi −ρDZYi
n∑
k=1
LeZ
Lek
ΓYk , (3.47)
ΛYcurv = −ρκZ
√√χDZ
2

LeZ
Lei
− 1

∂ Yi
∂ Z
+
LeZ
Lei
Yi
〈W 〉
∂ 〈W 〉
∂ Z
+ρκZ
√√χDZ
2
Yi
n∑
k=1

LeZ
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Comparing the above relations to the flamelet model that was presented by Scholtissek et al.
[47] differences appear in the formulation of the normal transport terms, i.e. equations (3.42)
and (3.49) and the source term of the temperature equation, i.e. equation (3.45). While in the
formulation of Scholtissek et al. [47] temporal changes of the thermodynamic pressure are allowed
(∂ p/∂ τ), they are omitted here since in the low-Mach number analyses performed in this work, the
thermodynamic pressure is considered as a constant background pressure and only fluid-dynamic
perturbations are allowed, cf. section 2.3. Regarding the differences appearing in the Λ(T |Yi)norm
terms, Scholtissek et al. [47] neglected the gradient of the mean molecular mass, which has to be
considered for diffusion models other than the unity-Lewis number model, since
VD,i = −Di,m
X i
∇X i = −Di,mYi ∇Yi −
Di,m
〈W 〉∇〈W 〉 . (3.50)
Furthermore, as pointed out earlier, Scholtissek et al. [47] aligned their time coordinate with the
Eulerian time frame, which led to additional convective terms acting along the surface coordinates
ξ2 and ξ3. As outlined in the previous section this form of convection is explicitly inhibited here
because the coordinate system has to be fixed on the surface to facilitate the analyses presented
later.
Characteristic scaling ratios
Inspecting the flamelet equations, presented in the previous section, there exist no conclusive
evidence whether curvature induced transport effects are just a matter of rigorously transforming
the governing equations or if they are actually important for flamelet modeling. In order to assess
the impact of curvature induced transport effects, Scholtissek et al. [47] derived two asymptotic
scaling ratios which in turn are based on three flame intrinsic length scales. These characteristic
length scales are defined by [47]
lm =
∆Z
|∇Z |P′ (3.51)
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lχ =
(∆Z)R
|∇Z |P′ (3.52)
lκ =
1
|κZ |P′ (3.53)
where lm represents a mixing length [31], lχ denotes a length scale related to the reaction zone
thickness [19] and lκ is a curvature related length scale [47]. In these definitions, the suffix (•)P′
refers to a point in the reaction zone, (∆Z)R is the reaction zone thickness in mixture fraction space
and ∆Z is the difference between the minimum and maximum value of Z of the corresponding
flamelet. It is important to point out that, unlike in Scholtissek et al. [47], ∆Z is explicitly accounted
for in the later following analyses since in turbulent flames individual flamelets generally do not
span the whole range between Z = 0 and Z = 1. The reaction zone thickness (∆Z)R can be
estimated by [127]
(∆Z)R =
√√√ φmax
max (| ∂ 2φ
∂ Z2 |)R
, (3.54)
where max (•)R defines the maximum of the enclosed scalar quantity in the reaction zone. It is
pointed out that the deductions drawn with the help of (∆Z)R are sensitive to the chosen reference
value φ [47]. To capture all influences of tangential diffusion on the overall flame structure, a
rather conservative measure for (∆Z)R is needed [47]. This is achieved by choosing a quantity that
changes on the scale of the overall flame thickness and exists in multiple reaction-diffusion layers
throughout the flame, e.g. the temperature or CO mass fraction.
The above relations are used to define two small parameters
" =
lχ
lm
=
(∆Z)R
∆Z
(3.55)
ν=
lκ
lm
=
|∇Z |P′
∆Z |κZ |P′ , (3.56)
Based on these parameters two asymptotic scaling ratios, which determine whether multi-
dimensional effects have to be considered in the flamelet equations, are derived [127]
"
ν
=
(∆Z)R|κZ |P′
|∇Z |2P′
= (∆Z)R|κZ |P′
√√2DZ
χ
, (3.57)
"3
ν2
=
(∆Z)3R|κZ |2P′
|∇Z |P′ =
2(∆Z)3R|κZ |2P′DZ
χ∆Z
. (3.58)
First, from the size of the characteristic ratio (3.57) two distinct limits can be deduced [47]. In case
it is smaller than unity, the classical flamelet is sufficient to describe the flame physics since either
the reaction zone thickness in mixture fraction space, (∆Z)R, or the curvature of the flame tend
to zero. On the other hand for "/ν > 1, the considered flamelet is affected by curvature and the
second ratio can be used to assess the impact of multi-dimensional diffusion. In case both ratios are
larger than unity, both multi-dimensional and curvature-based effects influence the reaction zone of
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Table 3.1.: The three flamelet regimes identified by Scholtissek et al. [47] for the extended flamelet
model with differential diffusion (Lei 6= 1).
regime distinguished limit
Regime I classical flamelet regime " < ν
Regime II curvature-affected flamelet regime " > ν, "3 < ν2
Regime III multi-dimensional flamelet regime " > ν, "3 > ν2
the non-premixed flamelet. A summary of these asymptotic distinguished limits is given in table 3.1.
In chapter 5 these regime classifications are used as a diagnostic tool for the analysis of flamelets
that have been tracked on-the-fly in a turbulent reactive non-premixed jet flame.
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4 Direct numerical simulation of turbulent reactive flows
The history of direct numerical simulation (DNS) began in the early 1970s with the pioneering work
of Orszag and Patterson [135]. They demonstrated that it is possible to perform computer simula-
tions of a fully developed turbulent flow without relying on any turbulence model to parameterize
the influence of the turbulent eddies. The (direct) numerical solutions to the governing equations
are correct to the accuracy of the embedded numerical methods [51]. DNS yields first-principal
solutions free from turbulence modeling errors such that, with careful implementation of robust
high-fidelity numerical methods, it serves as a valuable tool for the investigation of fluid dynamical
problems. A comprehensive review of the contributions made by DNS studies to the understanding
of turbulence and turbulent flows is given by Moin and Mahesh [136]. Comparing DNS with RANS
or LES, it is the simplest approach, unrivalled in accuracy and in the level of detail provided [137].
DNS allows for detailed investigations of the multi-physics and multi-scale problems arising in
turbulent reactive flows.
However, this accuracy comes at the expense of extremly high computational costs and the re-
quirements increase so rapidly with the Reynolds number, such that the applicability of DNS is
limited to flows of low to moderate Reynoldes numbers. The computational cost of a DNS is
largely determined by the resolution requirements. A suitable resolution is given when the scales of
turbulence are well-resolved and the largest and smallest eddies are captured by the numerical grid.
For example, assuming that material properties are constant and that the computational domain
is a cube of size L which is discretized such that the isotropic mesh has a spacing of ∆x , the size
of the computational domain must be large enough to represent the integral scales lt of the flow
(L > lt) and the grid spacing must be small enough to resolve the smallest scales, connected to
the Kolmogorov length scale η. Given the mean of the energy dissipation 〈ε〉 and the mean of the
viscosity 〈ν〉, the Kolmogorov scales for length η, velocity uη and time τη are given by [9]
η=
〈ν〉3
〈ε〉
1/4
(4.1)
uη = (〈ε〉 〈ν〉)1/4 (4.2)
τη =
〈ν〉
〈ε〉
1/2
. (4.3)
Combining the previous expressions leads to an estimate for the number of grid points N required
to resolve the DNS
lt
η
< N ,
lt
η
=
lt
(ν3/ε)1/4
= Re3/4t , ⇒ N3 > Re9/4t (4.4)
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where Re is the Reynolds number [138], based on reference quantities (•)re f
Re =
ure f Lre f
ν
. (4.5)
The Reynolds number is a dimensionless quantity, often used to predict flow patterns in differ-
ent fluid flow situations. The inequalities presented in equation (4.4) underline the enormeous
computational costs of direct numerical simulation, since only a small increase in the Reynolds
number leads to a tremendeous increase in the number of grid points required to resolve a three
dimensional simulation. Besides the computational costs, a great challenge related to DNS studies
is the development of stable, accurate and efficient numerical methods, especially for reactive
flows, where due to chemical reactions an additional treatment of terms exhibiting large numerical
stiffness is necessary.
In this work, direct numerical simulation serves as a tool to provide a highly resolved database of
a temporally evolving jet flame which builds the foundation of the later following flamelet-based
analyses. The chapter is structured as follows; first the high-fidelity DNS code DINO is described
including details about the spatial discretization, temporal integration, the pressure velocity coupling
and its parallel efficiency. Second a detailed description of the numerical simulation that has been
conducted is presented including a description of the general setup, the initialization of all important
quantities and finally results of the simulation are discussed.
4.1 DNS code DINO
In this work, all simulations were conducted with the direct numerical simulation (DNS) code
DINO [139, 140]. The code is actively beeing developed by both the Institute of Fluid Dynamics and
Thermodynamics at the Otto-von-Guericke University in Magdeburg and the Chair of Simulation
of reactive Thermo-Fluid Systems at TU Darmstadt. The development began in 2013 as part of
the Ph.D. of Abdelsamie [140] who at the same time is the main developer of the code. The goal
behind theses collaborative efforts is to develop a multi-purpose DNS solver which is suitable for
the simulation of low-Mach number reactive [126, 141–144] and non-reactive [145] as well as
medical flows [146]. A working copy of DINO can be obtained on request by contacting the group
of Prof. Thévenin at the Otto von Guericke University Magdeburg. As of November 2017, 7 groups
from 5 different countries are already using DINO for their research.
Among many different submodules of the code, Abdelsamie [140] developed the core of the code
including the implementation of the right-hand sides of equations (2.44) to (2.46), the finite
differences and the pressure solver. Details about the core can be found in [140] and only key
aspects will be recapitulated here. In addition, two newly implemented solvers are presented in
conjunction with an approach to include analytical Jacobians within DINO and to ensure an optimal
computation of chemical source terms. The section closes with a strong and weak scaling analysis
of the newly implemented solvers.
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Table 4.1.: Finite difference weights for first and second derivatives used in DINO [139]. Note, the
values listed in the table should be divided by ∆xm, where ∆x denotes the uniform grid
spacing.
order weights αi at grid point
x i−3 x i−2 x i−1 x i x i+1 x i+2 x i+3
Interior
m
=
1
6th -1/60 3/20 -3/4 0 3/4 -3/20 1/60
Boundary
5th – 1/20 -1/2 -1/3 1 -1/4 1/30
4th – – -1/4 -10/12 3/2 -1/2 1/12
3rd – – – -11/6 3 -3/2 1/3
Interior
m
=
2
6th 1/90 -3/20 3/2 -49/18 3/2 -3/20 1/90
Boundary
3rd – -1/12 16/12 -30/12 16/12 -1/12 –
3rd – – 11/12 -20/12 1/2 1/3 -1/12
2nd – – – 2 -5 4 -1
4.1.1 Spatial discretization - finite differences
For a uniform computational mesh, spatial derivatives are approximated by finite differences [147–
149]
∂ mφ
∂ xm

x=xi
≈ 1
∆xm
n∑
i=0
αmn,iφi , (4.6)
where the discrete derivative at grid point x i is described as a sum of weights αi and discrete
function values φi. The order of the derivative is denoted by m and ∆x is the spacing of the
computational mesh. In the interior of the simulation domain, sixth-order central finite differences
are used. Towards domain boundaries, the order of finite differences is successively reduced down
to third order to avoid numerical fluctuations. The corresponding coefficients used for the finite
differences according to equation (4.6) are listed in table 4.1 [148].
The algorithm used for the computation of these weights was developed by [148] and examplary
implementations are given in [147] and [150]. A detailed verification of the implementation in
DINO and the achieved spatial accuracy is given in [139, 140].
4.1.2 Runge-Kutta time integration
Runge-Kutta (RK) time integration methods are widely accepted in the combustion community and
have been employed in a variety of different DNS Codes during the last decades, e.g. S3D [151,
152], SENGA [153], Parcomb [58, 154, 155] and DINO [139]. The implemented schemes usually
have an order of three to four, possess the low-storage property [156] and are explicit in nature. On
the one hand fully explicit schemes have the advantage to be ideally parallelizable because they
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require only a minimum of parallel communication. On the other hand they are limited to very
small timesteps (O(10−9)s) in order to cope with the numerical stiffness arising from the variety of
different time scales of the chemical species. Usually for compressible combustion codes [151–154]
this does not impose a severe limitation since they have to resolve acoustic (small) time scales
anyway. However, for low-Mach number combustion simulation frameworks, like DINO [139],
Yales2 [157, 158], AVBP [159] and NGA [160] acoustic time scale restrictions do not apply and the
feasible timestep is limited by combustion only. Therefore, semi-implicit time integration strategies
are often used for low-Mach number combustion to achieve a computational speedup. Practical
implementations of these methods include fractional-step schemes or additive semi-implicit schemes.
In the fractional-step approach, also called timestep splitting or operator splitting, the individual
types of processes are solved independently, and the changes resulting from the separate partial
calculations are coupled (added) together [60]. These methods offer great flexibility in the choice
of which algorithms are used to solve each type of process. However, for practical implementations
the temporal accuracy is limited to second-order at most [161–163].
On the contrary, higher orders of accuracy can be “easily” achieved with additive semi-implicit
methods, which solve the individual types of processes simultaneously. One important family of
these methods are semi-implicit RK methods [164–167].
One aspect of this work is to extend the family of solvers implemented in DINO [139] by a
low-storage semi-implicit Runge-Kutta (LSSIRK) [165, 168] scheme and a low-storage explicit
Runge-Kutta (LSERK) [169, 170] scheme. In contrast to the already implemented explicit Runge-
Kutta (ERK) [171] and semi-implicit Runge-Kutta (SIRK) solvers [164] both solvers require only 2N
storage locations. This in turn significantly reduces the required memory per processor, which is an
important computational resource for the large-scale direct numerical simulations conducted in this
work. The technique of leaving useful information in the storage locations was already exploited in
early works by Gill [172] and Blum [173] for a single fourth-order RK scheme. Later it was shown
by Fyfe [156] and Williamson [174] that their ideas could be generalized leading to several new
low-storage numerical integration schemes [165, 169, 175–178].
In the following, details about the newly implemented Runge-Kutta solvers are presented. While
the LSERK scheme was used for cold-flow simulations, to verify the overall turbulent flow setup,
the LSSIRK scheme was employed for the final simulation of a reactive flow, presented later in this
chapter.
The general approach during the numerical integration is to first approximate the spatial derivatives
appearing in the governing equations by finite differences, see section 4.1.1. This leads to a system
of first-order ordinary differential equations
∂
∂ t
u= F(u) . (4.7)
Depending on the stiffness of the underlying physical problem, the right-hand side operator F is
treated explicitly or implicitly.
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Table 4.2.: Weights of the fourth-order five-stage explicit Runge-Kutta scheme [169, 170].
coefficients
i α β γ
1 0 0 0.1496590219993
2 0.1496590219993 -0.4178904745 0.3792103129999
3 0.3704009573644 -1.192151694643 0.8229550293869
4 0.6222557631345 -1.697784692471 0.6994504559488
5 0.9582821306748 -1.514183444257 0.1530572479681
Explicit Runge-Kutta
In case of cold-flow simulations, used to verify the overall turbulent flow setup, the governing
equations are considerd as non-stiff and the integration is performed by an explicit fourth-order five-
stage RK scheme (LSERK4(5)). The general approach how the low-storage property can be achieved
for conventional RK schemes is outlined in [169] and is just shown for the sake of completeness.
An r-stage explicit RK algorithm reads
t i = t i−1 +αi∆t (4.8)
t i+1 = t i−1 +αi+1∆t (4.9)
ki = β i ki−1 +∆t F(ui) (4.10)
ui = ui−1 + γiki (i = 1, · · · , r) , (4.11)
where t i is the physical time at stage i. The symbols u and k denote the two storage locations
and store the solution and right-hand side, respectively . The numerical time step is denoted by
∆t. Further details about a proper choice of ∆t are given in section 4.1.4. The corresponding
coefficients αi,β i,γi that were used for the implementation are given in table 4.2. A verification of
the implementation in DINO is presented in appendix B.1.
Semi-implicit Runge-Kutta
In case of the reacting flow DNS, analyzed later in this work, the governing equations of temperature
and species mass fractions are considerd as stiff and the integration is performed by a semi-implicit
third-order three-stage RK scheme (LSSIRK3(3)) [165]. In the semi-implicit discretization approach,
the right-hand side of equation (4.7) is additively split into non-stiff terms f (u) and stiff terms g(u)
∂
∂ t
u= f (u) + g(u) , (4.12)
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Table 4.3.: Weights of the third-order low-storage semi-implicit Runge-Kutta scheme [165].
coefficients
i α β γ δ δ˜
1 0 0 1/3 0 2.267596813284564
2 1/3 −5/9 15/16 −1.143097033946135 2.685297589634163
3 3/4 −153/128 8/15 −2.031219208388789 2.309749357551431
4 1 – – – –
where u is the vector of variables exhibiting a stiff right-hand side, i. e. u = (T,Y1,Y2, · · · ,YNs).
During each stage i of the r-stage RK method the following linear system has to be solved [165]
Aiki =∆t

f (ui−1) + g(ui−1 + δ˜iki−1)

+ β iAiki−1 (i = 1, · · · , r) (4.13)
where the system matrix Ai is defined through
Ai =
I −∆tδiJ(ui−1 + δ˜iki−1) . (4.14)
Here, I is the identity matrix and J= ∂ g(u)/∂ u is the chemical Jacobian matrix. The coefficients
α,β ,γ,δ, δ˜ required during the integration were derived by Yoh and Zhong [165] and are given in
table 4.3. Since stiffness is primarily induced by chemistry, only the Jacobian of the chemical source
term is evaluated, and the other terms are treated explicitly. Also the integration of the momentum
equation, cf. equation (2.8), is done explicitely. Finally, after solving the linear system (4.13) (for
ki), the solution is advanced to an intermediate time level i by equation (4.11), where the time at
level i and i + 1 is given by equations (4.8) and (4.9), respectively. A verification of the solver is
presented in appendix B.2.
4.1.3 Evaluation of the Jacobian matrix and chemical kinetics
The semi-implicit algorithm described above requires the computation of the Jacobian matrix J of
the chemical source term. The evaluation of the Jacobian can be performed either numerically or
analytically. In DINO the standard way of evaluating J is numerically by forward finite differences
Ji, j =
∂ gi
∂Φ j
≈ gi(Φ j +δ j)− gi(Φ j)
δ j
, (4.15)
where δ j represents a small increment. This approach is expensive due to repeated evaluations
of chemical source terms, scales quadratically with the number of species and reactions (Ns ·Nr)
and dominates the computational costs even for small to moderate-sized mechanisms [110]. On
the other hand, as stated by Lu and Law [110], evaluation of the analytic Jacobian for the species
chemical source term is less expensive. Therefore, in this work the capabilities of computing
Jacobian matrices were extended in DINO by coupling it to the analytical Jacobian generator
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pyJac [111, 179]. PyJac is capable of generating subroutines for the computation of species
production rates, thermodynamical expressions and analytical chemical Jacobian matrices both
for CPU operation via C/C++ and GPU operation via CUDA [180]. These subroutines are then
directly compiled into DINO and are accessed via the interface described in appendix C.1. Detailed
explanations how to compute the different entries of the Jacobian matrix are given in [111, 181,
182] and the correctness and the general computational performance of the generated code for
various mechanisms is demonstrated in [111, 183]. It turns out that for the setup considered here,
see section 4.2 for details, the utilization of pyJac leads to an overall speedup of the simulation
by a factor of two compared to the standard approach implemented in DINO . This speedup is not
only the result of using pyJac for the evaluation of the chemical Jacobian but also using it for the
computation of chemical source terms ω˙i and thermodynamic quantities like cp,i and hi, which is a
novelty related to this work.
4.1.4 Numerical timestep
In DINO the maximum feasible time step is estimated based on time scales of advective and diffusive
processes. For advective processes the Courant-Friedrich-Lewy (CFL) condition [184] states that
information can only travel a fraction of the grid size ∆x in one time step ∆t. For a n-dimensional
low-Mach number simulation it is expressed by
∆tadv ≤ CFLadvlim ·

n∑
i=1
|ui|
∆x i
−1
, (4.16)
where CFLadvlim denotes a limiting, problem dependent constant. In contrast to a fully-compressible
formulation, where also the local speed of sound has to be considered through (|ui|+ c)/∆x i, the
low-Mach number approach allows for significantly higher advective timesteps and thereby the
overall computing time is significantly reduced.
In diffusively controlled regimes, however, the time step is restricted by
∆tdiff ≤ CFLdifflim ·

max [Di,ν,α]
min [∆x2]
−1
. (4.17)
In equation (4.17) α= λ/(ρcp) denotes the thermal diffusivity, ν the kinematic viscosity and Di is
the diffusion coefficient of species i. The final timestep that is taken by the numerical scheme is
∆t = min [∆tadv,∆tdiff] (4.18)
4.1.5 Coupling of pressure and velocity
Due to the low-Mach number approximation, acoustic waves are neglected and the coupling
between fluctuating pressure and density is suppressed. Therefore, a specific procedure is required
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to determine the hydrodynamic pressure. In the DINO code, a pressure free projection method [185–
187] is applied, which leads to solve equation (2.38) in two consecutive steps.
At each Runge-Kutta stage, starting from the known momentum value at step n, considering a
constant pressure, an approximation of the momentum at an intermediate time instant is predicted
by
(ρui)
∗ = (ρui)n + γi∆t

− ∂
∂ x j
(ρuiu j) +
∂
∂ x j
τi j

. (4.19)
Now, the solution at the time level (n+ 1) is obtained in a subsequent corrector step
(ρui)
n+1 = (ρui)
∗ − γi∆t ∂
∂ x i
p˜ . (4.20)
This procedure involves the solution of a Poisson equation for the fluctuating pressure p˜ which can
be derrived by taking the divergence of equation (4.20)
∂ 2
∂ x2i
p˜ =
1
γi∆t

∂
∂ x i
(ρui)
∗ − ∂
∂ x i
(ρui)
n+1

. (4.21)
While for non-reactive incompressible flows the divergence of the momentum at time level (n+1) is
zero [185, 186], this methodology is an extension to reactive flows [187–189] since the dilatation
due to heat release has to be considered. Although the dilatation at (n+ 1) is not directly available,
it can be assessed by using the continuity equation such that equation (4.21) transforms into
∂ 2
∂ x2i
p˜ =
1
γi∆t

∂
∂ x i
(ρui)
∗ +

∂
∂ t
ρ
n+1
. (4.22)
Since the temperature and species mass fraction fields are advanced first (during the numerical
integration procedure), the equation of state can be used to compute the density at level (n+1). Then
a backward discretization for the time derivative of density can be used to assess the second term on
the right-hand side of equation (4.22). As argued by Nicoud [190] this backward discretization has
to be at least second order accurate for consistency. Here, a third order backward finite difference
approximation with non-constant step size according to Bowen and Smith [149] was used to
estimate the derivative at n+ 1

∂
∂ t
ρ
n+1
=
α2α3 +α2α4 +α3α4
(α1 −α2)(α1 −α3)(α1 −α4)ρ
n+1 +
α1α3 +α1α4 +α3α4
(α2 −α1)(α2 −α3)(α2 −α4)ρ
n
+
α1α2 +α1α4 +α2α4
(α3 −α1)(α3 −α2)(α3 −α4)ρ
n−1 + α1α2 +α1α3 +α2α3
(α4 −α1)(α4 −α2)(α4 −α3)ρ
n−2 ,
(4.23)
where αi = t i − t, and t is the time at the end of the current Runge-Kutta stage.
Nicoud [190] demonstrated that the finite difference approximation can lead to numerical errors
and other techniques have been proposed in the literature. For example a velocity divergence
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constraint can be derived from the continuity equation and introduced in a Poisson equation with
variable coefficients [191, 192]. However this approach is not pursued in favor of the computational
more efficient finite difference approach. Further, as observed by Charentenay and Ern [187]
in reactive simulations the error introduced by the numerical approximation of (∂ ρ/∂ t)n+1 is
negligible compared to the magnitude of physical effects.
4.1.6 Poisson solver
As outlined in the previous section a pressure Poisson equation has to be solved during each Runge-
Kutta integration stage. Therefore, it is crucial to have an efficient solution strategy that also scales
in parallel computations. There are two fundamental classes of algorithms that are generally used
to solve equation (4.22): direct and iterative methods. In many situations iterative techniques
can outperform direct solvers, especially in cases where memory restrictions exist or where the
solution only gradually changes and rapid convergence can be achieved. However, their parallel
performance greatly depends on the desired accuracy and with that on the number of iterations
required. On the other hand if the “condition” of the underlying problem is unknown direct solvers
stand out due to their robustness.
Spectral methods belong to the family of direct solvers which are only seldomly used because
usually they are restricted to rectangular, periodic and equidistant, though not necessarily isotropic,
domains. In DINO , however, the Poisson equation is solved by a spectral approach, even when
the boundary conditions of the domain are not periodic. Despite the higher memory consumption,
compared to iterative methods, and a possibly larger parallel communication overhead, it turned
out that the spectral solver is the fastest and most accurate alternative to other well known solver
packages [139], e.g. HYPRE [193]. The Poisson solver described in detail in [139, 140] is an
extension of that described in [194–197], where pre- and post-processing steps are applied both
in physical and in spectral space and the Poisson equation is solved on a staggered grid. On the
contrary, the algorithm implemented in DINO [139] needs only one pre- and post-processing step
in the physical space and solves for the pressure on a collocated grid. In both approaches the pre-
and postprocessing steps are required to account for non-periodic boundary conditions. Finally, the
algorithm implemented in DINO for solving the Poisson equation ∇2p = F can be summarized as
follows:
1. Pre-process the right-hand side F , details can be found in [139, 140]
2. Apply standard three dimensional fast Fourier transform (FFT) to pre-processed system
F

∂ 2
∂ x2
+
∂ 2
∂ y2
+
∂ 2
∂ z2

pˆ = Fˆ → pˆ = − Fˆ
(κ2x + κ2y + κ2z )
(4.24)
3. Apply standard IFFT routine to equation (4.24), obtaining the pressure in physical space
4. Post-process solution p. During this step mainly the memory is rearranged to match the data
structures within DINO
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The three dimensional forward and backward fast Fourier transforms are performed using
2DECOMP&FFT [198], which itself is linked to the highly optimized fast Fourier transform library
FFTW3 [199].
4.1.7 Parallelization and parallel efficiency
The computational domain has to be decomposed into subdomains in order to allow for massive-
parallel computations on distributed memory platforms. Keeping in mind that the Poisson solver is
based on discrete Fourier transformations the decomposition strategy must guarantee that the data
along a global grid line is accessible for each corresponding computational process. For cartesian
topologies typically two different strategies exist, the 1D slab decomposition and the 2D pencil
decomposition. Because the slab decomposition exhibits severe limitations in the number of usable
processors, the pencil decomposition is used for the simulations presented later. An example of a
2D distribution is given in figure 4.1.
Besides efficient parallel communication patterns for 3D discrete Fourier transforms DINO also
requires the exchange of ghost cells for the inter-processor computation of spatial derivatives via
finite differences, c.f. section 4.1.1. Implementing highly scalable inter-processor communication can
be a very demanding task. Here, the high performance decomposition library 2DECOMP&FFT [198] is
used. Besides the decomposition algorithm, Li and Laizet [198] also implemented a 3D interface for
discrete Fourier transforms and ghost cell exchange. The applicability and general scalability of
the library on a variety of platforms was already demonstrated in [139, 194, 195, 200]. However,
Figure 4.1.: Example of a two dimensional pencil decomposition used in DINO . The data is dis-
tributed between processors in the y and z direction.
a detailed scaling analysis for the implemented solvers presented in section 4.1.2 was missing
until now. Therefore, a benchmark case consisting of a temporally evolving jet flame [201] at two
different spatial resolutions was simulated. The governing equations were integrated for one time
step using both solvers presented in section 4.1.2 and explicit 6th order finite differences. Initial
conditions and the chemical kinetic scheme were the same as in [201]. In order to get reliable
timings this procedure was repeated 10 times for each configuration listed in table 4.4. As can be
seen from table 4.4 and figures 4.2a and 4.2b, both solvers show an excellent strong scaling behavior.
It seems that for the small scale benchmark case even a super-linear scaling can be achieved by
both solvers. For the large scale case, only the explicit solver shows super-linear scaling. The typical
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Table 4.4.: Strong scaling and strong scaling efficiency of the Runge-Kutta solvers presented in
section 4.1.2. The scaling runs were performed on SuperMUC phase 1 at Leibniz Super-
computing Centre. Each island of phase 1 of SuperMUC consists of 512 nodes each of
which is equipped with 2 Intel Xeon E5-2680 (8 cores at 2.7GHz).
256× 513× 512 1024× 2049× 2048
Explicit Semi-Implicit Explicit Semi-Implicit
Islands cores time efficiency time efficiency time efficiency time efficiency
1 128 33.04 100.00 39.74 100.00 – – – –
1 256 16.56 99.722 19.85 100.07 – – – –
1 512 7.78 106.13 9.66 102.82 – – – –
1 1024 3.69 111.90 4.78 103.91 – – – –
1 2048 1.61 127.81 2.32 106.81 – – – –
1 4096 0.86 119.15 1.28 96.61 – – – –
1 8192 0.53 97.02 0.67 92.06 – – – –
2 16384 – – – – 19.88 100.00 22.49 100.00
4 32768 – – – – 9.23 107.67 11.79 95.36
8 65536 – – – – 4.59 108.06 6.63 84.82
reason for super-linear speedup is that decomposition of the fixed-size data set has become small
enough per core to fit into local cache.
A subsequent decrease of the efficiency can be attributed to a parallel communication overhead. This
overhead increases even further when going to more islands1 because of the established inter-island
network topology2. The decrease in efficiency also becomes evident looking at the weak scaling
behavior of both solvers, c.f. figures 4.2a and 4.2b. Investigations of the weak scaling of the code
were performed keeping the work load per computational core constant at 524288 grid points.
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Figure 4.2.: Strong and weak scaling of the Runge-Kutta solvers presented in section 4.1.2.
1 Within an island compute nodes are connected via a fully non-blocking Infiniband network.
2 At SuperMUC inter-island communication is handled by a pruned-tree 4:1 configuration. This means that one
node communicating with another node in another island has to share its link with 3 other nodes. A com-
plete description of the SuperMUC system can be found at https://www.lrz.de/services/compute/supermuc/
systemdescription/
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4.2 Reactive temporally evolving jet flame
In this section the direct numerical simulation (DNS) setup used for the analysis in the subsequent
chapters is described. It is based on a well-established DNS setup [202–208] of a temporally
evolving syngas jet flame that was originally proposed by Hawkes et al. [201].
The physical setup presented in detail in the following was already used in Refs. [127, 144], but
is revisited here with a higher resolution to increase the accuracy of the later following on-the-fly
tracking and dissipation element (DE) analysis. Furthermore, statistics with respect to the flame
structure are presented and phenomenological aspects of the jet are discussed.
4.2.1 General setup
In this work a temporally evolving jet configuration was selected rather than a spatial jet because
it allows for more significant flame-turbulence interaction within a given computational domain,
thereby potentially creating a more wrinkled flame surface through intense turbulent mixing. Also
from a computational point of view it is often advantagous to consider a temporally evolving jet
rather than a spatially evolving jet because spatial jets must be run for several flow times because
otherwise artifacts from the initial conditions may pollute the results.
For the analyses, carried out later, a temporal jet configuration similar to that by Hawkes et al. [201]
was chosen. The governing equations that were solved correspond to equations (2.44) to (2.46). In
addition, also a transport equation for the mixture fraction, according to equation (3.8), was solved.
The temporal jet setup can be parameterized by the initial jet height H0, the initial velocity difference
∆U0 = Ufuel − Uoxidizer, where Ufuel and Uoxidizer denote the velocity of the counter-flowing fuel and
oxidizer streams, respectively, and the cold-flow kinematic viscosity νfuel of the pure fuel stream.
The jet time tjet and the jet Reynolds number Rejet are given by
tjet =
H0
∆U0
, (4.25)
Rejet =
∆U0H0
νfuel
. (4.26)
As indicated in figure 4.3 the boundary conditions are periodic in the stream-wise (z) and span-
wise (x) direction, while zero-gradient boundary conditions are imposed in the cross-stream (y)
direction. The domain size was chosen as Lx = 10H0 in span-wise direction, L y = 20H0 in cross-
stream direction and Lz = 16H0 in stream-wise direction, whereas the initial jet height was set
to H0 = 1.37 mm. The number of grid points across H0 was set to NH0 = 96. Thus, the total
number of points required for the simulation is Ntot ≈ 2.8× 109. This case was simulated on the
supercomputer SuperMUC3 and required more than 2MCPUh running on 23904 cores. While in
the original study by Hawkes et al. [201] the simulation was carried out on an isotropic mesh
with a grid spacing of ∆x =∆y =∆z = 19.03× 10−6 µm the current simulation has a resolution
of ∆x =∆y =∆z = 14.27× 10−6 µm. This increased resolution is required to facilitate the later
3 System description (2017): https://www.lrz.de/services/compute/supermuc/systemdescription/
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Figure 4.3.: Setup of the direct numerical simulation together with a sketch of the initial profiles
of 〈Z〉 and 〈U〉. The domain size is denoted by Lx , L y and Lz. The contours show the
logarithm of the scalar dissipation rate χ normalized by its value near extinction χq.
following analyses of dissipation elements (DE) [48, 144, 209], cf. chapter 6. According to Wang
and Peters [48] the ratio of grid resolution and Kolmogorov scale should be ∆x/η < 1 to obtain
a sufficient accuracy for DE analyses. However, in order to meet this criterion a resolution of at
least ∆x = 11.41× 10−6 µm = 0.8 ·∆x is required, see figure 4.4a, which would correspond to
NH0 = 120. Therefore, the chosen resolution represents a compromise between the criteria of Wang
and Peters [48] and Pope [137]. Despite the resolution required to perform a DE analysis the DNS
itself is very well resolved. As Pope [137] pointed out, sufficient resolution exists if the criteria
∆x/η ≤ 2.1 and κmaxη ≥ 1.5 are fulfilled, where κmax denotes the maximum wavenumber that
can be resolved on the grid. As it is shown in figure 4.4 both criteria are fulfilled during the whole
course of the simulation.
4.2.2 Initialization of mean profiles
All mean velocities are initially set to zero, except the stream-wise velocity which is described by
〈U〉y = Ufuel

−1+ 2
1+∆RU

(4.27)
where the radial increment ∆RU is determined through
∆RU =
 y − 0.5 · L yrU
sU . (4.28)
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Figure 4.4.: Evolution of two different resolution criteria: (a) ∆x/η and (b) κmaxη. For resolutions
∆x/η < 2.1 and κmaxη > 1.5 the simulation can be considered as well resolved [137].
The initial velocity of the fuel stream is set to Ufuel = 138 ms−1. At the same time the description
through equation (4.27) fixes the velocity of the oxidizer stream to Uoxidizer = −Ufuel. The resulting
initial maximum Mach number is Ma≈ 0.4 which successively decreases towards later times of the
jet. The other parameters in equation (4.27), sU and rU , control the stiffness and width of the initial
profile, respectively. They were set to sU = 10 and rU = H0/2.
The chemistry is initialized in a similar fashion based on the mean mixture fraction profile
〈Z〉=

1
1+∆RZ

, (4.29)
which is unity in the central fuel stream and zero in the counterflowing oxidizer streams. The radial
increment ∆RZ is determined through
∆RZ =
 y − 0.5 · L yrZ
sZ . (4.30)
Here, sZ and rZ control the stiffness and width of the initial profile, respectively, and were set to
sZ = 7 and rZ = 0.000918 mm. Both initial profiles of 〈Z〉y and 〈U〉y are illustrated in figure 4.5.
4.2.3 Initialization of chemistry
The chemical kinetic scheme employed for the study is a skeletal scheme that was reduced by Hawkes
et al. [201] specifically for the purpose of their DNS. It was reduced from a complete C1 mechanism
that was originally published by Li [210]. The same chemical kinetic scheme is used for the present
DNS simulation. As in the original publication [201] the central fuel stream consists 50%CO,
10%H2 and 40%N2 by volume and the counter-flowing oxidizer streams consists of 25%O2 and
75%N2. This results in an element based stoichiometric mixture fraction of Zst = 0.42. The initial
temperature of both streams is Tfuel = Toxidizer = 500K. The initial distribution of species mass
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Figure 4.5.: Initial mean profile of mixture fraction and stream-wise velocity, for Ufuel = 1.
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Figure 4.6.: Evolution of temperature with scalar dissipation rate at stoichiometric conditions. The
temperature near extinction (Tq) is estimated at the point where the temperature
abruptly drops. At the same time this also states the scalar dissipation rate near ex-
tinction (χq). The scalar dissipation rate χinit is assumed to be representative for the
conditions under which the turbulent flame resides and it was set to χinit = 0.67χq.
fractions and temperature is obtained by linear interpolation from a flamelet table which was
generated for one specific scalar dissipation rate χinit. This χinit was assumed to be representative for
the conditions under which the turbulent flame resides and it was set to χinit = 0.67χq. In order to
estimate the scalar dissipation rate near extinction χq, a series of steady laminar flamelet calculations
(cf. section 3.2.1), varying χst, was conducted using an inhouse laminar flame solver [211] and
the corresponding temperature at stoichiometry Tst was extracted. Figure 4.6 shows a plot of Tst
versus the stoichiometric scalar dissipation rate. The scalar dissipation rate near extinction is then
obtained at the point where the temperature abruptly drops. Here, it is estimated at χq = 1901s−1.
At the same time this procedure also allows to assess the temperature near extinction, which is
estimated at Tq = 1241K.
Solution from the flamelet table for the above mentioned conditions for YCO, YH2 , YOH,YO2 and the
temperature T are shown in figure 4.7a. After the interpolation procedure the initial profiles of the
species mass fractions and the temperature in physical space are depicted in figure 4.7b. Note, that
for the sake of clarity not all initial profiles are shown.
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Figure 4.7.: Initial profiles of temperature, YH2 , YOH, YCO and YO2 in: (a) flamelet space and (b)
physical space. Note that for the sake of clarity not all initial profiles are shown.
4.2.4 Initialization of turbulence
In order to trigger the transition to a fully turbulent jet, solenoidal isotropic velocity fluctuations u′
are superimposed upon the initial velocity mean profiles 〈U〉
U= 〈U〉+ u′ 
u′= 0 , (4.31)
whereat u′ is spatially confined to the jet region using the same profile as in equation (4.27). In
the literature different approaches are available for the generation of initial or inflow conditions,
namely the Kraichnan technique [212], digital filtering [213], or random noise diffusion [214].
However, due to the employed domain decomposition library (2DECOMP&FFT [198]) it is reasonable
to use a different approach based on inverse fast Fourier transforms (IFFT). In the IFFT approach a
prescribed energy spetrum of Passot-Pouquet type [215] is used
E(|κ|) = 16u′2
κ0
√√ 2
pi
 |κ|
κ0
4
exp

−2
 |κ|
κ0
2
, (4.32)
together with the input parameters κ0 and u
′ to prescribe the three velocity components in spectral
space [216]. While κ0 is the wavenumber that corresponds to the integral scale of the turbulent
flow field, u′ characterizes its intensity. They were set to u′ = 0.05∆U0 and κ0 = 8pi/H0. Note that
this approach is not restricted to spectra of Passot-Pouquet type but could also be applied using
any other kind of analytical spectrum function, e.g. the Von Kármán spectrum [217] with Paó
correction [218].
Three dimensional solenoidal velocity fluctuations are then obtained by applying Rogallo’s
method [216]. The initial profiles of scalar variables, i. e. mixture fraction, temperature and
species mass fractions, remain unperturbed.
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4.2.5 Results of the DNS
The analyses were carried out based on a three dimensional direct numerical simulation of a
turbulent reactive syngas jet flame under atmospheric conditions which was simulated with the DNS
code DINO [139]. The initial conditions and the domain were chosen according to the explanations
in the previous sections. Based on that, the initial cold flow Reynolds number of the central fuel
jet is Rejet = 9075, where νf denotes the kinematic viscosity of the pure fuel. In addition to the
ordinary governing equations (2.44) to (2.46) for reactive flows an additional transport equation
for the mixture fraction, cf. equation (3.8), was solved assuming unity-Lewis number diffusion for
Z , i.e. DZ = λ/(ρcp). On the contrary, the species diffusion velocities were computed according
to the Hirschfelder-Curtiss approximation, cf.section 2.5.2, thereby neglecting thermo diffusion.
All transport properties required for the integration of the governing equations, i.e. µ, λ and Di j
, were obtained using the high-fidelity software library EGlib [92]. For the computation of the
chemical source terms, enthalpies and specific heat capacities the source code generator pyJac in
conjunction with the interface presented in appendix C.1 was employed. The equations were
discretized using 6th order finite differences in space. After the verification of the flow setup,
the 3rd order semi-implicit Runge-Kutta scheme, presented in section 4.1.2, was used for time
integration.
Phenomenology of the syngas jet flame
In order to get an impression of the turbulence in the jet, it is instructive to visualize some turbulent
fields obtained by the direct numerical simulation. Figures 4.8 and 4.9 show yOz-planes, taken
at Lx/2, of the mixture fraction, the scalar dissipation rate, the temperature and the OH mass
fraction at four instants in time. According to [219] the evolution of the jet can be divided into
three different regimes:
I shear layer development and flame-turbulence interaction,
II local flame extinction with mixing of fuel, oxidizer and combustion products,
III reignition of the turbulent flame.
These regimes are also apparent from figures 4.8 and 4.9. Beginning with the inspection of figure 4.8,
fields relevant for the flamelet model, namely Z and χ, are shown for times t/tjet = 10, 20,30, 40.
While transitioning to a fully turbulent field, the mixture fraction field reveals coherent structures
of roughly constant scalar value, though the maximum mixture fraction decreases due to mixing.
These structures are separated by sharp highly convoluted boundaries at which, in turn, the scalar
dissipation rate χ reaches high values. To accentuate the wide range of the scalar dissipation, plots
of χ/χq are shown on a logarithmic scale, where χq was obtained from steady laminar flamelet
calculations. In contrast to the mixture fraction, the scalar dissipation is characterized by filamented
structures. It is a highly intermittent quantity and regions of high χ are confined in localized regions
of space. While these are ordinary observations for scalar mixing, see Gauding [220], additional
information regarding turbulence-chemistry interaction is gained from figure 4.9.
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As an indicator for a burning flame both the temperature and the OH mass fraction must sufficiently
exceed their quench limits, Tq = 1241 K and OHq = 1.17 · 10−3, respectively. Beginning at the
stage of shear layer evolution (regime I), t/tjet = 10, a stable burning flame seems to exist, which
gets gradually weaker as the jet evolves. An illustration of the causal chain is given in figure 4.10.
As turbulence evolves, mostly compressive (negative) strain (a = n · ∇u · n) acts (top), which
leads to an increase in the scalar dissipation rate (middle). In regions where the scalar dissipation
rate is above the critical limit, χ > χq, the temperature will drop below the quench temperature
(bottom) which eventually leads to local extinction. At t/tjet = 20, the temperature and OH mass
fraction field are highly contorted and regions of burning and extinguished regimes coexist (regime
II), though the flame seems to be globally extinguished. However, due to small pockets of high
temperature and radicals, the jet approaches the onset of reignition at t/tjet = 30 (regime III) and a
stable burning flame emerges.
Besides the visual inspection of the turbulent fields, the extent to which extinction occurs is assessed
by analyzing statistics and flame structures of the jet in the next section.
Statistics and flame structure of the jet
First results are presented for some characteristic quantities of the turbulent reactive jet. Therefore,
ensemble-averages conditioned on a small band, 0.8Zst ≤ Z ≤ 1.2Zst , centered around the surface
of stoichiometric mixture fraction were computed and are denoted by 〈•〉st. The evolution in terms
of a nondimensionalized time, t/tjet, of the mean turbulent kinetic energy 〈k〉st and the mean
dissipation 〈"〉st
〈"〉st ≡ 2


νSi jSi j

st (4.33)
〈k〉st ≡ 12 〈uiui〉st , (4.34)
together with the jet width H is shown in figure 4.11, where H was measured at the point where
the mean velocity profile reaches half its maximum. All quantities are normalized accordingly by
the initial values ∆U0 and H0.
After an initial transient phase, where turbulence starts to evolve, the jet shows evidence of
self-similarity after t/tjet ≈ 10. The property of self-similarity is well known for fully developed
turbulence [221] and can be further investigated by looking at the nondimensionalized mean
stream-wise velocity profile, depicted in figure 4.12. By scaling large-scale quantities, like 〈uz〉y ,
with the mean centerline velocity, uc, statistical profiles at different times collapse onto a single
curve, which is an indicator for self-similarity. The average of the stream-wise velocity uz was
determined by
〈uz〉y (y) = 12NxNz
Nx∑
i=1
Nz∑
k=1
(uz(i, y, k) + u(i,−y, k)) , (4.35)
where the coordinate system is shifted to L y/2 prior to the computation of 〈uz〉y (y). At the same
time uc is determined as uc = 〈uz〉y (0). As can be seen in figure 4.12, the jet shows indications of a
self-similar behavior. Hence, after t/tref ≈ 10 the jet can be considered fully turbulent. After this
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(a) t/tjet = 10 (b) t/tjet = 10
(c) t/tjet = 20 (d) t/tjet = 20
(e) t/tjet = 30 (f) t/tjet = 30
(g) t/tjet = 40 (h) t/tjet = 40
Figure 4.8.: Evolution of the temporally evolving syngas jet for t/tjet = 10, 20,30, 40 for: (a), (c), (e),
(g) the mixture fraction and (b), (d), (f), (h) log10(χ/χq)
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(a) t/tjet = 10 (b) t/tjet = 10
(c) t/tjet = 20 (d) t/tjet = 20
(e) t/tjet = 30 (f) t/tjet = 30
(g) t/tjet = 40 (h) t/tjet = 40
Figure 4.9.: Evolution of the temporally evolving syngas jet for t/tjet = 10,20, 30,40 for: (a), (c), (e),
(g) the temperature and (b), (d), (f), (h) the mass fraction of OH.
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Figure 4.10.: View on top of the center-plane xOz. The causal chain that leads to local extinction
is visualized. Compressive (negative) strain (a = n · ∇u · n) causes increased scalar
dissipation rates which inturn causes a decrease in temperature.
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Figure 4.11.: Temporal evolution of important flow quantities. After t/tjet ≈ 10 the jet shows
evidence of self-similarity since 〈k〉st and 〈"〉st start to gradually decay while the jet
width exhibits a linear growth, which is to be expected for self-similarly evolving mixing
layers [221].
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Figure 4.12.: Profiles of the mean stream-wise velocity normalized by the streamwise mean centerline
velocity. After t/tjet ≈ 10 the jet shows evidence of self-similarity as the profiles
collapse.
initial transient, 〈k〉st and 〈"〉st start to gradually decay while the jet width exhibits a linear growth,
which is to be expected for self-similarly evolving mixing layers [221].
A second important property, specific to this DNS case, is that the simulated flame exhibits strong
flame–turbulence interactions resulting in local extinction followed by re-ignition [201]. This
phenomenon is illustrated in figure 4.13, where the temporal evolution of the mean temperature
around stoichiometry is plotted. To allow for a better comparison against quenched conditions,
the curve is normalized with the quenching temperature, obtained from steady laminar flamelet
calculations, cf. section 4.2.3. It can be clearly seen that at t/tjet ≈ 12 the temperature drops below
the quench limit and reaches maximum extinction (lowest temperature) at t/tjet ≈ 25, followed
by a subsequent reignition. A similar behavior was also reported by Vo et al. [222], although
they obtained a slightly different extinction curve, which is possibly due to a different averaging
procedure for the temperature.
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Figure 4.13.: Temporal evolution of the mean temperature around stoichiometry normalized by the
temperature near extinction Tq. The jet exhibits significant local extinction between
t/tjet ≈ 12 and t/tjet ≈ 40.
Although, figure 4.13 gives a first indication of the level of extinction in the jet, figure 4.14
demonstrates this fact more comprehensively. Figure 4.14 shows the joint propability density
functions (jpdf) of temperature and mixture fraction, P(T, Z), and the OH mass fraction and
mixture fraction, P(YOH, Z), at four different instants in time. In addition, also the corresponding
conditional mean and quenching values are plotted.
While in the early stages of the flame, up to t/tjet = 10, the flame starts to evolve and most of
the samples near stoichiometry are well above the quenching limit, extinction events are clearly
visible at times t/tjet = 20, 30. As first indications were given in figure 4.13, highest extinction
occurs around t/tjet = 20, where most of the samples of both temperature and OH mass fraction
drop fairly below the quench limit. At the onset of reignition, around t/tjet = 30, the conditional
means are still below the quench limit, however, more and more samples near stoichiometry begin
to exceed the quench limit. Although at t/tjet = 40 the case is not yet fully reignited, the OH radical
pool has already started to build up again and also most of the temperature samples are well above
the quench limit.
Serving as a reference for the later following discussion of turbulent flame structures, figure 4.15
shows mean values of YOH, YCO, YH2 and YO2 conditioned on the mixture fraction Z (right) together
with the joint propability of log10(χ/χq) and mixture fraction (left). Again χ is taken on a
logarithmic scale to accentuate the wide range of different scalar dissipation rates. First, the joint
pdfs of the scalar dissipation rate underline the reignition propability of the jet with time, since
the majority of samples around stoichiometry gradually move below the quench limit. Note, that
for these plots the quench limit is marked by the zero-line and values above zero indicate values
higher than the quenching limit. A second observation is that the flame seems to be shifted from the
lean side of the flame, during the early jet times, to the rich side, for later jet times, where 〈YOH|Z〉
serves as a marker for the flame position. This finding is also supported by figure 4.14 where not
only most of the samples of P(YOH, Z) undergo this shift but also P(T, Z) and the mean temperature
conditioned on Z support this finding. Furthermore, figure 4.15 shows evidence of a significant
leakage of fuel (YCO and YH2) and oxidizer for the turbulent syngas flame.
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(a) t/tref = 10 (b) t/tref = 10
(c) t/tref = 20 (d) t/tref = 20
(e) t/tref = 30 (f) t/tref = 30
(g) t/tref = 40 (h) t/tref = 40
Figure 4.14.: Joint probability density functions for t/tjet = 10,20, 30,40 for: (a), (c), (e), (g) temper-
ature and mixture fraction and (b), (d), (f), (h) OH mass fraction and mixture fraction.
The black solid line and red dashed line indicate the conditional mean and quenching
value, respectively. The vertical dash-dotted line indicates Zst .
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Figure 4.15.: Flame structure statistics for t/tjet = 10,20, 30,40 for: (a), (c), (e), (g) the joint pdf
of log10(χ/χq) and mixture fraction and (b), (d), (f), (h) the mean values of YH2 , YCO,
YOH, YO2 conditioned on mixture fraction. The vertical dash-dotted line indicates Zst .
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5 On-The-Fly tracking of flamelet structures
In the past, several authors have proposed new sets of flamelet equations, extended by curvature
induced (tangential) transport effects [45–47, 125–128]. In these studies, the extended flamelet
formulations have been analyzed by means of
1. steady-state laminar flames [45–47, 125, 126],
2. unsteady laminar flames [45],
3. averaged snapshots of DNS of a jet in crossflow [128] and
4. a single snapshot of a DNS of a spatially evolving jet [47].
While most of these studies were carried out for steady-state laminar flames, also DNS databases
of two different turbulent flame configurations were investigated [47, 128]. In these DNS studies,
flamelet equations similar to equation (3.41) for the temperature and species mass fractions were
analyzed. However, both DNS studies were conducted on single or averaged snapshots of a DNS,
and the transient terms in the flamelet equations were not assessable. Furthermore, due to the lack
of transient information, budgets of the extended flamelet equations (presented by Scholtissek et al.
[47] and Chan et al. [128]) were presented in unclosed form and the impact of the transient term
was assessed based on the budgets by implicitly assuming that the extended flamelet equations are
closed.
In this work, flamelets are tracked in time and space to explicitly address this shortcoming. The study
is facilitated by an on-the-fly tracking algorithm that was developed within the scope of Ref. [127],
where the terminology implies that the tracking happens while the simulation is running. Besides
restart files for the DNS, only the final trajectories are dumped to disk, which significantly reduces
the amount of disk spaces required to study the transient behavior of flamelets. Furthermore, the
methodology presented here in detail, allows full flamelet histories to be reconstructed from a DNS
and helps to assess the extended unsteady flamelet equations, cf. section 3.2.2.
The chapter is structured as follows: first, a detailed description of the algorithm applied to the
DNS of a temporally evolving syngas jet flame is given. Thereafter, the history of three flamelets
is recomputed by means of a stand-alone flamelet solver, where all relevant flamelet parameters
are extracted from the DNS. The chapter closes with a budget analysis of the extended flamelet
equations.
5.1 Tracking algorithm
5.1.1 Principles behind the algorithm
For the description of the tracking algorithm, first figure 3.2 is revisited. Based on the surface
attached coordinate system, outlined in section 3.2.2, a reference point P ′ on a mixture fraction iso-
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Figure 5.1.: Illustration of the orthogonal coordinate system n(t,x),ξ2(t,x),ξ3(t,x) attached to the
stoichiometric mixture fraction iso-surface. The schematic shows a hypothetical evolution
of the surface sheet from Lagrangian time τ1 to τ2 together with the corresponding
path of the reference point P ′, marked by the black dashed line.
surface is introduced which denotes the origin of the coordinate system, cf. figure 5.1. In principal
P ′ could be placed on any iso-surface of Z , however, since flamelets are usually associated with the
reaction zone, which is located in the vicinity of the iso-surface of stoichiometric mixture [223], the
surface of Zst is chosen here. Then, the trajectory of the gradient of Z can be constructed through
P ′ by integrating
dx= ndn , (5.1)
where n is the coordinate aligned with the normalized mixture fraction gradient n. At the same
time this definition of a trajectory constitutes a flamelet in three-dimensional space, cf. figure 5.1.
Furthermore, since these flamelets shall be tracked in a transient direct numerical simulation,
surfaces and thereby also the reference point P ′ are allowed to move within the computational
domain. The position of P ′ is measured in the laboratory coordinates according to equation (3.17)
and thereby the velocity of P ′ can be computed by
dr f
dτ
= uP . (5.2)
Due to definitions (5.1) and (5.2) the velocity uP is associated with the velocity of the iso-scalar
surface which according to Gibson [134] is given by
uP = u− D∇2Z ∇Z|∇Z |2 . (5.3)
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However, this definition is only valid for flows of constant density and constant scalar diffusivity.
Thus, for reacting flows, where both parameters are inherently non-constant, the velocity of P ′ has
to be rederived. Revisiting equation (3.32) and using equation (3.8) it can be written
∂ φ
∂ τ
=
∂ φ
∂ t
− ∂ Z
∂ t
∂ φ
∂ Z
+ (u− (u · n)n) · ∇φ
=
∂ φ
∂ t
+ u · ∇φ −

1
ρ
∇ · (ρDZ∇Z)− u · ∇Z

n
|∇Z | · ∇φ − (u · n)(n · ∇φ)
=
∂ φ
∂ t
+

u− 1
ρ|∇Z |∇ · (ρDZ∇Z)n

· ∇φ , (5.4)
which constitutes the velocity uP
uP = u− 1
ρ|∇Z |∇ · (ρDZ∇Z)n . (5.5)
This formulation accounts for both transport due to the convection of the flow field and the
molecular diffusion of the iso-scalar surface.
With the definition of the curvilinear coordinate system and its velocity within three-dimensional
space, the tracking of multi-dimensional flamelet structures is a straight forward approach. The
on-the-fly tracking procedure is based on a technique called flame element tracking which was
already proposed by Sripakagorn et al. [224]. In their work, flame elements denote single points
on the surface of stoichiometric mixture, which were used by the authors to evaluate local flame
characteristics, including different extinction and reignition scenarios. Furthermore, they were also
able to access the time history of the individual flame elements. In this work, the concept of flame
element tracking is extended to not only track single points in space, but complete flamelet-like
structures. The algorithm can be split into three phases which will be described in more detail in
the following.
Initialization phase
First, during phase I, the initialization of the algorithm, massless particles are randomly distributed
across the stoichiometric surface Z(t,x) = Zst = 0.42. Note that it is not possible to attach the
particles directly to the stoichiometric surface, because, due to the numerical discretization the
stoichiometric surface may reside on the subgrid, i.e. between computational cells. However, the
particles were initially distributed within a narrow band of 0.95 · Zst = 0.40 and 1.05 · Zst = 0.44,
to ensure that they are close to the reaction zone. Thereby, it is assumed that the reaction zone can
be represented by the instantaneous stoichiometric surface [116]. Furthermore, the band width
of 0.40< Z < 0.44 was chosen to be well below the reaction zone thickness (∆Z)R = 0.25, where
(∆Z)R was estimated from steady laminar flamelet calculations with the help of equation (3.54)
with φ = T . A snapshot of the initialization is shown in figure 5.2. Note, that the tracking procedure
is not started from the very beginning of the DNS since turbulence has to be evolved before useful
information can be gained from the tracking procedure. It is rather initiated after the turbulent
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Figure 5.2.: Snapshot of the stoichiometric iso-scalar surface of mixture fraction together with
randomly distributed particles. These particles are used during the on-the-fly tracking
procedure.
flow field has reached a self similar state, see section 4.2.5. After each particle has been assigned a
unique identifier that is fixed for all times the algorithm proceeds to phase II, the actual tracking
procedure.
Tracking phase
The second phase can be seen as a twofold process that involves the temporal advancement of
particles and the subsequent emission of gradient trajectories. For the first process, figure 5.1
shows a hypothetical evolution of the stoichiometric surface sheet from Lagrangian time τ1 to
τ2 together with the corresponding path of a particle P
′. Since Zst is defined as the thermo-
chemical reference state for the flamelet analyses and a Lagrangian flamelet formulation according
to equation (3.32) is used, it must be ensured that particles stay on their initial surface. Therefore,
revisiting equation (5.5) the positions of particles are updated by integrating the equations of
motion for each single particle, i.e.
xPn+1 = u
P∆t + xPn , (5.6)
which corresponds to a simple explicit Euler forward integration. The integration step (5.6) is
executed after a Runge-Kutta step for the Eulerian phase is completed, that is all flow field quantities
have been advanced to the next time level.
For serial simulations the integration of equation (5.6) is trivial. However, in parallel simulation
frameworks, like DINO , it has to be considered that particles do not necessarily reside on the same
processor during the course of the simulation. Hence, particles may cross processor boundaries,
which has to be accounted for by providing a dedicated parallel communication infrastructure.
This communication layer is build on top of the Message Passing Interface (MPI), which allows to
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Figure 5.3.: Illustration of ghost cell communication patterns. The schematic illustrates the difference
between the approaches for finite difference computations and the particle tracking
algorithm employed here. The processors are marked by their location with respect to
the sending processor. Arrows indicate possible communication patterns.
build up a layer of ghost cells1 around each processor. These ghost cells are used to access data
that resides on a neighbouring processor. The parallel decomposition of the domain is the same
for both, the Eulerian and the Lagrangian phase, see figure 4.1. This principle of parallelization,
by statically assigning components of the mesh (blocks) to processors, is also referred to as static
allocation principal [225]. During the course of the simulation the path of each particle is integrated,
according to equation (5.6) until it leaves the block owned by the current processor. As each particle
is allowed to move between blocks, it is communicated to the processor that owns the block in which
it currently resides. This communication is based on the non-blocking MPI collectives MPI_ISend
and MPI_IRecv, where the data to be transmitted is repacked into a buffer vector. During this
procedure all processors maintain a globally communicated particle counter, so that all processors
may monitor how many particle paths have yet to be integrated. Once this counter reaches zero, all
particles have been successfully advanced and the tracking algorithm proceeds with the next step.
Although DINO is already built on top of 2DECOMP&FFT, that allows for parallel communication, an
additional communication layer is required to access data on diagonally adjacent processors as
illustrated in figure 5.3. In contrast to “standard” ghost cell communication used for finite difference
computations, the new communication pattern allows particles to also leave processors towards the
corners of their respective domain. This step is crucial for the particle tracking procedure, since
otherwise particles would get lost which would lead to an inconsistent flamelet history. Processors
that are located at the physical domain boundary, communicate with processors at the opposite site
of the domain, which corresponds to periodic boundary conditions for the particle (Lagrangian)
phase. Note, that this definition of boundary conditions is independent from the choice of boundary
conditions for the Eulerian phase and was chosen for the sake of simplicity. Furthermore, it is
pointed out that these conditions do not influence the later following analyses of flamelet structures
since particles that would leave the domain towards the cross-stream direction are in a non-burning
1 Ghost cells are also often referred to as halo cells.
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environment which is of no interest for the analyses.
Though the integration of equation (5.6) seems to be a straight forward approach, there are, how-
ever, non-trivial numerical difficulties to be overcome. During the integration procedure particles
traverse points located in the subgrid, which requires to have an accurate interpolation of uP at these
locations. According to Yeung and Pope [226] an accurate interpolation in the context of particle
tracking is a difficult task, since the Eulerian velocity fields vary greatly in space in a nonlinear
manner. Due to the diffusive nature of turbulence, numerical errors in particle tracking grow
rapidly in time. It is thus imperative to have an accurate interpolation scheme [226]. Therefore,
a tricubic interpolation procedure [227, 228] is used to accurately determine velocity data at the
subgrid positions. The additional CPU time spent for the interpolation of the velocity data and
the integration of particle paths is only a small fraction of the time taken for the evaluation of the
right-hand sides of equations (2.44) to (2.46) in the Eulerian framework. Hence, the computational
overhead due to particle tracking is negligible.
After all particles have been successfully advanced onto their new positions, the emission of gradient
trajectories (flamelets) is triggered, where particles serve as an initial point (seed point) for the
subsequent tracking of flamelets. At the same time this method ensures that flamelets could be
uniquely identified over time by using the particle identifier mentioned earlier. The principals
behind the flamelet tracking are the same as for the particle tracking if each point of the flamelet is
regarded as a hypothetical particle position. Hence, the same computational methods, like ghost
cell communication, integration and interpolation, could be employed. Also the MPI-collectives
for sending and receiving trajectories between processors are the same, though the underlying
data structures (buffers) are different. However, particles are advanced in the time domain, while
trajectories (flamelets) are advanced in the spatial domain. Hence, the flamelets are advanced
through the gradient of Z , as already outlined by equation (5.1). The integration for one step reads
xFn+1 = n∆x
F + xFn =
∇Z
|∇Z |∆x
F + xFn , (5.7)
where ∆x F denotes a fraction of the computational mesh and is set to ∆x F = 0.1min (∆x ,∆y,∆z)
to capture critical points, possibly located in the subgrid. For the later following flamelet analyses
these critical points are required to be local extremal points of the mixture fraction field and the
integration (5.7) is performed until both, the local minimum and maximum for each trajectory were
reached.
In principle all points of the scalar field Z could be characterized as either critical or non-critical.
While at non-critical points trajectories will smoothly advance along the gradient of Z , the gradient
of Z vanishes at critical points and n becomes undefined, which requires a special detection criterion
for critical points. Within the tracking algorithm, it is assumed that a critical point is reached as
soon as the absolute value of the scalar gradient becomes smaller than a given threshold value
ε|∇Z |, which is set to ε|∇Z | = 50 for the present study. However, for the proper detection of local
extremal points, speaking in mathematical terms, this is only a necessary but not a sufficient
condition and an additional evaluation of the eigenvalues of the Hessian of Z is required. In case
these eigenvalues are either all positive (minimum point) or all negative (maximum point) at a
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Figure 5.4.: Schematic of the gradient trajectory tracking algorithm. The particle, that emits the
trajectory, is marked with a black dot. Local maxima and minima are represented by a
red plus and blue minus, respectively. Furthermore, hypothetical trajectories are shown
for five different instants in time.
critical point, then this renders the critical point to be a local extremum. In case there exist both
negative and positive eigenvalues, the critical point is a saddle point which would requires further
treatment.2 Saddle points, however, are difficult to address in the tracking framework, since a
decision has to be made in which direction the algorithm should proceed to reach the actual local
extremum. A random-walk strategy [229] seems to be a promising approach to avoid the evaluation
of the Hessian and to surmount saddle points. For this technique, once a trajectory approaches a
saddle point, its direction will be randomly diverted and forced to advance with a small pace in
some random direction. However, in a MPI-parallelized framework random-walks are unfeasible
since for each walk, according to equation (5.7), multiple MPI-collectives are possibly triggered, if
the trajectory leaves the current processor which eventually leads to a tremendous communication
overhead. Therefore, due to the computational and numerical complexity associated with saddle
points, they are not specifically treated by the algorithm, which might lead to a false detection of
local extremal points.
Due to numerical accuracy, sometimes certain degenerated cases might occur, when approaching
extremal points. In these cases trajectories do not strictly follow the gradient towards extremal
points, but rotate infinitely around the extremal point and |∇Z | falls never short of the predefined
threshold value ε|∇Z |. This infinite looping may appear whether the local extremum is located in
the subgrid or directly on a grid point and needs a secondary condition after which the tracking is
aborted. In addition to the ε|∇Z | criterion the tracing is forcedly stopped after 5000 data points were
2 In case there exist eigenvalues which are zero at a critical point, further treatment is necessary before a decision
could be made.
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Figure 5.5.: Simplified illustration of a splitting and reconnection event in one-dimensional space.
gathered for one trajectory. Both threshold values were determined empirically and were found to
be a good compromise between accuracy and computational effort.
A schematic of the trajectory tracking is given in figure 5.4, where 5 hypothetical particle positions
together with the corresponding trajectories are shown. From this illustration it is obvious that a
trajectory and, hence, also the flamelet might change its connectivity to the local extremal points.
This change in connectivity might happen due to two reasons. First, since the particles move in
space, the connectivity changes due to their proximity to different extrema. Second, extremal points
are either annihilated due to molecular diffusion or they are created due to turbulent motion [230,
231]. This process, also known as splitting and reconnection [134, 229], is further illustrated
in figure 5.5.
While the change in connectivity has no meaning for the trajectory itself, it has important implica-
tions for the flamelet analyses, as will be discussed later. To give a visual impression of the results
of the tracking algorithm, figure 5.6 shows results of the application to the three-dimensional DNS
discussed in [127]. Furthermore, figure 5.7 shows two exemplary trajectories giving an indication
of the diversity with which trajectories appear in DNS of turbulent reactive flows.
Postprocessing phase
The analyses of the extended flamelet equations, require additional data from the DNS which
has been pre-computed and interpolated during the tracing of trajectories. Once all trajectories
have been tracked until they met one of the stopping criteria mentioned earlier, the trace of each
trajectory together with the data is dumped to disk. Since the data resides on different processors
and writing the data in a serialized manner is particularly inefficient for large scale DNS, the tracking
algorithm has a parallel IO layer build on top of HDF5 [232]. The total disk space required for
trajectories tracked in the present DNS is nearly 4.5 TB (≈ 400 trajectories). Although, the number
of tracked flamelets seems to be small, it has to be envisioned that the whole tracking procedure
(phases I-III) has to be conducted during each single DNS time step in order to capture all relevant
thermo-chemical effects.
5.2 Application to the reactive syngas jet
In this section the on-the-fly tracking procedure is applied to the direct numerical simulation
presented in section 4.2.5. The tracking algorithm is coupled to the DNS solver DINO and the
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Figure 5.6.: Top: Snapshot of the direct numerical simulation conducted in [127] together with the
stoichiometric mixture fraction iso-surface (Z = Zst). Bottom left: gradient trajectories
(flamelets) that intersect the stoichiometric mixture fraction iso-surface. Bottom right:
realization of a single flamelet.
Figure 5.7.: Two exemplary trajectories that were tracked in a direct numerical simulation [127].
While both trajectories intersect the surface of stoichiometric mixture fraction, they are
colored according to the temperature field.
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Figure 5.8.: Evolution of temperature TP of the tracer particle for three exemplary trajectories T-I,
T-II and T-III. Along these trajectories, five flamelet identities FI to FV are identified,
which are examined in detail in this section. One marker represents at least 30 data
points, to improve clarity in the figure. The dash-dotted line marks the temperature
near extinction obtained from a representative steady laminar flamelet calculation.
simulation is restarted after the jet has reached t/tjet ≈ 12.5. While nearly 400 trajectories are
tracked in the simulation, special attention is paid to trajectories that satisfy the following criteria:
1. the flame temperature is above the flame temperature at extinction Tq at least once during
the tracking period and
2. the temperature range observed at stoichiometry is larger than ∆T = 150K .
The latter condition ensures a certain dynamic in the thermo-chemical state of the flamelet to be
analyzed. According to these criteria three exemplary trajectories, T-I, T-II and T-III, have been
extracted and the evolution of temperature at their respective seed point is shown in figure 5.8.
Further, for each trajectory, flamelet identities that have been identified are highlighted by symbols.
At this point it is important to make a clear distinction between the different terminologies used
so far. While the terms flamelet and gradient trajectory could be used interchangeably, flamelet
identities are different by conception. In the previous section it has been outlined that trajectories
might change their connectivity to the local extremal points due to morphological changes of the
underlying scalar field (splitting and reconnection of extremal points). Although the trajectories still
run along the ascending and descending gradient until local maxima are reached, sudden changes
in the connectivity also causes a change in the boundary conditions to be imposed for the flamelet
equations. Hence, each time a sudden event (splitting or reconnection) is detected, a new flamelet
identity is created. However, slow changes due to continuous homogenization of the scalar fields by
turbulent mixing can be accounted for by applying an additional transformation to equation (3.41).
According to Pitsch [27], moving boundaries can be accounted for if the flamelet equations are
transformed into (τ,ζ) space, where ζ varies between 0 and 1 and is defined as
ζ=
Z − Zmin
Zmax − Zmin =
Z − Zmin(τ)
∆Z(τ)
. (5.8)
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Here, Zmin and ∆Z change with time, such that the transformation introduces additional convective
terms into the flamelet equations. Details about the additional transformation steps can be found
in [127] and are skipped her for brevity. To distinguish between fast and slow changes of the
boundary conditions, the relative change of ∆Z , δr,∆Z , between two consecutive time steps serves
as a measure. For the present study δr,∆Z was set to δr,∆Z = 0.02. According to this criterion five
flamelet identities, FI to FV , are identified and are marked by the symbols in figure 5.8.
Applying the tracking procedure to the turbulent reactive syngas jet facilitates detailed analyses
of the flamelet equations, since additional information from the DNS is required for that purpose.
In the remainder of this chapter the individual flamelet identities FI to FV , see figure 5.8, will be
analyzed with respect to their transient behavior and the impact of curvature induced transport is
assessed.
5.2.1 Analysis of flamelet histories
The history of the flamelet identities FI to FV is analyzed by means of a flamelet solver that is
part of the solver package ULF [211]. Based on the transient data extracted along the gradient
trajectories, the history of the individual flamelet identities is reconstructed by solving the extended
flamelet equations (3.41) for the temperature T and the species mass fractions Yi. To this end,
the flamelet parameters that require three-dimensional gradient information, i.e χ, κZ and the
multi-dimensional terms ΓT and ΓYi , are provided as an input to the flamelet solver.
The importance of curvature induced flame-tangential transport for the individual flamelet identities
is assessed by considering three scenarios:
1. FLT: flame-tangential effects are neglected (terms ΛTMD, Λ
Y
MD, Λ
Y
curv); classical flamelet,
2. FLT-C: only the curvature-based effect ΛYcurv is considered,
3. FLT-MD: curvature-based and multi-dimensional effects are considered.
While in the first scenario, the extended formulation (3.41) simplifies to the flamelet model pro-
posed by Pitsch [27], the last scenario considers all effects contained in the extended formulation.
Flamelet identities are recomputed according to the scenarios FLT, FLT-C and FLT-MD, where the
flamelet solver is restarted for each integration step. While the quantities χ, κZ , ΓT and ΓYi are
updated according to the extracted trajectory data of the current time instant, the temperature T
and mass fractions Yi are solutions of this procedure. The time step taken to advance the flamelet
equations is the same as in the DNS.
Figure 5.9 shows the temporal evolution of the temperature of the seed point, TP , of the three gradi-
ent trajectories T-I, T-II and T-III. In addition, the flamelet identities, which were identified according
to the criterion mentioned above, are highlighted by the symbols. Among other flamelet identities
found along the temporal evolution of the trajectories, these are chosen according to a certain
“lifetime”. To give an impression of what is meant by “lifetime”, an example of a trajectory having
a long “lifetime” is given in figure 5.9c. The horizontal dash-dotted line marks the temperature
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Figure 5.9.: Time history of the seed point temperature of the gradient trajectories T-I, T-II and T-III.
Recomputed flamelet identities are marked by symbols, where squares and pluses mark
the flamelet solution according to scenarios 1 and 2, respectively. The circles indicate
solutions that were obtained with the complete set of extended flamelet equations.
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near extinction, Tq = 1241 K, obtained from steady laminar flamelet calculations, see section 4.2.3.
This temperature only serves as a reference value and could be different for the individual flamelet
identities, since changes in Zmin, Zmax, the χ-profile and the initial thermo-chemical state could lead
to different temperatures at extinction.
A first general observation for all trajectories is that their seed point temperature TP initially resides
well above the quench temperature and shows a decrease towards Tq. Eventually TP drops below
Tq for all trajectories, indicating a process of local extinction which also agrees with the statistics
obtained from the DNS, see section 4.2.5. Although, T-II seems to traverse a region of reignition
at the end of its tracking, around t/tref ≈ 15. Furthermore, the slope with which the temperature
decreases is significantly different between the trajectories, indicating that T-I to T-III traverse
through regions with different straining and mixing intensities. At the same time, this ensures a
certain diversity in the flamelet identities to be analyzed.
Having a look at the identities FI and FI I and comparing them to the trajectory history extracted
from the DNS, it is noted that for both identities the FLT and FLT-C approach fail to reproduce the
flamelet history. Only during the early stages of the identities they are able to follow the slope.
Towards later times, at the point where FLT and FLT-C start to diverge from the DNS data, both
approaches even predict a temperature increase. This can be attributed to the neglection of the
multidimensional terms, since, on the other hand, the FLT-MD model (including curvature and
multi-dimensional effects) closely follows the original data. Only, towards the end of the flamelet
identities some slight deviations occur, which might be attributed to numerical issues. Similar
observations could be made for the flamelet identities FIV and FV found along the trajectories T-II
and T-III, respectively. In contrast, for FI I I also the FLT and FLT-C model are able to reproduce the
temperature evolution, suggesting that the multi-dimensional terms are negligible in the vicinity of
stoichiometry for FI I I .
Giving an intermediate summary, these observations indicate that although regions exist where
the classical flamelet model is able to reproduce the DNS results, there exist multi-dimensional
effects in the setup and only the FLT-MD model is able to accurately reproduce all flamelet identities.
Although this is to be expected, since all external flamelet parameters (χ , κ and Γ (T,Yi)) are extracted
from the DNS, these results confirm the validity of the tracking algorithm, cf. section 5.1, and the
procedure of extracting data along gradient trajectories by tricubic interpolation [227, 228].
The analyses of flamelet histories is complemented by having a closer look onto variables in flamelet
space. Therefore, figures 5.10 to 5.12 show the flame structure (top), the scalar dissipation rate
χ and the curvature κZ (middle), and a regime classification according to explanations given
in section 3.2.2 (bottom). The results were obtained by directly extracting the data from trajectories
T-I, T-II and T-III without any interposed flamelet solver. Due to the transient nature of the flamelet
identities, also the corresponding profiles in mixture fraction space evolve with time. To better
illustrate this temporal evolution, each plot in figures 5.10 to 5.12 shows two instants in time
(solid and dash-dotted lines). The corresponding time instants are marked by the vertical solid and
dash-dotted line in figure 5.9. They were chosen to allow for a direct comparison of the profiles in
mixture fraction space at the beginning and ending of each flamelet identity.
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A first general inspection of the flame structures reveals, that the overall shape of the turbulent
flamelet identities is similar to conditional means shown in figure 4.15 and to the laminar flamelet
profiles depicted in figure 4.7a, which was used to initialize the DNS. All identities show a tempera-
ture maximum near Zst , although, compared to the laminar flamelet, the peak is shifted towards
the oxidizer. Further, deviations from the laminar flame structure exist for FI I , FIV and the later
instant of time of FV , cf. figures 5.10b, 5.11b and 5.12a. At the same time, for FIV and FV , the fuel
side boundary is shifted towards Zst (indicated by the dashed vertical line), resulting in Zmax < 1.
It is further interesting to note, by comparing identities FI I I and FIV , cf. figures 5.11a and 5.11b,
lying on the same trajectory T-II, that within ≈ 1.5 dimensionless times the position of the fuel
side boundary has shifted by almost 15% in mixture fraction space, which again highlights the
importance of defining different flamelet identities.
Next the profiles of scalar dissipation rate and curvature together with the regime classification
according to section 3.2.2 are analyzed in detail. First, having a look at the flamelet identities FI and
FI I , situated on T-I, figures 5.10c and 5.10d show the development of χ and κZ in mixture fraction
space. Although, the flame structures of FI and FI I show similarities to laminar flamelet solutions,
the scalar dissipation rate profiles look significantly different to what is usually obtained for laminar
counterflow flames. To better illustrate the differences, a χ-profile obtained from equation (3.16)
which was scaled with χst from the DNS is also plotted in figures 5.10c and 5.10d for reference and
is denoted by χerfc−1 . Further, the value of the scalar dissipation rate near extinction, χq,st, is also
marked in the plots. Similar to the temperature near extinction Tq, the value of χq,st serves as a
reference and could be different for the individual flamelet identities.
Both, FI and FI I exhibit a peak in the χ-profile that exceeds the scalar dissipation rate near extinc-
tion by nearly one order of magnitude and is shifted towards the fuel side. At the same time, the
curvature profile peaks in regions where the scalar dissipation rate is small. This opposing trend
in the χ and κZ -profiles is also clearly deducible from the regime classification in figures 5.10e
and 5.10f. Both flamelet identities show a regime transition from R-I (classical flamelet regime) to
R-III (multi-dimensional flamelet regime) around stoichiometry and FI shows a second transition
on the fuel rich side, where the different regimes are identified based on the limits given in ta-
ble 3.1. The asymptotic parameter ", used for the regime detection, is determined with the help
of equation (3.55) and the temperature as the reference quantity. It was estimated at " = 0.25,
based on laminar flamelet calculations. The locations at which the regime transitions occur clearly
coincide with the locations at which χ becomes small and κZ increases. Furthermore, it can be
noted that the transitions itself exhibit a sharp interface between regimes R-I and R-III, such that
R-II barely exists in the small corridor highlighted by the dashed horizontal lines in figures 5.10e
and 5.10f. This emphasizes that, in case curvature is present, multi-dimensional effects (FLT-MD)
are dominant over other curvature terms in the flamelet equations. This also might explain why the
FLT-C approach in figure 5.9 performs equally poor as FLT for all flamelet identities, except for FI I I .
Applying the same analyses to the flamelet identity FI I I , different characteristics are found which
are in agreement with the findings from the flamelet results shown in figure 5.9b. Figure 5.9b
suggests that the multi-dimensional terms are negligible for FI I I , hence, FI I I is supposed to be a
classical flamelet (FLT). Having a look at the corresponding χ and κZ -profiles, the peak value of χ
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Figure 5.10.: Flame structures and regime classification for the two flamelet identities FI (left) and
FI I (right) of the gradient trajectory T-I. Each plot shows two instants in time, marked
by the solid and dash-dotted vertical line in figure 5.9a, where the solid line corresponds
to an early stage of the corresponding flamelet identity and the dash-dotted line to a
later one. In all plots the vertical dashed line marks Zst .
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Figure 5.11.: Flame structures and regime classification for the two flamelet identities FI I I (left) and
FIV (right) of the gradient trajectory T-II. Each plot shows two instants in time, marked
by the solid and dash-dotted vertical line in figure 5.9b, where the solid line corresponds
to an early stage of the corresponding flamelet identity and the dash-dotted line to a
later one. In all plots the vertical dashed line marks Zst .
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Figure 5.12.: Flame structures and regime classification for the flamelet identity FV of the gradient
trajectory T-III. The plot shows two instants in time, marked by the solid and dash-
dotted vertical line in figure 5.9c, where the solid line corresponds to an early stage of
the flamelet identity and the dash-dotted line to a later one. In all plots the vertical
dashed line marks Zst .
significantly exceeds χq,st for both time instants, while κZ is almost negligible over the whole range,
except towards the right boundary of FI I I . While this is only a first indication of FI I I being a classical
flamelet, the regime plot also supports this characterization. Looking at figure 5.11e hardly any
regime transitions can be observed, which finally proves FI I I to be a classical flamelet. In contrast,
FIV shows a distinct regime transition left of Zst which also coincides with the small curvature peaks
seen in figure 5.11f. This, in conjunction with the regime transition towards the right boundary and
the corresponding curvature increase leads to the conclusion that relevant multi-dimensional terms
are active along FIV which can only be properly captured by the FLT-MD approach, as can be seen
in figure 5.9b.
Last, flamelet FV is examined in more detail. Due to its long “lifetime”, cf. figure 5.9c, it is most
affected by multi-dimensional effects compared to the other flamelet identities. In the early stage of
FV the profiles of χ, κZ and the regime characterization, cf. figures 5.12b and 5.12c, are similar
to profiles obtained for FI , FI I and FIV . The scalar dissipation rate has a peak on the fuel side and
the curvature similarily on the oxidizer side. Also the regime diagram shows a distinct transition
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Figure 5.13.: Budgets of the extended flamelet temperature equation for two instants in time: early
(left) and late (right). The budgets are evaluated for the flamelet identity FV according
to the time instants marked in figure 5.9c. All budgets are normalized by the maximum
of all terms and “balance” (black line) denotes the sum of all budget terms.
from regime I to regime III near stoichiometry. However, towards the later stages of the flamelet
identity, FV seems to be completely dominated by multi-dimensional effects. While figure 5.9c
already suggests the impact of multi-dimensional terms, the regime classification in figure 5.12c
reveals that FV largely resides in regime III and only a small part around stoichiometry resides in
regime I. Consequently, only a small peak of the scalar dissipation rate is observed around Zst .
5.2.2 Budget analysis of flamelet equations
The previous study of the temporal evolution of different flamelet identities already provided some
important insights which are further extended here by inspecting budgets of the extended flamelet
equations. The study, presented in the following, extends the analysis of equations (3.41) compared
to the previous work of Scholtissek et al. [47]. In their study they evaluated budgets based on
single snapshots of a direct numerical simulation. While the impact of curvature induced transport
processes could be evaluated using single snapshots, contributions of the transient term can only
be assessed when the complete time history is available. Since their investigation was restricted
to frozen snapshots of the DNS, the transient term was not assessable and was obtained from the
budgets by implicitly assuming that their extended flamelet equations (3.41) are closed.
In this work, based on the data extracted along the gradient trajectories, the budgets are computed
by evaluating each of the single terms appearing in equation (3.41), where the contributions
are named according to their physical interpretation. All terms appearing in the expanded form
of equation (3.41) are directly evaluated in mixture fraction space, except for the multi-dimensional
and the transient terms. They, however, require information about the three-dimensional gradient
and the temporal evolution of equations (2.45), (2.46) and (3.8) which are additionally provided
by the tracking procedure. The temporal evolution is provided by means of the righ-hand-side
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Figure 5.14.: Budgets of the extended flamelet species equations of CO2, CO and O2 for two instants
in time: early (left) and late (right). The budgets are evaluated for the flamelet identity
FV according to the time instants marked in figure 5.9c. All budgets are normalized by
the maximum of all terms and “balance” (black line) denotes the sum of all budget
terms.
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Figure 5.15.: Budgets of the extended flamelet species equations of H2O, H2 and OH for two instants
in time: early (left) and late (right). The budgets are evaluated for the flamelet identity
FV according to the time instants marked in figure 5.9c. All budgets are normalized by
the maximum of all terms and “balance” (black line) denotes the sum of all budget
terms.
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of equations (2.45), (2.46) and (3.8), interpolated onto the tracked flamelets.
The flamelet identity FV was tagged to be significantly influenced by multi-dimensional terms. To
support these findings, figures 5.13 to 5.15 show the budget plots for the temperature T and the
species mass fractions of CO2, CO, O2, H2O, H2 and OH, evaluated for the flamelet identity FV for
the two time instants highlighted in figure 5.9c. In each plot the single contributions are normalized
by the maximum of all terms and “balance” denotes the sum of all terms.
First, the temperature budget is investigated in figure 5.13. For the first time instant, cf. figure 5.15e,
clearly all terms of the extended flamelet equation for the temperature show contributions to the
overall balance, though for Z < 0.7 mainly flame-normal transport, multi-dimensional transport
and the source term are active. As predicted by the regime classification, cf. figure 5.12, multi-
dimensional terms and flame-normal terms are confined to the oxidizer and fuel side, respectively,
where the transition occurs around Z = Zst . Looking at the later time instant, cf. figure 5.13b,
transient terms become more influential around Z = Zst and the zone of transition between
multi-dimensional transport and flame-normal transport narrows down around Z = Zst , while the
appearance of flame-normal transport for Z > 0.5, contradicts predictions from the regime plot.
The source term remains of leading order also for the later time.
To further expand these observations the flamelet-budgets for the species mass fractions of CO2, CO,
O2, H2O, H2 and OH are shown in figures 5.14 and 5.15. All budgets exhibit a comparably dominant
source term over the complete interval for both time instants. First, having a closer look at the
first instant of time, all species, except for H2, show a similar spatial division of flame-normal (on
the fuel side) and multidimensional transport (on the oxidizer side) compared to the temperature
budget for that time. The point of transition is again located around Z = Zst . The balance term
is further complemented by significant transient effects, while the influence of the curvature term
is less distinct. For H2, however, the curvature term dominates over multi-dimensional and flame-
normal transport for almost the entire mixture fraction space. For the later instant of time similar
observations as for the temperature budget can be made, although for CO2 and CO the transient
term plays a more dominant role near Zst compared to the temperature budget.
This closes the study on the temporal evolution of flamelet identities found along gradient trajectories
tracked in the DNS of a reactive syngas jet. Both diagnostic tools, the budget analyses and the
regime characterization, agree very well, except smaller discrepancies for the later instant of time.
However, keeping in mind that the regime analysis is relevant only to the order-of-magnitude of
the scaling parameters, " and ν, with uncertainties of about the same order, the results agree
remarkably well. At the same time this, demonstrates the robustness of the regime characterization
in conjunction with the underlying tracking algorithm and the associated numerical methods. In
summary, the results show that in the present case multi-dimensional and unsteady effects can
become influential for flamelets. The omission of such effects, as in the case of the classical flamelet
model, may introduce modeling errors with respect to flame structure or extinction and reignition
characteristics in the reactive flow.
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6 Dissipation element analysis of turbulent non-premixed combustion
In the previous chapter, flamelets have been analyzed by means of an on-the-fly tracking procedure
to assess the influence of transient and curvature effects on single flamelets in a fully turbulent
environment. While this methodology helps to get a principle understanding of the nature of
turbulent flamelets and the corresponding set of extended flamelet equations, the equations are
still given in unclosed form, i.e. a model for the multi-dimensional term is required. Although the
on-the-fly procedure could serve as a tool to assess model assumptions, the development of closure
strategies should be based on statistical grounds to account for the inherently non-deterministic
nature of turbulence. To complement the study presented in the previous chapter, here, a statistical
approach based on the concept of dissipation elements [48] is applied to the direct numerical
simulation presented in section 4.2.5. Classically applied to non-reactive flows [48, 233–236], this
concept might also provide insightful details for reactive flows [235].
Within the theory of Wang and Peters [48] a geometrical description of the fluctuating scalar field is
sought by decomposing it into small coherent regions of finite size within which the scalar field
varies monotonically. These regions are identified by tracing gradient trajectories (GT) from every
grid point in the domain along the ascending and descending gradient until a local minimum
or local maximum point is reached. Then, according to Wang and Peters [48], the ensemble of
grid points from which the same pair of local minimum and maximum points is reached defines a
dissipation element (DE).
A schematic arrangement of four dissipation elements is given in figure 6.1, where the DE are
highlighted in green. Once a gradient trajectory is emitted from an initial point, it inevitably will
reach a local extremal point. A dissipation element satisfies the properties of completeness and
uniqueness, required for a self-contained geometrical decomposition, according to Wang and Peters
[234]. This means that each material point is included once and only once during the analyses. At
the same time this ensures that DEs are space-filling and geometrically non-arbitrary. Although,
dissipation elements might appear as quite irregularly shaped objects, they are unambiguously
defined [233], which eventually allows for a statistical characterization of turbulent flame physics.
An example of a dissipation element is given in figure 6.2, which was found by applying the gradient
trajectory search algorithm of Wang [229] to the DNS of the reactive syngas jet explained earlier.
Clearly, the complex morphology of a dissipation element intersecting an iso-scalar surface of the
mixture fraction can be seen.
In what follows, dissipation elements will be sought on the mixture fraction field Z , similar to the
on-the-fly tracking procedure presented in the last chapter. However, in contrast to the on-the-fly
tracking procedure, the DE analysis is meant as a post-processing tool and is therefore only applied
to single snapshots of the DNS. Furthermore, with the DE analysis all gradient trajectories can
be identified. Although, the principle behind the DE analyses is the same as for the on-the-fly
procedure, more sophisticated methods regarding the detection of local extrema and saddle points
are involved.
The chapter is structured as follows: first, after a brief description of the differences between
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Figure 6.1.: Schematic of a scalar field including two hypothetical trajectories (orange) originating
from an initial point to their respective minimum and maximum points. The green solid
lines correspond to dissipation elements, enclosing all trajectories that end at the same
minimum and maximum point.
Figure 6.2.: Exemplary representation of a dissipation element within a three-dimensional direct
numerical simulation. The blue bullet constitutes a local minimum, while the red bullet is
a local maximum. The local extrema are connected through gradient trajectories which
are colored with respect to the underlying scalar field.
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the algorithm of Wang [229] and the on-the-fly tracking, a parametrization approach for DE is
presented [144]. Thereafter, a regime classification for DE in the context of turbulent reactive jet
flows is proposed [144]. The chapter closes with a discussion of statistics of parameters related to
dissipation elements, obtained by applying the procedure of Wang [229] to the reactive syngas jet.
6.1 Numerical method
For the analyses presented later, the algorithm of Wang [229] is used. First, revisiting figure 6.1,
the procedure of extracting data along gradient trajectories is conceptually similar to the on-the-fly
tracking. However, the seed points are now directly located at grid points of the computational
domain and trajectories are emitted from each grid point instead of just using a few points distributed
across the surface of stoichiometric mixture. Furthermore, as described in [229] scalar gradients
are first interpolated on a staggered mesh before tracing the trajectories. Except for regions around
critical points, the algorithm advances trajectories with a step size < 0.1∆x , where ∆x denotes the
mesh size of the isotropic computational mesh.
In contrast to the on-the-fly tracking algorithm, the DE search algorithm has a more sophisticated
numerical treatment near critical points. As already explained during the description of the on-
the-fly tracking algorithm, cf. section 5.1, the scalar gradient vanishes at critical points and the
direction of gradient trajectories becomes undetermined. Hence, a special procedure is required to
distinguish between saddle points and actual extremal points. Wang [229] utilizes the fact that,
mathematically, saddle points are unstable and extremal points are stable with respect to small
perturbations. In the vicinity of a critical point, where the trajectory can not proceed further, due to
a scalar gradient being smaller than a given threshold value, the algorithm of Wang [229] creates a
small spherical surface enclosing this point. Then the six normal vectors on the intersections of the
Cartesian axes with the sphere, n+x , n
−
x , n
+
y , n
−
y , n
+
z and n
−
z , are computed and the curvature around
the critical point is estimated by
∇ · n≈ (n+x − n−x ) + (n+y − n−y ) + (n+z − n−z ) . (6.1)
In the ideal case where the extremal point is directly located in the center of the sphere equation (6.1)
yields −6 for local maxima and +6 for local minima. In case of a saddle point equation (6.1) yields
−2 ≤ ∇ · n ≤ 2. With respect to numerical accuracy, critical points with ∇ · n > 3.5 are treated
as minima and points with ∇ · n < −3.5 are treated as maxima. All other points are handled as
saddle points by the numerical procedure which require further treatment. For saddle points, Wang
[229] proposes a random-walk strategy. Once a trajectory hits a saddle point, its direction will be
randomly diverted and the tracking is forced to proceed with small step sizes until a local extreme
point is reached.
In order to apply the algorithm to the reactive syngas jet, small adaptions had to be made. The
original study considered homogeneous isotropic turbulence in a triply periodic box. However, in
this work a turbulent jet flow is analyzed which reveals an inhomogenity and requires to have
an outlet boundary condition in the cross-stream direction. Furthermore, the jet has a complex
flow morphology with a fully developed inner turbulent core region adjacent to a non-turbulent
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outer region. Problems arise if gradient trajectories, originating from the inner region, proceed
towards the outer irrotational region without reaching a local extremal point. Hence, the tracing of
a trajectory is forcedly stopped if it enters the irrotational outer region, assumed for Z ≤ 0.05.
6.2 Parametrization of dissipation elements
In order to study geometrical objects, like DE, apart from phenomenological observations, it is
crucial for model development to have quantitative theories based on statistical grounds. Further,
one should also aim for a reduction of the complexity of the underlying problem to grasp the
cause and effect of different phenomena in a turbulent reactive flow. Hence, to find a statistical
description of highly irregularly shaped objects, like DE, and to reduce the amount of information
gained from DE analyses it is important to have simple parameters at hand, which can capture
the mixing characteristics of the turbulent reactive flows. Furthermore, Wang and Peters [209]
have shown that based on the space filling property of DE statistical properties of the entire scalar
field can be reconstructed from mean values of dissipation elements. To this end the properties of
dissipation elements need to be parameterized. Therefore, in this section a parametric description
of dissipation elements that solely relies on information at the ending points is presented.
According to Wang [229], elements are elongated in one direction and thin in the other two and
therefore it seems natural to pick the Euclidean distance ` between the local extremal points. A
second quantity [229] proposed, is the scalar difference between the maximum and the minimum
point, cf. figure 6.1,
∆Z = Zmax − Zmin . (6.2)
This characterization can be interpreted as the fluctuation intensity of the scalar field Z at the length
scale `. A second property, also related to the scalar values, is the arithmetic mean of Z with respect
to the ending points. Initially introduced by Peters and Trouillet [237], Zm, defined as
Zm =
Zmax + Zmin
2
, (6.3)
in conjunction with ∆Z helps to draw conclusions about the location of gradient trajectories in
mixture fraction space. From a statistical point of view, the three parameters `, ∆Z and Zm contain
most of the information of the mixture fraction field. However, especially for mixing processes the
scalar gradient plays an important role and apart from the above parametrization, also a dissipation
element based mean mixture fraction gradient g can be defined,
g =
∆Z
`
, (6.4)
which in turn is closely related to the scalar dissipation rate. On dimensional grounds, it can be
concluded that [229]
χ∝ 2Dg2 . (6.5)
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Figure 6.3.: Marginal probability distribution of the mixture fraction P(Z) at three instants in time. All
pdfs exhibit a bimodal shape with minima located at Z = 0.13, Z = 0.09 and Z = 0.07
for ascending t/tjet, respectively.
For the later following analyses the definitions (6.2) to (6.4) are non-dimensionalized with respect
to the initial values H0 and ∆Z0. Hence,
g∗ = g
∆Z0/H0
, `∗ = `
H0
, ∆Z∗ = ∆Z
∆Z0
, Z∗m =
Zm
∆Z0
, (6.6)
where ∆Z0 = 1 and H0 = 1.37 mm, cf. section 4.2.1. Based on the above parametrization, DE
analyses facilitates a general decomposition of the turbulent mixture fraction field into regions with
equal mixing properties, thereby allowing to deduce statistics for characteristic regions of the flow
as will be shown next.
6.3 Application to the reactive syngas jet
6.3.1 Regime classification
A turbulent jet flow can principally be partitioned into a fully turbulent inner core region and
an irrotational outer region, where both regions are separated by an interfacial layer, called the
turbulent/non-turbulent (T/NT) interface [238, 239]. In addition, the reactive syngas jet under
consideration features a second interface, namely the reaction zone, which is located in the vicinity
of the stoichiometric mixture fraction, thereby dividing the mixture fraction field into a fuel lean
and a fuel rich region. Both layers, the T/NT and the reaction zone, give rise to define a regime
classification for dissipation elements, where DE are classified based on the location of their ending
points. A first attempt in this regard was made by Mellado et al. [236] who partitioned the flow
field into three zones: a turbulent zone, a turbulence interface and quasi-laminar diffusion layers.
By partitioning the flow into these zones Mellado et al. [236] were able to compute conditional
zonal statistics investigating the role of external intermittency1.
1 The concept of external intermittency describes the segregation of a turbulent jet into two disjoint sub-volumes
with fully developed turbulence and nearly laminar flow [240].
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In this work, a regime classification based on the reaction zone is proposed. Therefore, the flow is
partitioned into three zones, based on the value of the mixture fraction at the ending points gradient
trajectories. It is important to note that all gradient trajectories ending at the same points, thereby
defining a DE, belong to the same regime. The advantage of this partitioning is that it allows to
distinguish between ensembles of trajectories that are subject to chemical reaction and those that
are mainly subject to turbulent mixing. Before going into detail about the regime classification,
the T/NT-interface has to be characterized first in order to be able to estimate where regions of
turbulence mixing occur. Thereby, it is important to find the location of the T/NT with respect to
the mixture fraction variable, since Z is the scalar the DE analysis is based on.
Two general approaches exist in the literature to detect the interface position, where it could be
either detected based on a vorticity criterion or a scalar criterion. The different detection approaches
were examined qualitatively and quantitatively in terms of the interface position by Gampert et al.
[241]. They computed the probability density function of the mean location of the T/NT interface
from both criteria and did a detailed comparison of the two methods, where they observed a very
good agreement.
In this work, the location of the interface is detected based on the scalar criterion because, as
already said, the location is required in mixture fraction space. Therefore the procedure of Prasad
and Sreenivasan [242] is used, who identified the location based on the probability density function
(pdf) of the mixture fraction variable P(Z). This pdf usually exhibits a bimodal shape and the
threshold value at which the interface is located corresponds to the minimum of the probability
density function. For the present simulation, the pdf of Z for three time instants is shown in fig-
ure 6.3 and the bimodal shape can be clearly seen, resulting in threshold values of Z = 0.13 for
t/tjet = 20, Z = 0.09 for t/tjet = 30 and Z = 0.07 for t/tjet = 40.
By knowing the location of the T/NT it is obvious that for the present case the surface of stoichio-
metric mixture, Z = Zst = 0.42, is located in the fully developed turbulent part of the jet flow. With
this the three regimes are identified as follows:
Regime I
In the first regime gradient trajectories do not cross the surface of stoichiometric mixture due to
the condition that the mixture fraction at both ending points of the trajectory is above Zst , i.e.
Zmax ≥ Zmin ≥ Zst . With this definition, GT from regime I are confined to the inner fuel rich core
region of the jet, where turbulent mixing outweighs chemical reactions.
Regime II
In the second regime gradient trajectories cross the surface of stoichiometric mixture since the
values of Z at the ending points enclose Zst , i.e. Zmax ≥ Zst ≥ Zmin. Due to this condition, trajectories
are captured in regime II that are subject to both chemical reaction and turbulent mixing. Because
of the nature of these trajectories, connecting a maximum point at the fuel rich side with Zmax > Zst
and a minimum point at the fuel lean side with Zmin < Zst, they may provide information about the
flame structure in the vicinity of the stoichiometric surface. Furthermore, the non-local (two-point)
character of gradient trajectories provides additional information whether points in the reaction
zone are connected through a diffusive layer with points located away from Zst .
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Figure 6.4.: Two-dimensional slice of the instantaneous mixture fraction field Z in the xOz plane at
t/tref ≈ 20. Gradient trajectories are schematically shown in the different regimes by
colored solid lines. The white line indicates the location of stoichiometric mixture fraction
and the black line indicates the location of the turbulent/non-turbulent interface.
Regime III
Similar to the first regime, in the third regime gradient trajectories do not cross the surface of
stoichiometric mixture due to the condition that the mixture fraction at both ending points of the
trajectory is below Zst , i.e. Zst ≥ Zmax ≥ Zmin. While being located on the fuel lean side of the flame,
both regions of turbulent mixing and quasi laminar regions are embraced.
Figure 6.4 shows a representative slice through the mixture fraction field in the x0z plane. The
white line indicates the surface of stoichiometric mixture, while the T/NT is marked by the black
line. Trajectories in the different regimes are illustrated schematically by bold colored lines. To
conclude the regime classification, it can be said that only trajectories from regimes II and III can
cross the T/NT eventually ending in the quasi laminar outer flow. In contrast, only trajectories in
regime I exhibit turbulent mixing over their whole length. A more profound analysis of the location
of gradient trajectories in mixture fractions space with respect to the different regimes is given in
the next section.
6.3.2 Joint statistics of Z∗m and ∆Z∗
It has already been demonstrated that gradient trajectories based on the mixture fraction field
constitute flamelets in terms of the flamelet theory. In the present simulation, these flamelets
are subject to turbulent mixing processes. In order to assess the impact of turbulent mixing and
to estimate the location of flamelets in mixture fraction space a statistical analysis of ∆Z∗ and
Z∗m is insightful. Figure 6.5 shows the joint probability density function (jpdf) of both quantities
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P(Z∗m,∆Z∗) for three jet times, where the instants of time were chosen with respect to the quasi
self-similar state of the jet, which is reached for t/tjet > 10, cf.section 4.2.5.
Based on equations (6.2) and (6.3) simple kinematic relations for the motion of extremal points in
scalar turbulence can be derived which give a first impression on the temporal evolution of Zm and
∆Z . The substantial changes of Zm and ∆Z can be written as
dZm
dt
=
1
2

dZmax
dt
+
dZmin
dt

, (6.7)
and
d∆Z
dt
=
dZmax
dt
− dZmin
dt
< 0 . (6.8)
Equation (6.8) indicates that ∆Z will always decrease with time, because diffusivity requires
dZmax
dt
< 0 , and
dZmin
dt
> 0 . (6.9)
A similar restriction for Zm does not exist and Zm either increases or decreases with time. However,
the temporal evolution of dissipation elements is more complex than implied by eqs. (6.7) and
(6.8). Schäfer et al. [230] showed that the evolution of dissipation elements is affected by slow and
fast changes. Slow changes are responsible for a continuous evolution, while fast changes describe
processes where the connectivity of dissipation elements changes abruptly due to a topology change
of the mixture fraction field. An abrupt topology change results in a discrete change of∆Z and ` and
occurs when zero gradient points disappear due to diffusion or new zero gradient points appear due
to the folding mechanism of turbulent flows. Schäfer et al. [230] discriminated between two fast
processes. By a reconnection process two initially independent dissipation elements are merged and
a new dissipation element with a larger∆Z is created. This is the only mechanism for∆Z to increase
with time. A secondary splitting process on the other hand would generate new zero gradient points
resulting in shorter dissipation elements and an abrupt decrease of ∆Z . Figure 5.5 illustrates an
example of a cutting and reconnection process by means of a one-dimensional dissipation element.
The joint pdf of Zm and ∆Z exhibits a triangular shape as can be seen in figure 6.5. In addition,
the three regimes introduced earlier are marked together with the two corresponding boundaries
between regime I and II (dash-dotted line) and between regime II and III (dashed line). Due to
their definition the regime borders solely depend on the stoichiometric scalar dissipation rate Zst
and can formally be expressed in terms of Zm and ∆Z
regime I→II: Z∗m(∆Z∗) = ∆Z
∗
2
+ Zst (6.10)
regime II→III: Z∗m(∆Z∗) = −∆Z
∗
2
+ Zst . (6.11)
On the other hand, due to the temporal decay of the jet, the boundaries of the joint pdf change with
time as indicated by the black solid lines in figure 6.5, though the overall triangular shape persists.
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(a) t/tjet = 20 (b) t/tjet = 30
(c) t/tjet = 40
Figure 6.5.: Joint probability density function of Z∗m and ∆Z∗ for three dimensionless times. The
different regimes and also their corresponding regime boundaries are highlighted. The
probability is indicated by colors and scaled logarithmically.
During the decay the maximum mixture fraction Zmax decreases from Zmax = 1.0 for t/tjet = 20 to
Zmax = 0.89 for t/tjet = 40. The intersection of both solid lines indicates an upper limit for ∆Z∗,
which moves to lower values during the decay eventually resulting in a singular jpdf for t →∞.
The joint pdfs for the different instants of time clearly show a change in the morphology of flamelets
with time. For t/tjet = 20, cf. figure 6.5a, a distinct maximum of P(Z∗m,∆Z∗) occurs in the intervals
of 0.1 < ∆Z∗ < 0.3 and 0.85 < Z∗m < 0.95 indicating that most trajectories are situated in the
fuel rich region of the jet, i.e. Zm > Zst . Furthermore, with respect to flamelet space, most of the
trajectories occupy only parts of the fuel rich side, indicated by the relatively small scalar difference.
However, there exist also trajectories situated in the vicinity of Zst spanning nearly the whole
flamelet space, i.e. ∆Z∗ ≈ 1. Only a rare occurrence of trajectories on the fuel lean side (regime III)
can be observed which might be due to the proximity of Zst and the T/NT (Z = 0.13) at that time.For
the second instant of time, cf. figure 6.5b, the distinct maximum in regime I disappeared and it
seems that the majority of trajectories is located in regime II at the lower boundary of P(Z∗m,∆Z∗),
though a significant amount of trajectories is still located in regime I. At the lower boundary all
trajectories have a Zmin = 0, according to equations (6.2) and (6.3), thereby connecting regions of
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pure oxidizer with the reaction zone. Furthermore, it can be noted that due to shift of the T/NT
towards a lower mixture fraction value (Z = 0.09) more trajectories are situated in regime III.
During the later stages of the jet, cf. figure 6.5c, gradient trajectories are homogeneously distributed
without any distinct maximum in P(Z∗m,∆Z∗). At the same time this is also an indicator for the
state of mixing during later jet times. The state of mixing could be further assessed by investigating
the joint distribution of the scalar difference ∆Z∗ and the length scale `∗ which is done in the next
section.
6.3.3 Joint statistics of ∆Z∗ and `∗
The joint distribution of the mixture fraction difference ∆Z∗ and the length scale `∗, P(∆Z∗,`∗) ,
complements the study of P(Z∗m,∆Z∗) by providing additional information about the local structure
of the mixture fraction field. The joint pdf is plotted for all regimes in figure 6.6 for t/tjet = 20
(left) and t/tjet = 40 (right) in conjunction with the conditional mean 〈∆Z∗|`∗〉, indicated by the
black circles. In addition, also P(∆Z∗,`∗) for all gradient trajectories independent of their regime is
shown.
The plots of P(∆Z∗,`∗) clearly show that the scalar difference and the length scale `∗ exhibit a
strong correlation independent of the regime classification. All joint distributions show distinct
maxima near the origin and indicate that with increasing `∗ also ∆Z∗ increases. This finding is
further supported by the conditional mean value which increases monotonously with `∗. From
a theoretical point of view [234] the probability near the origin vanishes because at very small
scales, extremal points may rapidly be annihilated owing to molecular diffusion which prohibits the
existence of very small ∆Z∗ and `∗ at the same time.
First, having a closer look at the joint probabilities for t/tjet = 20 further insights into the state of
mixing can be obtained. Poor mixed regions are represented by probabilities in the upper left corner
of P(∆Z∗,`∗), where `∗ is small but ∆Z∗ has already large values. On the other hand, well mixed
regions are represented by probabilities in the lower left corner, where ∆Z∗ is small at finite length
scales `∗. Both, regime I and II have a distinct peak in P(∆Z∗,`∗) which is located near `∗ ≈ 0.3.
However, according to the location of the peak with respect to ∆Z∗ they are different in the state
of mixing. While regime I exhibits a peak at ∆Z∗ ≈ 0.1, thereby showing indications of well
mixedness, regime II seems to be poorly mixed since the peak occurs at ∆Z∗ ≈ 0.6. Furthermore,
this shows that trajectories in regime II have a tendency to connect extremal points with large scalar
differences. Regime III allows no clear conclusion due to a lack of samples at that time.
Next, analyzing the second instant of time at t/tjet = 40, cf. figure 6.6 (right), the state of mixing
clearly changed. A first observation is that for all regimes the probability of having long elements
with smaller scalar difference increased, which is an indicator for well mixedness. While for
t/tjet = 20 the longest elements exhibit a length of `∗ ≈ 2, this length increases to `∗ ≈ 3 for
t/tjet = 40. Also the distinct maxima of regimes I and II are shifted. Comparing them to the
corresponding earlier instant of time, the maximum for regime I is shifted to `∗ ≈ 0.5, while having
nearly the same scalar difference as for t/tjet = 20. In contrast the maximum of P(∆Z∗,`∗) for
regime II is shifted to `∗ ≈ 0.5 and ∆Z∗ ≈ 0.4 which is a decrease in the scalar difference by 0.2.
Since scalar mixing and the occurrence of scalar gradients are strongly connected, it is of interest at
which length scale large mean gradients g will occur. This will be the topic of the next section.
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(a) Regime I (b) Regime I
(c) Regime II (d) Regime II
(e) Regime III (f) Regime III
(g) All (h) All
Figure 6.6.: Joint distribution of ∆Z∗ and `∗ together with the conditional mean 〈∆Z∗|`∗〉 (black
circles) for two instants of time t/tjet = 20 (left) and t/tjet = 40 (right). From top
to bottom the different regimes are shown with P(∆Z∗,`∗) of all trajectories at the
bottom. The probability is indicated by colors and scaled logarithmically.
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(a) Regime I (b) Regime I
(c) Regime II (d) Regime II
(e) Regime III (f) Regime III
(g) All (h) All
Figure 6.7.: Joint distribution of g∗ and `∗ together with the conditional mean 〈g∗|`∗〉 (black circles)
for two instants of time t/tjet = 20 (left) and t/tjet = 40 (right). From top to bottom
the different regimes are shown with P(g∗,`∗) of all trajectories at the bottom. The
probability is indicated by colors and scaled logarithmically.
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6.3.4 Joint statistics of g∗ and `∗
In the theory of Wang and Peters [48] the scalar difference ∆Z∗ and `∗ are the most important
parameters, since they allow to reconstruct fundamental statistics of the scalar field [209]. However,
based on these two quantities a third quantity providing an approximation for the normalized mean
scalar gradient g∗ of a gradient trajectory can be derived which in turn can be related to the scalar
dissipation rate χ, cf. equation (6.5). While the scalar dissipation rate can be interpreted as the
local rate of mixing of the scalar field, g∗ provides additional scale-dependent information due to
the non-local character of ∆Z∗ and `∗. Therefore, in this section the joint pdf of g∗ and `∗, P(g∗,`∗),
is studied. The joint pdf is plotted for all regimes in figure 6.7 for t/tjet = 20 (left) and t/tjet = 40
(right) in conjunction with the conditional mean of both quantities 〈g∗|`∗〉, indicated by the black
circles. In addition, also P(g∗,`∗) for all gradient trajectories independent of their regime is shown.
For the first instant of time at t/tjet = 20 the joint pdfs of regime I and II exhibit a long tail at
length scales `∗ ≈ 0.5 but not for `∗ → 0. It might seem surprising that the largest gradients do
not occur for `∗→ 0, however, ∆Z∗ and `∗ are not independent and ∆Z∗ is affected by molecular
damping at the smallest scales. The tail is most pronounced for regime II and exceeds the reference
value ∆Z0/H0 by almost a factor of 14. This corresponds to the upper left region in the joint
pdf P(∆Z∗,`∗), where relatively large values of ∆Z∗ occur at small length scales `∗. The largest
excursion from the conditional mean value 〈g∗|`∗〉 is observed for regime I, where g∗ exceeds
〈g∗|`∗〉 by almost a factor of 5. This phenomenon is also known as small-scale intermittency in the
literature [243].
According to Gauding et al. [244] large gradients g∗ at moderate length scales `∗ can be interpreted
as steep jumps in the mixture fraction field which manifest themselves as cliff-like structures,
caused by compressive strain acting on the mixture fraction field. Strong molecular transport
occurs predominantly over these cliffs where the width of these structures could be interpreted
as a length scale over which mixing predominantly occurs. On average, this width corresponds to
the length scale `∗ at which the maximum of 〈g∗|`∗〉 occurs, which is at `∗ ≈ 0.1 independently of
the regime. On the other hand, the lower right tails of P(∆Z∗,`∗) can be interpreted as ramp-like
structures, where the scalar difference ∆Z∗ varies monotonously over a length scale up to `∗ = 2,
resulting in low values for g∗. For the later instant of time, t/tjet = 40, ramp-like structures get
more pronounced while at the same time cliff-like structures are significantly reduced.
6.3.5 Inner structure of dissipation elements
According to the flamelet theory, chemical reactions mostly take place in thin confined layers
around the surface of stoichiometric mixture fraction, where diffusion is the rate controlling process.
The dissipation element approach, due to its non-local nature, in conjunction with the regime
classification can be used to provide further insights into the inner structure of these diffusively
controlled regions. To this end, statistics for the temperature T and the species mass fraction OH
are computed based on information extracted along gradient trajectories, rather than using data at
the ending points. Based on the regime classification, cf. section 6.3.1, the analyses are restricted
to gradient trajectories belonging to regime II, since only these gradient trajectories intersect the
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(a) t/tjet = 20 (b) t/tjet = 40
(c) t/tjet = 20 (d) t/tjet = 40
Figure 6.8.: Joint distributions of Tmax/Tq (top) and YOH,max/YOH,q (bottom) with respect g∗ for
two instants of time t/tjet = 20 (left) and t/tjet = 40 (right), together with their
conditional mean values


Tmax/Tq|g∗

and


YOH,max/YOH,q|g∗

, indicated by black circles.
The probability is indicated by colors and scaled logarithmically.
surface of stoichiometric mixture fraction and are subject to chemical reactions.
Figure 6.8 shows the joint distributions of Tmax/Tq and YOH,max/YOH,q with respect to the normalized
gradient g∗ for two instants of time, t/tjet = 20 and t/tjet = 40, together with their conditional
mean values


Tmax/Tq|g∗

and


YOH,max/YOH,q|g∗

, indicated by black circles. The subscript (•)max
denotes the maximimum value of the respective quantity that has been extracted along individual
gradient trajectories. Both stoichiometric quantities have been normalized by their corresponding
value near extinction, (•)q, which were estimated at Tq = 1241 K and YOH,q = 0.00117, respectively.
These values are obtained from steady laminar flamelet calculations, cf. section 3.2.1. First,
examining the joint distribution of Tmax/Tq and g
∗ for t/tjet = 20 , cf. figure 6.8a, it turns out
that strong fluctuations around the conditional mean exist. The joint distribution has a peak value
near g∗ ≈ 1 and Tmax/Tq ≈ 1, thereby indicating that a significant number of trajectories is at
the edge of extinction (indicated by the horizontal line), which is also in agreement with 〈T 〉st at
that time, cf. figure 4.13. A trajectory is defined to by extinguished if Tmax/Tq < 1. Although the
conditional mean clearly shows a trend towards a quenched state of trajectories for g∗ > 1, there is
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a significant number of burning trajectories for 1< g∗ < 4. Similar observations can be made for
P(YOH,max/YOH,q, g∗), cf. figure 6.8c, although the peak in the vicinity of g∗ ≈ 1 is less distinct.
Inspecting the second instant of time t/tjet = 40, cf. figures 6.8b and 6.8d, the jet seems to be
mostly reignited. This is most apparent for the normalized temperature, cf. figure 6.8b, where the
conditional mean


Tmax/Tq|g∗

completely lies above the quench limit (indicated by the horizontal
line). This finding agrees also well with 〈T 〉st at that time, cf. figure 4.13. Although, there still exist
strong fluctuations around the conditional mean, the majority of samples is above the extinction
value. Similarly, the conditional mean of the normalized OH mass fraction indicates a reignition
of the jet, cf. figure 6.8d. However, compared to the earlier instant of time, for small gradients
g∗ stronger fluctuations around the conditional mean exist. Nevertheless, the peak of the joint
distribution P(YOH,max/YOH,q, g∗) is well above the critical value.
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7 Summary and conclusion
This thesis presents two methodologies for analyzing a direct numerical simulation (DNS) of a
turbulent reactive jet flow with respect to flamelet modeling. Based on a reference case from the
literature, a highly resolved DNS of a temporally evolving syngas jet flame was conducted with the
direct numerical flow solver DINO, where the mixture fraction was transported as an additional
passive scalar. All transport properties except for the mixture fraction were computed based on
a mixture-averaged formulation and were provided by the high-performance multi-component
transport library EGlib. The temporal integration was performed with a third-order semi-implicit
low-storage Runge-Kutta solver, where the Jacobian matrix of the chemical source terms was
provided in analytical form by means of pre-generated source code. The source code was generated
with the help of pyJac and directly compiled into DINO.
Based on this DNS, a recently published extended flamelet formulation, that explicitly accounts for
curvature-induced flame-tangential transport, is assessed by means of a novel on-the-fly gradient
trajectory tracking algorithm, which was conceived as part of this dissertation. To this end, gradient
trajectories are tracked on the mixture fraction field, which renders them as flamelets in terms of
the flamelet theory. The newly developed framework is coupled to the DNS solver DINO and several
gradient trajectories are tracked simultaneously in space and time. In order to identify flamelets over
time, tracer particles serve as seed points from which gradient trajectories are emitted and traced
along the ascending and descending gradient until a local extremal point of the mixture fraction
field is reached. This identification procedure allows a full reconstruction of unsteady flamelet
histories in the turbulent reactive flow, which forms the basis for assessing the extended flamelet
model. This is in contrast to previous studies where flamelets were extracted in a postprocessing
step, neglecting transient influences. With the help of the on-the-fly procedure, for the first time,
transient terms can be accurately computed and their effect on the temporal evolution of the entire
flamelet structure can be analyzed. For that purpose, flamelet histories are recomputed for five
flamelet identities by means of a flamelet solver, considering three different flamelet regimes: (i)
the classical flamelet regime (FLT), (ii) the curvature-affected flamelet regime (FLT-C) and (iii)
the multi-dimensional flamelet regime (FLT-MD). Here, a flamelet identity is defined as a gradient
trajectory whose connectivity to the local extremal points does not change within a period of time
during the tracking. This distinction is crucial, since abrupt changes in the connectivity might occur
due to the splitting or reconnection of extremal points. These changes in connectivity lead to abrupt
changes in the boundary conditions, which in turn lead to the formation of a new flamelet identity.
During the recomputation of flamelet histories, terms that are originally unclosed in the extended
flamelet formulation, i.e. the scalar dissipation rate and multi-dimensional diffusion terms, are
computed from the data extracted along gradient trajectories.
The time histories are evaluated in terms of the temperature at the seed point of each trajectory.
Comparing the results of the recomputed histories with the DNS, it is evident that the FLT and
FLT-C approaches mostly fail to reproduce the DNS results. The temperature was only accurately
recomputed for one flamelet identity. On the other hand, the full extended FLT-MD approach
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agrees very well with the DNS for all identities considered, indicating that curvature-induced
flame-tangential transport is an important aspect to consider in flamelet modeling. The study of
recomputed temperature histories is complemented by a budget analysis of instantaneous flamelet
identities, verifying the finding that significant multi-dimensional effects are present. Furthermore,
only by means of the tracking procedure the complete budgets can be evaluated, including an accu-
rate representation of the transient terms. It is successfully shown that transient terms significantly
contribute to the overall balance of the equations.
The methodology of analyzing flamelets in a direct numerical simulation of a turbulent reactive jet,
facilitated by an on-the-fly tracking procedure, is only a first step and further research is necessary
to develop a fully self-contained extended flamelet model. First and foremost, suitable closure
strategies for the multi-dimensional transport term should be developed. Next, a proper tabulation
strategy, also to be developed, should be evaluated in a priori and a posteriori test scenarios.
In the second part of the thesis, the method of dissipation elements is applied to the DNS, which (in
contrast to the on-the-fly methodology) serves as a postprocessing tool able to identify all gradient
trajectories (flamelets) present in the flow. With this framework the mixture fraction field is decom-
posed into small subunits called “dissipation elements”. The identification of dissipation elements
works similarly to the on-the-fly tracking, by tracing gradient trajectories until local extremal values
are reached. However, in contrast to the on-the-fly procedure, they are emitted from every grid
point within the computational domain. The ensemble of all trajectories that end at the same local
extremal points form a dissipation element eventually leading to a geometrical decomposition of
the mixture fraction field.
Based on this geometrical decomposition, a parametrization solely based on the endpoints is intro-
duced. It considers the scalar difference ∆Z , the arithmetic mean Zm and an approximate gradient
g =∆Z/` which in turn includes additional information about the Euclidean distance ` between
the endpoints. Furthermore, the gradient g can be related to the scalar dissipation rate. Apart
from this parametrization, a regime classification based on the stoichiometric mixture fraction is
proposed which distinguishes between: (i) a fuel rich regime , (ii) a stoichiometric regime and (iii)
a fuel lean regime. This classification in conjunction with the two-point character of dissipation
elements allows conclusions to be drawn about the connectivity of different regions of the jet,
e.g. the connection between the reaction zone and the turbulent core. Based on these regimes,
dissipation elements are classified according to the location of their endpoints and various statistics
of the above parameters are computed.
First, joint probabilities of Zm and ∆Z are presented. The distribution of these two quantities
allows conclusions to be drawn about the mixing process and the location of dissipation elements
in mixture fraction space. It is observed that most dissipation elements initially lie in the fuel rich
regime. During later jet times, dissipation elements are homogeneously distributed without any
distinct maximum of the joint distribution of Zm and ∆Z .
Next, investigating the conditional mean of ∆Z and ` reveals that long dissipation elements exhibit
large scalar differences on average. The joint probability of these quantities further reveals, that
independently of the regime, high probabilities occur for dissipation elements having a length of
roughly 1/3 of the initial jet width. At the same time, the probabilities of the scalar difference at
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this length scale varies between the regimes.
The impact of g is studied by analyzing joint statistics of the temperature and the species mass
fraction of OH for the stoichiometric regime. It is shown that with an increasing mean gradient,
both the temperature and YOH decrease, although the joint probability reveals large fluctuations
around the mean, especially for small gradients.
The analysis of turbulent reactive flows by means of dissipation elements complements the on-the-fly
analysis by providing a statistical characterization of flamelet-related parameters. This statistical
analysis in turn could be used to develop possible closure strategies for the extended flamelet
equations by providing further insights into the topology of the mixture fraction field. Finding
proper expressions for curvature in terms of dissipation-element-based quantities could be the first
step in this regard. Then, the interplay of the scalar dissipation rate (related to g) and the curvature
could be thoroughly analyzed, possibly allowing conclusions to be drawn on the interplay of normal
and multi-dimensional transport.
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A Additional chemical kinetic relations
A.1 Reverse rate coefficient
For reversible reactions, the reverse rate coefficient is determined in one of two ways [51]:
1. evaluate explicit reverse Arrhenius parameters, similar to equation (2.70), or
2. evaluate the ratio of k f ,i and Kc,i, i.e. the equilibrium constant.
kr,i =
k f ,i
Kc,i
, (A.1)
Kc,i = Kp,i
 patm
RT
∑Ns
k=1 νki
, and (A.2)
Kp,i = exp

∆S◦i
R −
∆H◦i
RT

= exp
 Ns∑
k=1
νki

S◦k
R −
H◦k
RT

, (A.3)
Combining the expressions for Kc,i and Kp,i yields
Kc,i =
 patm
R
∑Ns
k=1 νki
exp
 Ns∑
k=1
νkiBk

, (A.4)
where, expanding the polynomial expressions for S◦k and H◦k from Eqs. equation (2.26) and equa-
tion (2.25) leads to
Bk = a6,k − a0,k + a0,k ln T + T
a1,k
2
+ T
a2,k
6
+ T
a3,k
12
+
a4,k
20
T

− a5,k
T
. (A.5)
A.2 Falloff reactions
Unlike elementary and third-body reactions, falloff reactions exhibit a pressure dependence de-
scribed as a blending of rates at low- and high-pressure limits. The corresponding rate coefficients
for the low-pressure- (k0,i) and high-pressure-limit (k∞,i) are each expressed in Arrhenius form
following equation (2.70). Then, the ratio of the coefficients k0,i and k∞,i, combined with the
third-body concentration defines a reduced pressure Pr,i given by
Pr,i =
k0,i
k∞,i
Ns∑
j=1
mi j[X ] j . (A.6)
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The falloff blending factor Fi used in Eq. (2.72) is determined based on one of two representa-
tions [51, 112]:
Fi =

1 Lindemann [245], or
F

1+(
ATroe
BTroe
)2
−1
cent Troe [246] .
(A.7)
The variables for the Troe representation are given by
Fcent = (1− a)exp

− T
T ∗∗∗

+ a · exp

− T
T ∗

+ exp

−T ∗∗
T

, (A.8)
ATroe = log10 Pr,i − 0.67 log10 Fcent − 0.4 , and (A.9)
BTroe = 0.806− 1.1762 log10 Fcent − 0.14 log10 Pr,i , (A.10)
where a, T ∗∗∗, T ∗, and T ∗∗ are parameters that are specified in the chemical mechanism. The final
parameter T ∗∗ is optional, and, if it is not present, the final term of Fcent is omitted.
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B Validation cases
B.1 Decaying homogeneous isotropic turbulence
The simulation of decaying homogeneous isotropic turbulence (HIT) serves as a well suited test case
to validate the implemented solution strategy, consisting of finite-difference approximation, cf. sec-
tion 4.1.1, Runge-Kutta solver, cf. section 4.1.2 and the fractional step algorithm, cf. section 4.1.5.
The reference data was generated with a pseudo-spectral code that was developed by Gauding
[220] and Goebbert and Gauding [247]. Details about the numerical solution strategy can be
found in [220]. Simulations were performed on a cubic isotropic mesh with an edge length of 2pi
and 1024 grid points in each direction. Periodic boundary conditions were imposed everywhere.
Similarly to [248–250] both DNS were initialized with a prescribed energy spectrum
E = A0 · κ
4
κ50
exp

−2

κ
κ0
2
, (B.1)
where κ denotes the wavenumber. The peak of the spectrum (in wavenumber space) is denoted by
κ0 = 10 and the amplitude is A0 = 100. figure B.1a shows the three dimensional energy spectrum
computed from velocity fluctuations generated with the help of equation (B.1).
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Figure B.1.: Illustration of the initial three dimensional energy spectrum (a) and evolution of the
spectrum b computed from velocity fluctuations generated with (B.1). The initial
spectrum peaks at the prescribed wavenumber κ0 = 10.
The evolution of the energy spectrum is shown in figure B.1a. Furthermore, it can be seen from
figure B.2 that after an initial transition phase both 〈k〉 and 〈"〉 decay as a power law, as expected.
The corresponding rates of decay agree well with values reported in [137]. Note, that almost no
differences between the spectral DNS code and DINO exist.
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Figure B.2.: Self similar decay of mean kinetic energy 〈k〉 (solid line) and mean dissipation 〈"〉
(dash-dotted line). In addition the theoretical decay rates are illustrated by the dotted
lines.
B.2 Homogeneous reactor
In order to validate the different time integration strategies discussed in section 4.1.2 and the
computation of kinetic parameters, cf. section 2.6, a homogeneous reactor setup is used. The
initial value problem to be solved, in the context of a single homogeneous reacting system (e.g.,
autoignition, perfectly stirred reactor), is described using an ordinary differential equation for the
thermochemical composition vector
Φ=

T,Y1,Y2, . . . ,YNs−1
	ᵀ
, (B.2)
where T is the temperature, Yi are the species mass fractions, and Ns is the number of species.
The system of ODEs governing the time change in thermochemical composition corresponding
to equation (B.2) is then f = ∂Φ/∂ t:
f =
∂
∂ t
Φ=
§
∂
∂ t
T,
∂
∂ t
Y1,
∂
∂ t
Y2, . . . ,
∂
∂ t
YNs−1
ªᵀ
, (B.3)
where
∂
∂ t
T =
−1
ρcp
Ns∑
k=1
hkWkω˙k (B.4)
∂
∂ t
Yk =
Wk
ρ
ω˙k k = 1, . . . , Ns − 1 (B.5)
where cp is the mass-averaged constant-pressure specific heat, hk is the enthalpy of the kth species
in mass units, and ω˙k is the overall production rate of the kth species. The right hand sides
of equations (B.4) and (B.5) were computed with the help of pyJac [179], a software package
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specifically designed for the generation of analytical jacobian matrices and chemical source terms.
The initial conditions for equations (B.4) and (B.5) were set to
YH2 = 0.027226 ,YO2 = 0.216085 ,YN2 = 0.756689 , T = 1001K (B.6)
whereat all other species mass fractions were set to 0. The chemical kinetic scheme used for the
computations was the GRI-MECH 3.0 [251]. Two different low-storage Runge-Kutta solvers were
benchmarked, namely a fully explicit fourth-order five-stage solver (LSERK4(5)) [169] and a low-
storage semi-implicit third-order three-stage solver (LSSIRK3(3)) [165], see section 4.1.2. The time
step used for the integration was fixed to ∆t = 6 ·10−9 s for the explcit solver and ∆t = 1 ·10−7 s for
the semi-implicit solver. Both solvers were validated against solutions obtained with the in-house
universal laminar flame solver (ULF [211]). As can be seen in figure B.3 both solvers achieve
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Figure B.3.: Solutions of equations (B.4) and (B.5) obtained with different time integration strategies,
cf. section 4.1.2.
solutions which agree very well with the reference solution. It should be noted that the timestep for
the semi-implicit solver was about 17 times higher than that for the fully explicit solver. Although
the evaluation of the jacobian (required for the LSSIRK3) requires a significant amount of time per
timestep the overall runtime of the simulation was reduced by a factor of 5.
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C Code listings
C.1 Fortran interface to pyJac
With the current version of pyJac [179] only C code can be generated, which requires a special
interface to be useable within DINO . The interface, used in this work is presented in the following.
Listing C.1: Fortran interface to the pyJac library [111, 179].
module pyjac_mod
use iso_c_binding
interface
subroutine compute_hi(T,h) bind(c,name=’eval_h’)
use iso_c_binding
! value keyword important, because usually
! fortran passes by reference, but pyjac
! requires value to be passed
real(kind=c_double), intent(in ), value :: T
real(kind=c_double) :: h(*)
end subroutine compute_hi
end interface
interface
subroutine compute_cpi(T,cp) bind(c,name=’eval_cp’)
use iso_c_binding
real(kind=c_double), intent(in ), value :: T
real(kind=c_double) :: cp(*)
end subroutine compute_cpi
end interface
interface
subroutine convert_x2y(X,Y) bind(c,name=’mole2mass’)
use iso_c_binding
real(kind=c_double), intent(in ) :: X(*)
real(kind=c_double) :: Y(*)
end subroutine convert_x2y
end interface
interface
subroutine convert_y2x(Y,X) bind(c,name=’mass2mole’)
use iso_c_binding
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real(kind=c_double), intent(in ) :: Y(*)
real(kind=c_double) :: X(*)
end subroutine convert_y2x
end interface
interface
real(c_double) function computeDensity(T,P,X) bind(c,name=’getDensity’)
use iso_c_binding
real(kind=c_double), intent(in ), value :: T
real(kind=c_double), intent(in ), value :: P
real(kind=c_double), intent(in ) :: X(*)
end function computeDensity
end interface
interface
subroutine reaction_rates(T,P,Y,omega) bind(c,name=’dydt’)
use iso_c_binding
real(kind=c_double), intent(in ), value :: T
real(kind=c_double), intent(in ), value :: P
real(kind=c_double), intent(in ) :: Y(*)
real(kind=c_double) :: omega(*)
end subroutine reaction_rates
end interface
interface
subroutine jacobian(T,P,Y,jac) bind(c,name=’eval_jacob’)
use iso_c_binding
real(kind=c_double), intent(in ), value :: T
real(kind=c_double), intent(in ), value :: P
real(kind=c_double), intent(in ) :: Y(*)
real(kind=c_double) :: jac(*)
end subroutine jacobian
end interface
end module pyjac_mod
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